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INTRODUCTION 

The pointed spire of the community church marks the 

center of Dublin Village. For a hundred years the white meet¬ 

inghouse has stood there, its gilded weathervane pointing un¬ 

failingly west in fair weather, toward the east in foul. 

Once they changed its color and painted the church light 

green, the trimmings much darker. Eventually, the dark green 

turned black. Everyone rejoiced when its original color was 

restored and the mournful black had given way to a more 

cheerful white. 

It was a problem of grave concern to locate this new edifice 

in 1852, after a decision had been made to take down the 

church on the common, with its beautiful spire, like those of 

Hancock and Fitzwilliam, all three of which were constructed 

by the same builder. 

Those strong-willed, determined citizens who lived a cen¬ 

tury ago, were not easily swayed—the Pipers, Masons, Morses, 

Gleasons, Gowings, Allisons, Adamses, Appletons, Fiskes, Pierces, 

Twitchells, Richardsons, and a score or more of others. 

It required the wisdom of three disinterested men of estab¬ 

lished integrity, from out of town, to make the final decision. 

Each came separately and all three were pledged to exercise 

their unbiased, impartial judgment and choose the spot for 

the new church best suited for the good of the town “although 

the heavens do fall.” 

Chamberlain’s Tavern was moved east from its original 

site to make room for the new house of worship. A row of 

horse-sheds was constructed in the rear and on two sides, and 

a few additional ones were built along the highway to the west, 

for the good people of Dublin were punctilious attendants and 

drove to church from all parts of the town on Sunday morning 

behind the freshly groomed family horse hitched to a cleanly 
washed wagon. 

Two stores stood nearby and a small brick church was built 

on the hill west by those followers of Trinitarian leaning who 

were dissatisfied with the liberal teachings of the Reverend Dr. 
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Leonard; his sermons, they believed, did not sufficiently em¬ 

phasize the warnings of Hell-fire and eternal damnation. 

Just below the hill stood the schoolhouse in District Number 

1, and farther east, on the “flat,” was the blacksmith shop. Dr. 

Heald had become prosperous through his practice of medicine 

and erected there, out of brick, one of the town’s most preten¬ 

tious dwellings. In times past the building was used for hotel 

purposes. On the upper floor, in the large hall, dancing parties 

have been held. 

It is uphill to Dublin over all approaching highways, for 

the town lies on the eastern slope of Monadnock, 1,493 feet 

above sea level, and a Government survey has proclaimed it 

“the highest village in New England.” 

There are eight other Dublins in these United States, but 

this town is one of the oldest. The first settler came in 1752. 

King George the Third granted its charter in 1771. Dublin was 

first called Monadnock Number 3. 

Here, in this delightful spot, is mountain air, blue skies, and 

golden sunshine where vision may wander to vast distant hori¬ 

zons over stretches of forest lands, far-away hills, green grassy 

mowings, and rocky pastures, which seemingly blend into the 

blue mist of distance. 

Perhaps Dublin was not unlike the average small New Eng¬ 

land town up to the time of the coming of summer guests three 

quarters of a century ago. The resort business began in a small 

way. Campers pitched their tents on “Phillips Point,” where 

the Joe Smiths live now; some others chose the cool banks of 

the mountain brook which flows from the side of Monadnock. 

A few vacationists came from Boston to board in private homes 

during the hot weather, but it was ten or fifteen years later 

that they commenced to buy land and build summer homes. 

One fortunate resident paid $600 for a hay field bordering 

on the lake. Years later, half of it netted him $22,000 and the 

remainder was sold to equally good advantage. His $300 cow 

pasture attracted the attention of a copper-mine magnate who 

paid several thousand dollars for the property. Mr. Jencks 

bought the land afterward and built his elaborate residence 

there, nearly nineteen hundred feet above ocean level. 
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A good many farms were sold at an excellent price and 

those who had owned them usually retired to the village to 

enjoy an easier life. Nearly all the lake shore is now the prop¬ 

erty of summer residents. 

Church weddings were events of importance in the past, 

just as they are now. Milton Mason and Ella Gowing were said 

to have been the handsomest couple ever to be married in the 

Unitarian church. 

Like the average community of today, the town had its 

share of unfortunate happenings, but perhaps the proportion 

was less then than now. A young fellow drowned in the lake. 

Another similar fatality occurred at Farnum Pond, renamed 

Dark Pond by Mr. Leighton who bought the land surrounding 

it; the drowning victim was a youth in his employ. Another 

death took place on Monadnock in the wintertime when two 

college students left for the top of the mountain on a bright, 

warm, sunny afternoon. Sudden cold and a blizzard of inten¬ 

sity caused the death of one of the young men, who was thinly 

clad, cold, and exhausted. 

There was sometimes scandal in town. A maid employed in 

the home of the Town Clerk robbed his safe of a small sum 

of money. A few chronic inebriates were classed as undesir¬ 

ables, but seldom disturbed the peace to an extent which made 

it necessary to lock them into the tramp house. 

Two young fellows became expert with the rifle and dem¬ 

onstrated their skill by performing a William Tell act and shot 

apples off each other’s head. 

Close to the town boundary line in a neighboring commu¬ 

nity, a second wife discovered that her Civil War husband, 

well known in Dublin, had executed his will, making her the 

beneficiary. In order to hasten her ownership and assume pos¬ 

session quickly, she put Paris green in his food. He died in 

great agony. The widow was lodged in the Keene jail, but she, 

too, died before the date set for her trial. 

A daily stage to Peterborough carried mail and passengers; 

another route was established between Dublin and Harris- 

ville, after the building of the Keene and Manchester railroad. 

Butchers’ carts drove in from adjoining towns; fish, fruit, 
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and vegetable peddlers found in Dublin a ready market; coal 

was supplied from Peterborough, and there was work on the 

estates for local men and for many more from out of town. 

On Sunday mornings, Charles Preston swept out the church 

and rang the bell. There were rare occasions when he partook 

a bit too freely from “the cup that cheers,” and, one Sunday 

morning during church services, the congregation was startled 

by the playing of the melodeon in the vestry below. But the 

janitor professed ignorance of its origin and declared the music 

must have been caused by spirits, which was, perhaps, a satis¬ 

factory explanation. 

Many residents living on the village street kept one or more 

cows. Milk cost six cents per quart. On summer mornings the 

cattle were herded together and driven to the pasture on Beech 

Hill, or to the one in which the Pumpelly residence is now 

located. 

On the whole, except for far too frequent fatalities from 

tuberculosis among young people and the untimely deaths of 

mothers at childbirth, a majority of the natives lived long and 

contentedly. They worked hard and were housed in fairly com¬ 

fortable dwellings. 

Life went on uneventfully in this quiet little New Hamp¬ 

shire town at the foot of Monadnock. People accomplished their 

daily tasks, both congenial and irksome, with but little com¬ 

plaint, despite the absence of present-day conveniences. 

They went to church, visited friends, and took turns in nurs¬ 

ing sick neighbors without thought of financial reimbursement. 

Courageous wives gave their consent when husbands were 

called to the Revolutionary War. In their absence they carried 

on the farm, harvested the crops, fed the stock, and, while they 

hilled the corn in June, 1776, heard the roar of cannon at 

Bunker Hill dealing out death and devastation. Ever since, 

Dublin men and women have done their part willingly when 

conflict demanded help. 

The community had its weddings, births, and deaths. Boys 

grew to maturity, girls to womanhood, and each passed on to 

middle age. Most of them, with an abiding faith in God, grew 

old gracefully and, at the approach of the sunset hour, looked 
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The Allison Family 

Top: Grandmother Persis Learned and Father, 

the family head James Allison. 

Middle: Annie Maria and Flora Gertrude. 

Bottom: James Francis and Henry Darracott. 



Top: Mother Sarah Jane Darracott and William 

Andrew, who died when seven years old. 

Middle: John Learned and Emma Jane. 

Bottom: Edwin Sherman and Mabel Persis. 



Photo by Granite State Studio 

Approaching Dublin Village From the West 

. mm :«’-i 
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back in peaceful content upon a useful past—a life well spent. 

A few unfortunates became decrepit and burdensome as age 

progressed; some went to the town’s poor farm and there passed 

their remaining days. 

Hope and despair, joy and sorrow became a part of every¬ 

one’s life. And so it will be in all the days that are yet to come! 

# 
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THE ALLISON HOMESTEAD 

“Lot 15, Range 4, was deeded to Eli Allison by his father, 

Andrew Allison, on April 20, 1819. Andrew was son of Samuel, 

one of the earliest Dublin settlers. 

“Eli, born in 1791, was named for his mother’s father, Eli 

Morse, of Lot 13, Range 5. He married, 1817, Persis Learned. 

Their seven children were born on the farm. 

“Their son James, born 1830, succeeded to the homestead 

on his father’s death in 1860, and lived there until 1898.”* 

The old white Allison farmhouse stood close beside the dusty 

road which led to the “Darling trail” up Monadnock, a mile 

beyond, then continued on to Troy, ten miles away. Travelers 

paused to ask the way to the mountain, or to the brook, a half 

mile distant, where young men from the city camped during 

vacation. 

Returning pedestrians, hot and weary, after an arduous trip 

to the summit, stopped for a pitcher of cold milk, or a glass of 

water out of the bucket which had splashed in the cold well 

below. 

When the tired tourist descended from the top of the moun¬ 

tain in days past, he could have read a well-lettered sign placed 

beside the path a half mile above the starting point, “Summit 

3 Miles.” After a hard journey it was perhaps easy for him to 

agree that the distance had been underestimated and that he 

was quite in accord with a previous fellow traveler who had 

penciled underneath: “Dam lie, 10 miles.” 

The yard in front of the house was level enough for a cro¬ 

quet set, then sloped away to the meadow beyond. Around a 

great boulder close by, sweet fragrance from clusters of lilac 

blossoms permeated the warm spring air; there were three large 

red-cherry trees east of the house; white rosebushes on both 

sides of the granite doorstep, and a row of Darracott red roses 

extended completely across the side of the house next the road. 

Apple trees grew near—Porters, Pippins, and one tree of natural 

fruit of unusual quality, true in taste to its name, “Dum-good.” 

0 From Allen Chamberlain’s Annals of the Grand Monadnock. 
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In tall pines behind the sandy knoll across the road, hungry 

young crows cawed for food in the daytime. At night turkeys, 

belonging to the farm, roosted there high above the ground and 

away from danger of keen-scented foxes. Soft-shelled turtle eggs 

were sometimes found in the sandbank. Watermelons grew 

readily in the sandy soil. 
From the barn, on lower ground north of the house, could 

be heard the tinkle of old Jersey’s cowbell. She was recognized 

leader of the small herd, gave the richest milk, mothered the 

best calves, and could whip any of the other cattle except the 

oxen, Broad and Bunkum, next to whom she was tied in her 

stanchion. 

Swallows darted in and out of the old weatherbeaten barns, 

half filled with new-mown hay, fresh cut and fragrant. In the 

lower barn the faithful, hard-working white horse Jack and the 

hens were kept. 

North of the house flowed the brook from the outlet of the 

lake, a mile away. It turned the great stones in Thaddeus 

Morse’s gristmill, then, farther down, reached his sawmill with 

old-fashioned “up and down” saw. In Civil War days, bellig¬ 

erent old Peter Morse had come to the mill one morning and 

started an argument with his nephews, William and John. Dur¬ 

ing the heated controversy one of his nephews seized an auger 

and swung at Uncle Peter, clipping his head with the handle, 

which sent him sprawling to the floor. 

Peter sympathized with the Southern Confederacy and was 

branded a “Copperhead” by those who knew him. His portly 

figure was topped with a tall hat. The morning following the 

news of President Lincoln’s assassination, my father and Peter 

had started out to mend fence between their two pastures. The 

tragic news was uppermost in everyone’s minds and Peter, anti¬ 

cipating the enjoyment of an argument, said, “I’m glad of it.” 

His pride was keenly hurt when he received this unexpected 

answer, “Then, Mr. Morse, you’re not as much of a man as I 

thought you were.” 

The stream continued on and wound its way through mead- 

owland where bobolinks flitted among the tall grass, butter¬ 

cups, and wild flowers; then it joined the mountain brook to 
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empty into the reservoir on the Keene road—"Great Road,” 

Grandmother called it. This was officially the correct title, for 

the continuation went on to Vermont and Ticonderoga, and was 

known as The Great Road. 

A plank bridge over the brook afforded crossing for highway 

travel. In the spring, the snow gone, sizable fish weighing two 

or three pounds, “suckers,” which had wintered in Howe’s reser¬ 

voir, ran up the brook and afforded good sport at night for the 

boys equipped with spear and torch. 

Our farm, two and a half miles from the village, was never 

a lonesome place. There was no telephone, radio, television or 

moving pictures, but eight children exchanged visits with their 

mates in the neighborhood, went to school, church, and Sunday 

school, enjoyed library books by Miss Alcott, Mrs. A. D. T. 

Whitney, W. D. Howells, Horatio Alger, Jr., and Edward 

Eggleston, and eagerly awaited the weekly arrival of the Youth’s 
Companion with entertaining serials of the “Old Home Farm” 

in Maine by C. A. Stephens, and similar human interest stories by 

J. T. Trowbridge: The Pocket Rifle, Neighbor Jackwood, The 
Jolly Rover, afterward published in book form. Father read 

aloud Ivanhoe, Kenilworth, The Hoosier Schoolmaster, and 

Uncle Toms Cabin. 
There were copies of Godey’s Lady’s Book in the house and 

Peterson’s Magazine, each of these fashion publications having 

colored plates, unusual then, and containing entertaining read¬ 

ing matter. Yearly subscriptions brought the New Hampshire 
Sentinel, Peterborough Transcript, Boston Journal, and Christian 
Register. 

During the long winter evenings there was entertainment 

in playing checkers, dominoes, parchesi, authors, and euchre. 

Lyceums in the church vestry in the evening gave the entire 

town enjoyment with presentation of dramas, farces, a literary 

paper, recitations, and music. 

Each year the church held a “levee” with an oyster supper 

at 25 cents each person. The grab bag was of great interest; 

there were tables of knitted articles, fancy work, home-made 

candy, popcorn balls, and fancy cakes. 
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NEIGHBORS 

Josiah Darling lived on the Troy road at the foot of the 

mountain. Luther Darling, his father, came to Dublin in 1840, 

and occupied this same farm where the mountain trail begins. 

The property passed to his son Josiah, who occupied it for more 

than thirty years, hence the path became known as the Darling 

trail. A continuance of the custom of using old original names 

seems highly desirable and, we believe, should be observed 

whenever possible. 

Josiah lived off the products of the place, aided by teaming 

with his pair of oxen. When a horse-drawn covered wagon, 

driven by two peddlers, was wrecked by the runaway animal, 

the peddlers bargained with Mr. Darling to take the damaged 

vehicle to Keene. His terms were five dollars down and five 

dollars more when the load was delivered at the Eagle Hotel, 

where, Mr. Darling stated, he usually put up. 

He was said to have lost considerable money in Keene in a 

card game with a couple of gamblers. Neighbors deplored 

Josiah’s folly in playing cards with two “blacklegs,” but over¬ 

looked the error of his ways in order to continue on good terms 

with their misguided friend. 

The pasture south of the Darling house, through which the 

mountain trail passes, contains two hundred forty acres and af¬ 

forded sufficient feed for seventy-five head of cattle, owned 

and driven to Dublin annually by dairymen from Sudbury, 

Massachusetts. 

The buildings, afterward occupied by William Farmer, 

burned to the ground in 1916. Mr. Farmer, a Civil War vet¬ 

eran, from Townsend, Massachusetts, had been a cooper, by trade. 

After coming to Dublin he followed his vocation to some ex¬ 

tent, by making excellent half-barrel containers, and firkins of 

a smaller size, which found a ready sale. His daughter, Gene¬ 

vieve, “Genie,” was instrumental in having the mountain trail 

cleared and improved, and was first to commercialize it by act- 

ting as guide and escorting travelers to the summit. 

Lydia Darling, Josiah’s sister, married her neighbor, Asa 
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Knowlton. Asa enlisted and served as a private in the Civil 

War. He lived to be the last survivor of veterans residing in 

Dublin. Mr. Knowlton built the coal kiln south of his house 

in or about the year 1876, which caused the highway passing 

it to receive the name, “Charcoal Road.” 

Asa was of dark complexion, wore a full black beard, and 

spoke slowly in a deep bass voice. He emphasized an unusual 

statement by exclaiming, “By gor-rye,” with accent on the final 

syllable. When working in the dusty charcoal his swarthy face 

resembled that of a colored man. His daughter Lucy went to 

school in District No. 5. Asa was invariably present on the clos¬ 

ing day of the term. 

He was close-mouthed and seldom divulged personal af¬ 

fairs. When his neighbor, Alfred Frost, met him returning from 

Marlboro, where he had sold a load of potatoes, and asked, 

“What did you get for your potatoes, Asa?” he replied, “Money!” 

—and drove on. 

As a schoolboy he experienced considerable difficulty with 

his lessons. A somewhat strained situation developed between 

teacher and pupil—the schoolmaster, who bore the familiar first 

name of William, was not in rugged health and on his way to 

school occasionally resorted to the use of his doctor’s prescrip¬ 

tion in the form of tablets or pills. Asa thus described his action: 

“Bill took a pill, then went up the hill.” 

He settled on his father’s farm, and continued to carry it 

on up to the time of his death. His neighbors, the Frost boys, 

always jovial and sometimes hilarious, fashioned in rhyme their 

own conception of Mr. Knowlton’s faithful old horse in this 

manner: 

Asa Knowlton has an old grey mare, 

Her back humps up and her belly is bare, 

Her legs are long and her thighs are thin, 

But she’s a bully old mare, says Asa Knowtin. 

The Silas Frost family were excellent people. Mr. Frost was 

a man of exemplary character and a most kindly neighbor. He 

was mechanically inclined, a good stone mason, and possessed 
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original, ingenious ideas. One of his products was a double- 

barreled shotgun, one barrel mounted above the other. This 

construction required an extension to one of the hammers and 

some other mechanical changes which, completed, produced 

very good shooting results. 
In vivid language he told the boys in the neighborhood of 

hunting wild animals in his younger days. On their way home 

at night they timidly hurried through every heavily shaded spot 

suspecting an attack from a lynx, wolves, or, perhaps, a moun¬ 

tain lion. 
When a case of hiccoughs, of long duration, failed to re¬ 

spond to treatment, Mr. Frost recommended popcorn tea for 

my sister Jennie. The patient was relieved soon after—it may 

have been because of the tea, or perhaps the ailment may have 

run its course. 
The Frosts had three sons, Walter, Alfred, and Charles. Mrs. 

Frost was the sister of John, David, and Zaman Mason, and a 

cousin of my father. 

Alfred Frost, a rugged fellow, said that his grandmother, 

Abagail Mason, a slight little woman, seventy and more years 

old, could wring the clothes dryer, by hand, than he could. She 

had the knack. 

Alfred carried on the farm. He offered me twenty-five cents 

for a day’s work helping plant potatoes on Saturday, when 

there was no school; I immediately accepted the tempting prop¬ 

osition. The hired man, whose I.Q. could be rated a trifle on 

the minus side, entertained with occasional snatches of song: 

“We’re the boys who fear no noise and seldom cry for home.” 

He provided an answer to his own conundrum: “Why is my 

bed like a wagon?” “Because it’s a little buggy.” 

The day passed pleasantly, and more work was accomplished 

than expected, seven bushels of seed potatoes having been 

dropped, as my own contribution to the task. Alfred gave me 

an extra nickel, totaling thirty cents. It seemed to me highly 

satisfactory compensation for my day’s work. 

Walter, the oldest, together with Henry H. Piper, prepared 

for Dartmouth College at Appleton Academy, New Ipswich. 

They boarded themselves and carried a generous supply of 
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food. Walter considered it a worthy accomplishment to take 

a whole mince pie, bite into it, and continue eating toward the 

center until the opening became so deep and wide that pie ex¬ 

tended back to his ears. He was a powerful fellow, six feet tall, 

rowed on the Dartmouth crew, and settled in Colorado Springs, 

where he engaged in a successful business career. 

Two years ago I stopped in Colorado Springs on a return 

trip from the Pacific Coast via the Canadian Rockies, and called 

upon Walter’s son—Hildreth—Silas Frost’s grandson—an attorney. 

I had seen him but once before. He was then a student at 

Harvard and we were aboard a special train for New Haven 

to attend the annual Harvard-Yale football game. 

It was difficult to associate the rugged young student I re¬ 

membered with this now elderly, gray-haired man, for time had 

wrought a change, but when I mentioned Silas Frost, our neigh¬ 

bor in Dublin, and the distant family relationship, he grasped 

my hand warmly and greeted me heartily. 
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DISTRICT NO. 5 

The old brick schoolhouse in District No. 5 stood on a ledge 

beside the old Marlboro road past Stone Pond, more than a 

mile from its nearest scholar 

Its rear backed into the Shattuck pasture; across the road 

in front was Elliott Twitchell’s pasture, in which his sugar 

lot was located. In the sugar house were stored sap pans, tubs, 

sap buckets, spouts, and hangers. 

The schoolhouse was built with a large fireplace which had 

been bricked up, and a long funnel extended well across the 

room, connecting a cast-iron stove with the chimney. There was 

no playground; hill-dill could be played in the narrow road 

and duck on the rock on the ledge close by; a baseball was 

quickly lost in the bushes. 

Winter traveling was difficult. Roads were plowed leaving 

an unplowed center, termed a “balk.” Twenty-five degrees be¬ 

low zero was recorded on the severest days. 

Sometimes old Jack was called upon to draw the blue two- 

seated pung sleigh to the schoolhouse, straw on the bottom 

floor of the pung for warmth, loaded with half a dozen children, 

cold and uncomfortable. The passengers delivered, Jack was 
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turned around, headed homeward, and allowed to make the re¬ 

turn trip, a mile and a half in distance, entirely unguided and 

alone. 

Elbert Robie lived with his parents on their farm at Stone 

Pond. He played on the Dublin baseball club, the “Crescents,” 

and was somewhat older than the boys at No. 5, but occasion¬ 

ally came down to take part in their games. 

The Crescents had arranged a game for the coming Satur¬ 

day but Elbert went to bed sick the day before. On Saturday 

morning he got up and prepared to dress for the game. His 

father forbade his going and an argument arose. Feeling be¬ 

came intense and tempers flared when his father seized Elbert’s 

cap and belt, put them into the stove, and burned them up. 

That night Elbert climbed out his chamber window and dis¬ 

appeared in the darkness. His parents never saw him again! 

Eventually a boy chum received a letter from him, bearing an 

Oregon postmark. 

Mr. and Mrs. William Spaulding lived in the western part 

of the town on an elevation overlooking Stone Pond, and gave 

the place its name, “Spaulding Hill.” There were two boys in 

the family, Fred, the older, and Frank. As Fred reached teen 

age he attended only the winter term at No. 5, for his services 

were needed at home for the farm work. 

After finishing school in Dublin, Frank prepared at Lawrence 

Academy and graduated from Amherst College, University of 

Leipzig (magna cum laude), University of Berlin, Sorbonne, 

and College of France in Paris; and Clark University (A.M., 

Ph.D.). He was superintendent of schools in Newton, Massa¬ 

chusetts, at Minneapolis, Minnesota, and Cleveland, Ohio. 

Amherst College conferred the degree of LL.D. upon him. 

At the conclusion of the first World War he headed a commis¬ 

sion to France for the purpose of establishing an educational 

system, then accepted a professorship at Yale University. 

In recognition of his contribution to the College, Yale es¬ 

tablished the Frank Ellsworth Spaulding Foundation. Disting¬ 

uished educators participate in the lecture program. The first 

was delivered by Dr. Spaulding’s son, Francis Trow Spaulding, 

formerly Dean of the Graduate School at Harvard, afterward 
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President of the University of the State of New York and Com¬ 

missioner of Education in New York State. 

Newspapers announced the sudden death from heart failure 

of President Francis Trow Spaulding, 53 years old, at his Moul- 

tonboro, New Hampshire, camp, on March 25, 1950. 

A second son is associated with a New York publishing 

house. 

Since his retirement the elder Dr. and Mrs. Spaulding have 

made their home in California. Each summer they motor East, 

visit New Haven, Amherst, and Northampton at commencement 

time, and end their stav with their two daughters, who conduct 

the Mary Spaulding bookshop in Winchester, Massachusetts. 

There were two giant elm trees standing beside the road 

midway between old District No. 5 schoolhouse and Stone 

Pond. They grew on opposite sides of the road, one close beside 

the original Houghton home where an old cellar-hole exists 

now, surrounded bv meadow pinks and honeysuckles. 

Father related a storv concerning their origin as he had 

heard it in years gone by: These fine old trees were said to have 

grown from sprigs of elm carried by a horseback rider who dis¬ 

mounted at the spot and thrust them into the earth. They took 

root, grew, and eventually became the great trees we saw in 

childhood da vs. 

In the mowing opposite, plovers flew over the field and had 

their nests there. My brother John secured one of their eggs 

for his collection, which he kept in a shallow cigar box, partly 

filled with bran. I recollect the plover as a somewhat larger 

bird than the robin and have never seen them elsewhere. The 

birds have probably entirely disappeared now from that locality. 

MR. APPLETON’S 1786 TEACHING EXPERIENCE 

Samuel Appleton, Esq., of Boston, acknowledged to the 1852 

Centennial committee of arrangements their invitation to attend, 

but said his “age and bodily infirmities will compel me to be 

absent from the occasion/’ 



Mr. Appleton stated: 

I have always taken an interest in the town of Dublin 

In, or about the year 1786, I resided there for four months 

and was engaged, during that time, in teaching two dif 

ferent schools, say of two months each, at eight dollar 

per month. One of the districts was in the Street, as it wa 

then called; the other was in the easterly part of the towi 

near Peterborough. In this latter district, it was arrangec 

for the schoolmaster to live with the family that woul< 

board and lodge him the cheapest. Having been informe< 

where I was to board, I set out for my new home on foot 

carrying the greater part of my wardrobe on my back an< 

the remainder tied up in a bandana handkerchief. On ar 

riving at the place of my destination, I found my host an< 

hostess, Mr. and Mrs. Fairbanks, ready, and apparentl) 

glad to see me. 

They were to receive for my board, lodging, and wash 

ing, sixty-seven cents per week. Their house was made c 

logs, with only one room in it, which served for parloi 

kitchen, and bedroom. I slept on a trundle-bed, whicl 

during the day, was wheeled under the large bed, wher 

the master and mistress of the house reposed during th 

night. 

Every morning and evening, there were family prayer: 

and reading from the Bible, in which I sometimes took a 

active part. After spending two weeks at Mr. Fairbanks’: 

I removed to Mr. Perry’s. He was a good farmer, his wif 

an excellent housekeeper, and I finished my school-terr 

very pleasantly to myself, and, I believe, very satisfactoril 

to my employers. 

Since that time, great improvements have been mad 

in the public schools of Dublin. I am informed that it cor 

tains as good schools and turns out as competent teacher: 

as any town in New Hampshire. In consideration of th 

‘good and healthful condition’ of its public schools, and c 

the ‘spirit of improvement’ which appears to animate thos 

who are engaged in them, I am induced to send to the tow 
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Luther Darling’s Home at the Foot of the Dublin Trail 

to Monadnock 

His son Josiah succeeded him, followed by William Farmer. 

From Snow Hill Looking North Fifty Years Ago 

The Wait Place, the Farnham and Frothingham residences on the 

“Old Common”; Beech Hill is in the background. 
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Dublin Consolidated School 

Dublin Public Library 
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Mr. Lehmann’s Dublin School—The Library 

Photo by Lalime (Swamscott) 

Soccer Practice on the Dublin School Memorial Field 



Sugar House in Silas Frost s Sugar Lot (1895) 

Fred Lewis, Charlie Clark, and Henry Frost gathering sap. 

Cutting Ice 

Dublin men cut considerable ice fifty years ago. Charles W. Fiske 

pulls out; Willard Pit ~e rests momentarily; Clifford Gowing saws, 

while Dr. Smith looks on. 
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of Dublin my check for the sum of one thousand dollars, 

to be appropriated to educational purposes in such manner 

as the Superintending School Committee shall deem ex¬ 

pedient. 

With best wishes for the welfare and progress of the 

public schools of Dublin, for the happiness of its citizens 

and the success of the approaching celebration, I remain, 

gentlemen, very respectfully. 
Your friend and obedient servant, 

—Samuel Appleton 

Mr. Appleton was a native of New Ipswich, the home of 

Appleton Academy, named in his honor. 

THE TOWN CONSOLIDATED SCHOOL 

In 1916, Dublin residents voted to discontinue the District 

system with its five schoolhouses and erect a central school 

building in the village, Mr. Mauran to be the architect. 

The substantial, convenient building is of brick construction 

with study rooms for all grades up to and including the eighth. 

High school students receive daily transportation to and from 

the Peterborough High School. 

There is an excellent auditorium, a kitchen for the prepera- 

tion of noonday lunches, furnace heat, electric lights, artesian- 

well water supply, and modem plumbing. 

The principal is assisted bv three additional teachers, and 

pupils have the advantage of a music teacher, school nurse, 

and receive medical and dental attention. 

EIRST FREE LIBRARY" 

ESTABLISHED THROUGH THE VISION AND EFFORTS 

OF THE REV. LEVI W. LEONARD, D.D. 

“The First Free Public Librarv in America was the Dublin 

Juvenile Library, established in 1822. It was supported by vol- 
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lintary contribution, but the use of it was free to all.” (State¬ 
ment by the late Major Otis G. Hammond, Director of the 
New Hampshire Historical Society, in Some Things About New 
Hampshire). 

Our Dublin Library now has available about 7,000 books 
and has been authoritatively pronounced “one of the best small 
libraries in the state.” Mrs. Dorothy Worcester is the librarian. 

The building, of stone construction, was given by Mrs. Eliza 
Carey Farnham as a memorial to her husband, the late Dr. 
Horace P. Farnham, M.D., of New York City. The cornerstone 
was laid July 10th, 1900, by Rev. Dr. Robert Collyer. 

DUBLIN SCHOOL 

A boy’s college preparatory school was established in Dub¬ 
lin in 1935 by Mr. and Mrs. Paul W. Lehmann. Mr. Lehmann 
is a graduate of Clark University, and the Harvard Graduate 
School of Education. They chose as its name “Dublin School.” 

The teaching staff of ten members at this time includes 
graduates of Harvard University, Massachusetts Institute of 
Technology, Dartmouth College, Yale University, Princeton 
University, Bates College, Brown University, the University of 
New Hampshire, and the University of Pennsylvania. 

There are seven subject-matter teachers, two additional 
teachers in music, and one in art. Most of the faculty live on 
the campus with their families in six separate house units; they 
have their meals with the boys, and join in activities outside 
the classroom. Members of the faculty direct extracurricular ac¬ 
tivities, participate in work programs, and coach the athletic 
teams. About fifteen outside speakers are scheduled each year. 

The school provides courses of study required for admission 
to any college or engineering school. It holds membership in 
the New England Association of Colleges and Secondary Schools, 
the Educational Records Bureau, and the National Council of 
Independent Schools. 

The grounds cover about two hundred acres. The properties 
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consist of six house units, used for dormitory purposes; a new 

school house containing classrooms, a science laboratory, and 

the library; a shop; a studio; and other incidental buildings. 

There are athletic fields, tennis courts, a hockey rink, a ski 

slope and tow. 
The school is a non-profit organization, incorporated under 

the laws of the State of New Hampshire. In 1947-48 the student 

body of fifty boys came from thirteen states and three foreign 

countries. 

Modern in its equipment and teaching practices, acutely 

aware of democratic social responsibilities, “old-fashioned” in 

its recognition of the “tried and true” both intellectually and 

morally, the school provides a deep and well-rounded program 

for each of its students. Headmasters refer to Mr. Lehmann as 

the headmaster’s headmaster, and look upon the school as a 

highly successful demonstration of an ideal boarding school. 

There are over two hundred alumni, most of whom have 

graduated from colleges and technical schools throughout the 

country. 

Dublin School is an important factor in the town, especially 

during the normally inactive winter season, providing both ma¬ 

terial and cultural opportunities. 

The Memorial Athletic Field, built in memory of the five 

alumni who gave their lives in the recent war, has, perhaps, 

the most unusual setting of any field in the country, with an 

elevation in the vicinity of eighteen hundred feet above sea 

level, and far-reaching views to distant eastern areas which in¬ 

clude Mount Crotched, Skatutakee, the Unconoonucs, and 

Temple Mountain range.* In the foreground below is Dublin 

Village, and to the south and west, Monadnock looms in the 

distance. The crystal blue waters of the lake, born of moun¬ 

tain springs, nestles among wooded hills close by. 

MOUNTAIN PASTURES 

No other New England town offers a more delightful dis¬ 

play of autumn foliage than our own. An ideal spot from which 
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to see it is the height of land on the Old Marlboro road, a half 

mile east of Stone Pond. 

The great wide valley in the foreground extends to a higher 

level and the mountain continues up, in a narrowing line toward 

the summit, where it ends with a seemingly rounded peak. 

The entire territory is covered with a diversification of for¬ 

est growth, its foliage of almost indescribable coloring in the 

fall, greens, yellows, browns, and gorgeous reds, a display to 

fascinate and enthrall. 

About two hundred fifty head of cattle used to be pastured 

on the Dublin side of the mountain during the summer months. 

Those old stone walls, built by hardy settlers of early years, 

many of them extending far up the mountainside, were intended 

to be permanent pasture enclosures. 

Silas Frost said a good man could lay nine rods of wall in 

a day's time, under favorable conditions, working from sun to 

sun. But water undermined and settled the stones into the earth 

at various places, making it necessary to add a rail above the 

top of the wall in order to give sufficient height. 

Colonel Higginson noted these walls during his many years’ 

residence in Dublin, and deplored the well-intentioned, but, as 

he believed, useless labor involved. He thus describes his ob¬ 

servations in his poem. 

AN AMERICAN STONEHENGE* 

Far up on these abandoned mountain farms 

Now drifting back to forest wilds again, 

The long, gray walls extend their clasping arms, 

Pathetic monuments of vanished men. 

Serpents in stone, they wind o’er hill and dell 

’Mid orchards long deserted, fields unshorn— 

The crumbling fragments resting where they fell 

Forgotten, worthless to a race new-born. 

* From Such As They Are. 
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Nearer than stones of storied Saxon name 

These speechless relics to our hearts should come. 

No toiler for a priest’s or monarch’s fame, 

This farmer lived and died to shape a home. 

What days of lonely toil he undertook! 

What years of iron labor! and for what? 

To yield the chipmunk one more secret nook, 

The gliding snake one more sequestered spot. 

So little time on earth; so much to do; 

Yet all that waste of weary, toil-worn hands! 

Life came and went; the patient task is through; 

The men are gone; the idle structure stands. 

NEW ENGLAND WEATHER 

Cattle were driven up from Massachusetts by dairymen 

Baker and Flint, of Lincoln; Jahleel Sherman, of Lexington; 

and Elisha Haines and his son Joel, from Sudbury. The average 

date of their arrival was May 10th. Ordinarily there was enough 

feed for them to live out of doors, and the weather was fairly 

comfortable. 

But seasons vary, and following their arrival one year, after 

two and a half days on the road, the tired cattle were exposed 

to a ten-inch snowstorm and a night and day of near-winter 

weather. Three of them died because of the severe cold and 

snow-covered ground. 

No subject is more universally discussed than the weather. 

People have said “the seasons are changing.” But a single year 

is not a true guide. However severe New England snowstorms 

of recent years have been, none have yet matched the great 

storm which ended on the second Tuesday in March, 1888. 

Town meeting was adjourned after Dwight Learned, mod¬ 

erator, had snowshoed to the village and rounded up enough 

voters in the town hall to form a quorum in order to adjourn 

the meeting. To one sitting in M. D. Mason’s store and looking 
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across the street, only that part of the Gleason store which was 

above the first story porch could be seen. 

Twenty years previous, during the first week of April, reli¬ 

able citizens told, there had been snow so deep, and a crust 

so intensely strong, that ox-drawn loads of wood could be hauled 

across fields and over fences without regard to highways. 

But during school days seventy years ago, scholars going 

home from school saw Alfred Frost plowing his field in the 

month of January. 

A study of scientific weather records shows a pretty uniform 

average of heat and cold, wet weather and dry, over a seven 

years period. 

Would-be oracles predict the winter ahead by the fur of 

wild animals, the elevation above water of muskrat houses, or 

the thickness of corn husks; cold, if the husks are thick, mild 

if thin. Mark Twain said he “had observed that if the husks 

are thick, the winter will be colder than the summer; if thin, 

the summer will be warmer than the winter.” 

Before the days of Government forecasting, there were 

weather-wise sayings, based upon long-time observation, most 

of them reasonably accurate. 

The familiar “Red at night, sailor’s delight” meant fair 

weather the following day. 

“Red in the morning, sailors take warning” indicated un¬ 

pleasant weather ahead. 

When ants carried out grains of sand from their nests, fair 

weather was expected. 

Overcast sky in the morning, the weather doubtful, but 

numerous patches of cobwebs upon the grass meant, quite posi¬ 

tively, that the sun would shine before noon. 

“When it rains before seven, it will clear before eleven” is 

just as true now as it was a century ago. In about nine cases 

out of ten, this old adage will prove correct. 

The cuckoo’s calling during the forenoon, in hot haying-time 

days, indicated showers in the afternoon. 

To the old-time native living within the shadow of Monad- 

nock, fair or unpleasant weather was indicated by cloud condi¬ 

tions in their relationship to the mountain. Their type, height, 
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and density, together with wind direction, enabled experienced 

observers to foretell pretty accurately the weather during the 

forthcoming twenty-four hours. 

My father quoted an old Indian saying to the effect that the 

right time to plant corn in the spring was when new leaves on 

the oak trees had grown to be the size of a mouse’s ear. 
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THE FOUR SEASONS 

SPRING 

What wak’st thou Spring? Sweet voices in the woods, 

And reedlike echoes, that have long been mute; 

Thou bringest back, to fill the solitudes. 

The lark’s clear pipe, the cuckoo’s viewless flute, 

Whose tone seems breathing mournfulness or glee. 

Even as our hearts may be 

—Anonymous 

After a long, monotonous winter, spring, with its milder 

weather, is always welcome. It was particularly pleasing on 

the farm, for it ushered in the maple sugar season. 

Abbott Burpee lived on the eastern slope of Monadnock, 

now the home of his son Lewis, which he calls “Hid-Away 

Farm.” Mr. Burpee had one of the earliest sugar lots in town, 

with southern exposure, and always planned to bring newly 

made cakes of maple sugar to the village on Town Meeting 

day, which occurs in New Hampshire on the second Tuesday 

in March. Therefore it can be said that the maple sugar season 

in Dublin usually begins about the middle of that month. 
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A sugar lot of average size generally sets from five hundred 

to a thousand buckets. The required fuel was usually cut in 

four-foot lengths and piled in the shed adjoining the sugar 

house during the summer. Considerable waste wood of inferior 

quality could be used for this purpose. 

There were years when snow was deep in the woods and 

roads were plowed with oxen and sled in advance. A rock 

maple, not a white maple, produces the sweetest and most sap; 

the tree should be a foot in diameter before it is large enough 

to be tapped. One bucket is sufficient for a tree of small size, 

but there were giant maples five and six feet in diameter in 

the lot to which five and six buckets could be set. 

The term “sugar bush” is recent. Perhaps it originated in 

the city or among people who knew nothing of sugar-making. 

It was almost never heard locally in olden times. Sugar lot, 

sugar orchard, or sugar-place were the accustomed terms. Sugar 

bush is misleading—there are blueberry bushes, lilac and rose 

bushes, and bushes a few feet in height which grow wild, but 

maple trees are of great size in comparison. Magnificent speci¬ 

mens were found in nearly every lot, some of them, perhaps, 

sixty and seventy feet in height and five or six feet in diameter. 

Don’t say “sugar bush”! 

John Mason made splendid sap-tubs of various sizes for 

storage purposes in sugar houses, having fifty to seventy-five 

pails capacity. The sections were so perfectly fitted that it was 

difficult to find the joints after they had been painted. 

Good sap weather requires about forty degree temperature 

in daytime and freezing weather at night. Sap will run well 

with the wind in the west or northwest, and sometimes it has 

run surprisingly during an east wind, but a south wind will 

practically stop it altogether. It was necessary, at times, to boil 

all night long in order to keep up with a good run. Eggs cooked 

in the boiling sap always tasted a little better than usual. Maple 

syrup sold for a dollar a gallon, soft pail sugar for ten cents per 

pound, and fancy two-ounce cakes for twelve and fifteen cents 

per pound. 

Thick hot syrup, spread on a pan of smooth cold snow, made 

a delicious waxy delicacy; and a generous supply of syrup, bot- 
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tied and stored in the cellar for summer, eaten with hot rolls 

thickly buttered afforded a dish fit for kings. 

The Boston Herald offered its own suggestion as to the 

proper way of enjoying maple syrup and hot biscuits: 

If the countryman were forced to choose the one des¬ 

sert above all others—a dessert that fits well after all three 

meals of the day—he would place the blue ribbon on 

freshly made, hot, home-made biscuits plus a generous 

amount of maple syrup. Naturally a major matter is the 

type and condition of the biscuits. They must be piping 

hot from the oven. They must have a crisp, crunchy, chewy 

brown crust. During the last few minutes of baking a small 

piece of sharp cheese must be placed on each biscuit top 

to melt into the crust. 

Two biscuits should be opened and placed in the bot¬ 

tom of a soup plate. Plenty of butter should be spread on 

the hot, fluffy, steamy fragrant whiteness. Let the butter 

melt in and amalgamate for a few moments. Then pour 

half a cupful of golden sweet syrup over the biscuits. Eat 

with a soup spoon. In a mouthful of the delicious combina¬ 

tion you can taste the sunshine and the blue sky of the 

spring season, the tang of wood smoke circling above the 

old saphouse, the melody of a bluebird throwing its heart 

to the sky. Life is good when a man comes in from chores 

these spring evenings and knows that hot biscuits and ma¬ 

ple syrup are waiting. 

After a few weeks the days grow longer, the warm sun melts 

most of the snow, and red buds begin to show on maple trees, 

causing a bitter taste in the sap. Occasionally small butterflies 

are found in the buckets, and most of the sap spouts are dry. 

The sugar season is over! 

Buckets must be taken up and the spouts must be removed 

from the trees; then all of them must be washed and stored 

away until another year. 

Before the Keene and Manchester railroad was built in the 

early ’70’s, the greater part of the merchandise sold at the local 

stores was hauled over the road from Keene. George E. Hoi- 
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brook & Co. and C. Bridgman & Son were the wholesale gro¬ 

cery supply houses. 

In early spring, Dublin, with its high elevation, had sledding 

when there was but little snow on lower levels. For two or three 

weeks each year, George Gowing kept a wagon at Pottersville 

Corner. That place seemed to be a definite dividing line be¬ 

tween snow and bare ground. Mr. Gowing shifted to his wagon 

there, went to Keene, brought back his load, transferred it to 

his sled, and delivered it to the stores. 

Later on, when the frost was coming out, it was a difficult 

undertaking to get over some of the soft stretches where wheels 

would sink nearly to the hubs in mud. The worst spot along 

the entire route was the No. 6 Schoolhouse hill, a half mile west 

of the lake. 

His return trip was timed in advance, so that an extra horse 

could meet him at the hill and help take the load over the soft, 

treacherous road. Mr. Gowing said the then young Charles H. 

Bridgman, represented in the firm name of C. Bridgman & Son, 

didn’t approve of his father’s sign on the store and suggested 

that it could be improved by changing it to read Charles H. 

Bridgman & Father. 

A greater part of the material used in constructing the town’s 

summer homes was hauled over the old Harrisville road, with 

its long, steep hills to climb and descend. 

Daniel Dwight was an early advocate of a new road and 

pointed out the enormous lost effort expended in transporting 

building material and much heavy freight up and down the 

difficult route. The new road, so called although built more 

than thirty years ago, cuts off a mile in distance between the 

villages of Dublin and Harrisville, is far easier to keep in re¬ 

pair, is more readily plowed out during the winter, and elim¬ 

inates several hundred feet of unnecessary rise and fall. 

SUMMER 

The lowliest bush that by the waste is seen 

Hath changed its dusky for a golden green, 

In honor of this lovely summer morn. 

— Thomas Miller 
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The old farm afforded much hard work and a small return 

in money. There were a great many duties which could be per¬ 

formed to advantage by the boys. Work days were long. In 

early morning the cows must be milked and driven to pasture 

before breakfast. It was a hard task to turn the grindstone by 

hand, and when the scvthe was held very firmly against the 

stone it was increasingly difficult. 

A small bov could spread the swath of hay, hand mowed, 

but when he was required to spread a double swath of tall, 

heavy meadow grass it required all his strength. He learned to 

hand-rake the hay into windrows, to tumble it up, or, if rain 

was probable, to cock it up in order to protect much of it from 

getting wet. When dry enough for the bam the scatterings 

could be raked with the large wooden drag, or bull-rake. It 

was always a boy’s job to tread the hay when it was loaded. 

If the load was a large one, he was instructed to lay out the 

comers and keep them square. If this was done, he was told that 

the remainder of the load would take care of itself. 

Once in the bam, it was a man’s job to pitch off the load, 

but a bov could help mow it away in the hot, stuffy bay, or 

scaffold. With the unloading complete, what a relief it was for 

all hands, covered with chaff and dust, and reeking with sweat, 

to breathe the fresh, outside air again and partake of a refresh¬ 

ing drink of ginger and water, sweetened with molasses! 

On Saturdavs, cattle in the mountain pastures must be called 

together, counted, and salted. Each boy was instructed to avoid 

an ash tree, or an isolated one, in case of a thunder shower, 

but to seek shelter under a beech tree. This advice regarding 

the beech tree’s safety was the result of practical observation 

and experience. Science has since verified it and advised that 

the beech tree is almost wholly immune to lightning attack. 

It was an established rule in our home that the boys should 

not go barefoot till all the snow was off the mountain in the 

spring. Neither should they play games on Sunday, or whittle 

with a jackknife, lest they cut their finger. It was sometimes 

quite true that when instructions regarding the use of a knife 

on Sunday were disobeyed, the user paid the penalty of which 

he had been warned. 
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There were restful moments, too, when the day’s work was 

done and twilight had settled down. In the still air, nighthawks 

circled high above, emitting their familiar “p-e-a-n” note in their 

flight, then suddenly swooped to the ground with a hoarse 

growl. 

In the deep woods toward the mountain, a thrush is pour¬ 

ing forth his beautiful bell-like notes; from far away, with lovely 

cadence, his companion replies softly, his notes but faintly 

heard—a fox barks sharply, his thin voice carried across the 

meadow. The moon, rounded and full, rises over distant hills 

to send its golden rays upon an old white farmhouse—which 

now no longer exists, but which is hallowed by the memory7 of 

the saintly people who lived there in the long ago, whose chil¬ 

dren, now departed, went forth from it to take their places as 

useful citizens, living their lives cleanly and well, according to 

the ideals taught them by their God-fearing elders. 

AUTUMN 

O suns and skies and clouds of June 

And flowers of June together. 

Ye cannot rival for one hour, 

October’s bright blue weather. 

— Helen Hunt Jackson 

The first warm days of spring are always welcome and help 

to compensate for the long, cold, New England winter; but the 

four seasons, spring, summer, autumn, and winter, afford variety 

and interest unmatched by anv other climate. 

The lovely month of June has its appeal as the season for 

romance; it is an eventful time, too, for school and college stu¬ 

dents, but on the farm October offers certain qualities unequaled 

by any other month in the entire vear. 

It is the time of the harvest moon; the days of frostv morn¬ 

ings which stimulate zest and energv; of deep blue skies and 

fleecy clouds overhead; of bright sunshine to warm the crisp 

autumnal air, bringing bees to the yellow goldenrod and ever- 
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lasting blossoms. Thornapple berries have ripened and turned 

a deep red color on their prickly bushes growing beside the 

stoneheap where wasps circle menacingly about. 

Crows are noisily congregating in the tall maples, excitedly 

fluttering around as though planning their winter exodus to the 

southland. In the field, where the corn has been cut, stacked 

in shooks, and bound together with a withe of cornstalk near 

the top, saucy, crested bluejays have discovered the ripened 

ears, separated the dry husks, and nibbled the yellow kernels 

from the cob near its tip. They scold angrily at our approach 

and fly to a place of security close by, awaiting an opportunity 

to return when safety permits. 

A squirrel chases in and out of sight along the old stone 

wall; he suddenly sits upright upon a top stone, holding to his 

mouth with front paws a beechnut from which he cleverly 

strips off the husks and casts them aside, while his cheeks bulge 

with the sweet meat of the nut he is eating. 

Cutting and removing the cornstalks from the field has re¬ 

vealed, for the first time, the pumpkin vines which grow from 

seed planted among the hills of corn, and the surprising yield 

of yellow pumpkins, big and little, hitherto hidden from view. 

And merrily, with oft-repeated stroke 

Sounds from the threshing floor, the busy flail. 

Beans grew nicely in the sandy soil west of the house—pea 

beans and yellow eyes were favorites, with some red horticul¬ 

tures and a few limas. The ripened crop was pulled, piled in 

stacks, and dried sufficiently so it could be carried to the barn, 

spread on the cleanly swept floor, then threshed by hand with 

a flail, made for the purpose. 

It is something of a knack to swing this now almost unused 

tool. The straight handle, perhaps three quarters of an inch in 

diameter, was about four feet long, its end fastened by a raw- 

hide tie to a larger but shorter round stick—about three feet in 

length and an inch and a half in diameter. 

The flail was swung toward the left, over the shoulder and 
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head, and brought to the floor vigorously, the shorter part only 

striking the pods horizontally and shelling the well-dried beans. 

They were gathered up and run through the blue-painted win¬ 

nowing mill, turned by hand. From a spout on the side they 

were delivered from the machine quite free from pods, dirt, 

and dust. A quart of beans, dry measure, weighs one pound 

and fifteen ounces; a bushel, sixty pounds, brought us three 

dollars. 

Many varieties of excellent apples, common in former years, 

seem now to have almost disappeared. No other early apple can 

equal the tartness and flavor of the Red Astrachan. They are 

among the first to ripen, make applesauce and pies of a dis¬ 

tinctly individual flavor—and are equally good eating when 

taken from the tree. 

There were no cold storage plants seventy years ago. Apples, 

in fact all other vegetables, kept best in barrels or containers 

resting on the earth bottom of the cellar, the temperature kept 

as low as possible, to a point just above freezing. Roxbury Rus¬ 

sets continued sound and hard into late July. 

In recent years the McIntosh Red has gained great popular 

favor and it continues to be the best-selling apple in the com¬ 

mercial market. Rut for all-around, all-purpose excellence, we 

bow to the supremacy of the good old Baldwin! It cooks well, 

eats and keeps with the best—the finest all-purpose apple ever 

grown! 

In a section of Massachusetts not far from Woburn, it is re¬ 

ported that there has been a granite shaft erected, with a giant 

apple carved on the top, on the spot where the forefather of 

the Baldwin apple grew. 

Mrs. Anne Burdett Friend expresses her admiration in a let¬ 

ter to the Boston Herald as follows: “Give me a cold, hard, deep 

red Baldwin apple, with its sweet juice welling up into the 

mouth as one bites into it, and the savor of its crisp, firm tex¬ 

ture, and even the best McIntosh Red comes off second best.” 

Four substantial brick arches in the cellar formed the base 

of the big chimney, built in the center of our house. There was 

a fireplace in each of the four rooms on the ground floor, and 
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a brick oven with an oval-shape ceiling had been constructed 

beside the kitchen fireplaces. 

In previous days the oven had been used for baking pur¬ 

poses while kettle and crane hung in the fireplace beside it. 

On the south side, a space was provided in the chimney for 

smoking hams and bacon over a smouldering fire of corncobs. 

In anticipation of the long winter ahead, an empty molasses 

hogshead, of mammoth size, had been prepared for storing a 

supply of beef, packed among straw and cakes of ice. The house 

was provided with flour, salt pork, beans, and eggs; half a cod¬ 

fish hung from a nail in the cellarway and downstairs in the 

cellar were kept potatoes, vegetables, bottles of maple syrup, 

and a barrel of cider. 

A mixture of crisply parched dry peas and barley, steeped 

as coffee, with milk and sugar added, made a very good hot 

drink for breakfast. Brown bread was baked—not steamed—in 

a two-quart earthen crock, cooked with a very hard crusty top. 

While M. D. Mason was conducting his grocery store and had 

access to the finest of coffees, he said the best coffee he ever 

tasted was made from the crumbs of hard-baked brown-bread 

crust. However, this may have been the recollection of youth¬ 

ful days when a hungry boy’s appetite made everything taste 

good. 

March 13th was the date of Father’s birthday. I do not re¬ 

call that he was ever given a present on the occasion, or that 

the event was especially recognized except as he was respon¬ 

sible for it himself. When Town Meeting fell upon the 13th, or 

quite near it, he celebrated by bringing home from the village 

a quart of peanuts. There were no surplus funds in our family 

for unnecessary items. 

It was an impressive occasion when the entire family sat 

down to Thanksgiving dinner. After we had gathered around 

and taken our seats at the table, a serious moment followed. A 

brief pause, and Father bowed his head, offered thanks for the 

blessings the year had brought, and asked that our transgres¬ 

sions be forgiven. Only on Thanksgiving day did he use the 

word “transgressions”; it deeply impressed me. 
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WINTER 

Announced by all the trumpets of the sky 

Arrives the snow, and, driving o’er the fields, 

Seems nowhere to alight; the whited air 

Hides hills and woods, the river and the heaven. 
— Emerson 

Winter was a season for cutting and getting up the year’s 

supply of firewood. Boys disliked the job and tired of the mo¬ 

notonous task of cutting it up with a bucksaw. A youngster said 

there were three things he didn’t like to do; he didn’t like to 

saw wood; didn’t like to dig potatoes; and didn’t like to work. 

Who can blame him! 

When Frank Burpee was unemployed during the dull mid¬ 

winter season, he offered to cut M. D. Mason’s ten cords of 

wood twice in two with bucksaw, for fifty cents per cord. He 

got the job! 

A dollar a cord was the accustomed price paid for cutting 

cordwood. The best beech and rock maple wood, delivered, 

brought four dollars per cord. 

At eighty years, Grandmother could read without glasses; 

she was active and spry and gracefully demonstrated the “ten- 

step balance” to her grandchildren. She wore a gauzy lace cap 

becomingly, and was still a pretty old lady when dressed for 

church in her black Sunday-best. In youthful days she was said 

to have been one of the handsomest girls in Cheshire County. 

She annually made enough candles to supply the household 

throughout the year. Strings of candle-wicking were doubled 

and a dozen of them were hung on short, round sticks which 

had been made ready. The wicking was repeatedly dipped in 

a kettle of warm tallow in a cold room until the candles grew 

to a correct size; then they were removed and packed away. 

In the west room, made warm and comfortable by the mel¬ 

low heat of the soapstone stove, Grandmother operated her 

spinning-wheel. She carded the cleanly washed wool into long 

white rolls, attached it to the spindle, and stretched its tension 
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back and forth while she whirled the big wheel with her hand. 

Part of the yarn was dyed blue; with it she knitted warm stock¬ 

ings for the boys, and double-knitted blue-and-white mittens 

which fitted our hands perfectly. 

Grandmother believed the children needed spring treatment 

each year in order to remove the accumulated impurities of the 

long winter. She prescribed sulphur and molasses—a spoonful 

every morning for three successive days, then skip three more, 

and continue in that order until we had taken the value of nine 

spoonfuls. I’m sure this yearly custom never did us any harm 

and perhaps there may have been needed medicinal value in 

sulphur. 

Older people sometimes used Hood’s Sarsaparilla. Its virtue 

was apparently not confined to the treatment of any particular 

disorder—advertisements said, “It Cures.” There were lavish dis¬ 

plays in the newspapers of Dr. Munyon’s Remedies, Lydia Pink- 

ham’s Compound, Ayers Cherry Pectoral, Sanford’s Jamaica 

Ginger, Pink Pills for Pale People, Dr. Kilmer’s Swamp Root, 

and Perry Davis’ Pain Killer. 

None of the children liked bitter tasting Epsom Salts, but 

sometimes they were recommended. A large bottle of Balm of 

Gilead was kept in the cupboard, especially for sprains and 

lameness. Three balm of Gilead trees stood beside the road 

to the village near the Phillips place during my youthful 

days but these trees have gone now and I do not know of 

any others. 

Gold-thread was a remedy for sore mouths and a rose-leaf 

solution was recommended for eye trouble. Thoroughwort tea 

was bitter and distasteful but was an efficient remedy for some 

disorders. 

Grandmother mended our clothes, took care of us when 

we were sick, warmed our beds with heated freestones or bricks 

in the cold winter nights, fanned the hot bedrooms by swinging 

the door back and forth in the sweltering heat of summer, sewed 

on missing buttons, and found the boys’ caps when they seemed 

hopelessly lost. 

How little thoughtless children appreciate all that is done 

for them! It was not until we grew older and Grandmother had 
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gone that we had sense enough to realize all the love and devo¬ 

tion the dear old lady had bestowed upon us. 

Mother died when I was nine. She was Sarah Jane Darracott, 

born on her father s farm at Stone Pond, near the Marlboro line. 

My oldest sister Annie assumed her duties in caring for the 

household and bringing up the children. “A Saint, if ever there 

was one,” a schoolmate friend said of her in after life, for she 

sacrificed her own future in order to take care of her younger 

brothers and sisters. 

Each weekday morning, with breakfast over, Grandfather 

Darracott sat in his chair by the fireplace and read a chapter 

from the Bible, then a selection from his Daily Helps, after 

which he began his accustomed day’s work. 

Gentlemen from the village sometimes brought their ladies 

to the home in the afternoon during winter months, drove 

back to town again, then returned to enjoy supper with friends 

and neighbors in an atmosphere of congenial good fellowship. 

The table was daintily spread, the home-cooked food tempt¬ 

ingly arrayed; no liquor was served; no one smoked, and there 

were no cigarette butts and ashes in sight to detract from the 

enjoyment of the meal. When the party broke up in the late 

evening, gentlemen escorted their ladies home, everyone went 

happily away, and no morning hangovers existed afterward. 

Those good old days! 

Romance was more modestly concealed in olden times and, 

while affection may have burned within just as intensely then 

as now, it was seldom so openly displayed. There were no 

crooners; no bobby-soxers to rave about them, had they ex¬ 

isted; invariably the young man made the advances. 

Endearing expressions to the opposite sex were quite re¬ 

strained in the exchange of written missives. In a letter sent 

by Dexter Mason, in 1855, from Concord, where he was serv¬ 

ing as Representative to the General Court, to his young wife, 

Harriet, to whom he had been married some half dozen years, 

he suggested advice concerning the care of “little Milton,” and 

described, in matter-of-fact terms, his room, boarding-place, as 

well as Legislative proceedings. The letter began, “Beloved 

Wife,” and ended, “Yours truly, Dexter.” 
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HORSE-TRADES AND YANKEE PLUCK 

The old-time horse jockey was a clever trader. He knew all 

the tricks and, if there was any method of concealing the faults 

of a balky horse, an animal who would pull back and break his 

hitch-rope when tied, who crowded the person entering his 

stall, was afflicted with the heaves, a cribber, had stringhalt, 

was windbroken, blind, “heady,” suffered a spavin, thrush, 

ringbone, or quarter-crack, this fellow had the answers. 

A Peterborough horse-trader, whom Mr. Gowing referred to 

as “Old Brooks,” had earned the reputation of being a very dif¬ 

ficult man to deal with. It was seldom that anyone got the best 

of him in a trade, but on one occasion a prospective customer 

had him decidedly worried. 

His caller was in the market for a horse and described his 

requirements. Brooks brought out an animal which, he said, 

would fill the bill to a T. His price was $200. But the cost was 

prohibitive, his customer couldn’t pay that much; besides, he 

considered, the horse very much overpriced. Brooks wanted to 

make a sale but after considerable haggling his wary client’s 

interest seemed to be waning. Fearful of losing him, Brooks 

finally said, “If you won’t pay $200, what will you give?” “Just 
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twenty-five dollars, Mr. Brooks,” was the reply. After a mo¬ 

ment’s deliberation Brooks answered, “It’s a hell of a drop, but 

I’ll take it.” . 
During the summer season the Gowings operated a livery 

stable equipped with excellent vehicles of various types and 

carried passengers over their favorite trips. Mr. Gowing, already 

past seventy, still insisted upon driving. On the narrow Jaffrey 

road, his pair of horses, hitched to a two-seated carriage, be¬ 

came frightened when they suddenly met an automobile. They 

reared, turned around abruptly, overturned the carriage, threw 

Mr. Gowing out, and ran away. 

Bruised, and dazed, covered with dirt, his face marked with 

blood, he was carried home and laid upon an easy couch. The 

doctor said his condition was critical—he might not recover. 

At five in the afternoon, three hours after the accident, he 

got up, took his accustomed pail to the barn, and did the milk¬ 

ing as usual. 

THE TIN PEDDLER 

The tin peddler’s annual summer visit was an event of in¬ 

terest in the household, especially to the children of the family. 

They watched the hard-working horse, much too small for his 

heavy load, pull the creaking red wagon up the hill and into 

the dooryard. 

At the rear of the long vehicle were huge bags stuffed full 

of rags he had taken in exchange for merchandise; a row of 

brooms, turned upside down, stood in the rack especially pre¬ 

pared for them. Clothes baskets, mops, brushes, wooden water 

pails, shovels, hoes, and rakes were piled into his cart. Swing¬ 

ing open a compartment door, he revealed a great assortment 

of shiny new tin dishes of different sizes and shapes: measuring 

cups, long-handled dippers, milk pans, and quart measures. 

There were nutmeg graters, spoons, and corn poppers to 

select from, and in a carefully prepared compartment was an 

assortment of earthenware—sugar bowls, berry dishes, spoon- 

holders, goblets, and a variety of useful articles which could be 

regarded as luxuries in an average farmhouse. 
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The collection of rags, saved during a year’s time in antici¬ 

pation of the peddler’s visit, were carefully weighed with his 

shining steelyards, their value reckoned, the items most needed 

selected to correspond with the worth of the rags provided; 

then, after he had returned the various articles to their proper 

places, he closed the little compartment door in his cart, mounted 

his seat, high up, and drove on, not to reappear until another 

year. 

OTHER PEDDLERS 

Henry Kendall canvassed for a monthly story publication, 

printed on pink paper—he said they were “good moral stories”; 

he “had read them through twice.” He replied in the affirma¬ 

tive when Father facetiously inquired if he found them the 

same at each reading. 

Mr. Josselyn took orders for rubber boots, hot water bottles, 

and rubber blankets. His wife was a little woman who suffered 

miserable headaches during a thundershower—“tempests,” she 

called the storms. 

During her husband’s absence she engaged a neighbor to 

cut the branches from some of the maple trees which shaded 

the house. When the work was finished, the neighbor inquired, 

“Will Mr. Josselyn like it?* 

“No,” she replied, “but he can’t put them back.” 

George Towne came from Pottersville to sell spectacles. He 

made a house-to-house canvass, carrying a thin black case con¬ 

taining dark-colored steel frames. An eye examination was not 

required; all that was needed was a try-on with each pair until 

a set was found with which the prospective customer could 

see better than without. The problem of correct vision was 

solved then and there at a cost of two dollars. 

DIPLOMACY 

Father held various town offices at different times—moder¬ 

ator, selectman, town agent, school board member; and he was 

Deacon of the Unitarian Church for forty-three years. 
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The town agent must collect all money due, and make a 

financial report in season for the annual settlement. A small 

mortgage loan of town funds had been made in Nelson to Mr. 

Scripture, an unusually tall man, who drove down and made his 

interest payment in person, arriving about midday. 

Mr. Scripture was always asked to stay to dinner and in¬ 

variably accepted the invitation. If his payment became over¬ 

due, the subject of money was not mentioned, but Father sent 

him a courteous note asking if he would “come down and take 

dinner with me next week.” 

The message was understood and generally complied with. 

Invited to a second helping when spareribs were served for 

dinner and he seemed to have consumed most of his, Mr. 

Scripture said, “No, I have plenty—the nigher the bone the 

sweeter the meat.” 

Father told of the farmer and the owl which lighted on the 

ridgepole of his bam. Anxious to shoot the bird, he got his gun 

and fired. 

The burning gun-wads landed on the dry roof, set the 

shingles on fire; the building burst into flames; tons of hay 

went up in smoke, his cattle were burned to a crisp—the loss 

was staggering! 

A silent bystander had listened with rapt attention. When 

the story was concluded he exclaimed, “Well, what I want to 

know is, did he get the owl?” 

DEXTER DERBY 

One of Dublin’s best liked and most substantial citizens was 

Dexter Derby, born one hundred forty years ago. His wife, 

Mrs. Julia Piper Derby, was a woman of marked mental ability, 

an old-time schoolteacher. They had two talented children, both 

teachers, Miss Emily, and Samuel Carroll Derby, graduate of 

Harvard, President of Antioch College, and professor of Latin 

at Ohio State University. 

Mr. Derby served on the board of selectmen; during one 

presidential election year, he was one of three Dublin citizens 

to cast a Democratic vote. He was not always a Democrat at 
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heart, but had changed parties one year because he disliked 

the Republican candidate, then felt that he could not consist¬ 

ently change back without indicating a weak and vacillating 

attitude. 

Mr. Derby frequently prefaced an important statement by 

exclaiming, “I vum!” When riding in his sleigh during the cold 

winter weather, drawn by his slow, plodding horse, he looped 

the reins around his neck and held the whip over his right 

shoulder. If he stayed to dinner, he turned over his plate at 

the conclusion of the meal and left a twenty-five cent piece 

underneath. 

When the territory was set off from Dublin to form the new 

town of Harrisville, the division was ratified by an act of the 

Legislature, but details of the arrangement were made by the 

Board of Selectmen of each town. 

Henry C. Piper, Dexter Derby, and James Allison repre¬ 

sented Dublin; and Darius Farwell, Samuel D. Bemis, and 

George Wood acted for Harrisville. 

THE ROAD TO THE VILLAGE 

The road to the village ran downhill from our house, across 

the flat, crossed the bridge over the brook, and continued to 

the corner, a quarter of a mile distant, to the Charles Fiske 

place, where the Dublin Golf Clubhouse is located now. It was 

a thrill for the boys to stand in the shallow brook under the 

bridge and listen to the carriages drawn by fast trotting horses 

speed over the loose-fitting planks, shaking down a cloud of 

dust on our heads. 

Deacon Jesse Morse lived on the farm at the corner after 

Thomas Morse, a first settler, had resided there. The Deacon 

was a man of deep religious convictions. He made brick in his 

coal kiln, an operation which required seven or eight days of 

smouldering fire, but declined to attend his fires on Sunday. 

In consequence, the fire sometimes went out and he lost a con¬ 

siderable number of brick. Two boys in the neighborhood went 

to the kiln on their way home from church one Sunday, re- 
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newed the fire, and said nothing. Eventually, an excellent yield 

of good brick was produced. 

The Deacon spread the glad news throughout the neighbor¬ 

hood, happy over the successful result. He said he thought the 

Good Lord had justified him in refusing to attend to the fire on 

Sunday. 

There were only five houses located over the two-and-a-half 

mile stretch from our home to the village. In these lived 

the families of Charles Fiske, once the home of Deacon Eli 

Morse; Mr. Josselyn, in the Peter Morse cottage, now called 

“Five Maples”; Thaddeus Morse; William Phillips; and Thomas 

Wait. 

When Daniel Fiske bought the Deacon Eli Morse farm, he 

built a new barn on the property. As was the custom at the 

time, he used big, hand-hewn sills, beams, and rafters, which 

required considerable help to put together. An invitation to 

the “raising” was sent out and the task was made easier through 

the aid of many strong, capable, and willing hands. 

Daniel Fiske, Wilfred’s grandfather, was a small, wiry man. 

Mr. Fiske was so elated with the success of the raising, that, 

when the last timber had finally been put in place, he climbed 

to the top of the frame and stood on his head on the ridgepole 

of the barn. 

Thaddeus Morse’s old gristmill still stands at the outlet of 

the lake. Had the poet, Saxe, permitted the substitution of 

“Thad,” for “Jerry,” his poem would have well described the 

structure as it appears today: 

Beneath the hill, there stands the mill 

Of wasting wood and crumbling stone, 

Its wheels all dripping and clattering still, 

But Thad the miller, is dead and gone. 

As a boy of twelve I drove to the mill with a grist of corn 

to be ground into Indian meal. Mr. Morse assisted in backing 

the wagon up to the door, viewed the well-filled bags, and said, 

“We’ll see what we can do with these.” Pie shouldered one of 

them, carried it inside, untied the string, and emptied the con- 
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tents into the hopper, ready for milling, then finished unloading 

the remainder. 

Part of the bags contained corn on the cob, the rest was 

shelled. It was necessary to break up the ears into small pieces 

before they were ground into meal. 

The miller opened the gate; a rush of water followed and 

put in motion the breaking-up machine. What a tremendous 

noise resulted! It seemed as if the entire foundation of the mill 

was being washed away! 

Finally, the broken pieces of corn and cob were ready for 

the large millstones. Cob-meal was not of the best quality and 

was generally fed to the hogs. 

In due time the last bag of corn was ground and Mr. Morse 

took his wooden measure, dipped out the required toll to pay 

the cost of milling, filled and tied the bags, and loaded them 

into the wagon. My errand finished, the old horse Jack was 

turned into the road and headed toward home with the grist of 

freshly ground meal. 

Mr. and Mrs. Morse were New Englanders of the old school, 

of Puritanic character, sincere, kindly, and beloved. Four splen¬ 

did children grew up in their home, of which parents in what¬ 

ever station of life could well be proud. They lived in one 

of the town’s most charming spots, close to the outlet of the 

lake. 

In its waters, years ago, a peculiar variety of trout was 

caught, and in plentiful numbers. It has been related that fish 

weighing four pounds were sometimes taken and were so plen¬ 

tiful they were fed to the hogs. 

Some ninety years ago, Professor Agassiz, of Harvard, ex¬ 

amined specimens sent to him and reported that they belonged 

to an undescribed species. After comparing them with all the 

trouts he had been able to secure from Lake Superior to Lab¬ 

rador, he found they differed specifically from all others. 

Unfortunately, as the fish decreased in numbers, the lake 

was restocked with a square-tail variety of trout which grow 

to considerable size but which are of much inferior quality for 

the table. 

Mr. and Mrs. Thaddeus Morse, who lived at the outlet of 
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the lake, had three sons, William, John, and Francis, all of 
whom enjoyed distinguished careers as teachers in or near Bos¬ 
ton. A daughter, Amelia, married George W. Gleason. 

John was superintendent of the Farm School at Thompson’s 
Island. Boys from the school worked for Thaddeus Morse on 
his Dublin farm at intervals. One of them, Fred Blanchard, was 
a young man in his late teens, of sandy hair, florid complexion, 
and wore “sideburns,” closely cut. He taught a class of young 
boys in the Sunday school. 

On the settee back of him sat a class of twelve-year-old boys, 
with Milton Mason, the teacher. The Rev. Mr. Rice’s son 
William was a member of this class. The older boys finished their 
lessons a few minutes before closing time. 

Without attracting Fred’s attention, Will leaned forward, 
took the long tails of Fred’s black Prince Albert coat, looped 
them around a spindle in the back of the settee in which Fred 
sat, and securely pinned them together. 

Lessons over, the whole school rose to sing the closing hymn. 
Fred started to get up with the others but was suddenly twitched 
back into his seat amid some confusion. He hurriedly made a 
second attempt but again, in bewildered surprise, was forced 
to sit down. The noise caused by the peculiar behavior of the 
settee attracted the attention of the whole assembly. 

The Reverend Mr. Rice glanced inquiringly in the direction 
of his younger son. Suddenly the pin gave way and Fred got 
to his feet. With heroic effort Will struggled to conceal his em¬ 
barrassment and joined in singing the last line of the closing 
stanza. His father pronounced the benediction! 

William Rice eventually studied dentistry, practiced his pro¬ 
fession in Boston, and became Dean of the Tufts College Den¬ 
tal School. 

While Fred Blanchard was working with a construction crew 
which was building the Henry M. Flagler railroad to Key West, 
he was washed into the sea and drowned during a Florida hur¬ 
ricane. A short time previously he had visited at the home of 
Prof. Charles Simpson in Miami, and renewed acquaintance 
with an old-time neighbor in Dublin, the professor’s wife, whom 
he had known in former days as Flora Allison, my sister. 
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Richard Phillips, “Uncle Dick,” was a musician of natural 

ability. He had played his bass viol in church and for dances in 

Dublin and surrounding towns. There was a son William, re¬ 

ferred to as “Bill,” and a sister of exceptional character and 

ability who devoted her life to nursing—Mrs. Freelove Souther. 

Mrs. Souther built the house at the top of the village hill 

east of the Rice residence in 1881; afterward it was owned by 

the John Gleason family. 

The Phillips farm included the land on the “point” of the 

lake where the Joseph Lindon Smith residence now stands, and 

extended south over the high ground. The old road was origin¬ 

ally laid out several rods south of the present highway, and the 

Phillips house stood beside it, near the site of the summer home 

afterward owned by Professor Hill. 

Bill had three children, the youngest and toughest of whom 

was Bill Junior. Walking to the village with two younger boys 

he told them he “had chewed in two a ten-penny nail the other 

day.” Nails were square and rough, there were then no round 

wire nails. Asked how long it took, he replied, “About ten 

minutes.” 

The credulous boys were not a bit surprised—Bill was four¬ 

teen, big and husky, and they believed him capable of almost 

anything. 

The Wait family lived at the top of the second hill, west of 

the village, where the roads divide to encircle the lake. 

Mrs. Wait was the daughter of John Snow, soldier of the 

Revolution, after whom “Snow Hill” was named and was an 

excellent, much respected woman. 

There were six rugged boys in the family, of whom it was 

said each one “squared accounts” with his father before quit¬ 

ting home. John, the oldest, was the dependable support of the 

family and worked for Charles Wilder at his thermometer fac¬ 

tory in Peterborough until his death. 

The youngest brother, Ed, was a sturdy fellow; his brothers 

taught him to swim by taking him into a boat, tying a rope 

around his body, and throwing him into the lake. For the 

youngster, it was a case of “Sink or swim, live or die, survive 

or perish,” he swam—and survived. 
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Ed became an excellent cornetist and was a member of 

Davis and Wait’s orchestra which played for dances in Dublin 

and in adjoining towns. He was the most capable and efficient 

brick mason in the area, built the cement work around the vil¬ 

lage oval, plastered the walls, and laid the chimneys in a great 

many of the new homes erected here and in surrounding places. 

Two daughters, Fannie and Julia, completed the Thomas 

Wait family of eight children. It was interesting to watch Fan¬ 

nie, a plump, attractive girl, put her algebra problems on the 

blackboard at school with her left hand; she was an excellent 

scholar. All the Waits were good dancers and none of the girls 

in town could so gracefully do Petronella, and so perfectly ex¬ 

ecute its complete solo turn at the head of the set at the right 

moment as Fannie. She knew all the changes in those enjoyable 

old contradances, some of the most intricate of which include 

Chorus Jig, French Four, Money Musk, and the Highland Fling. 

FOOD AND WAGES 

It is an absorbing experience to look over ancient records 

and note the changes which have taken place over a period of 

years. 

In 1850, previous to setting off the northern part of Dublin to 

form the new town of Harrisville, there were 290 working oxen in 

town. A century later, 1950, there are now, no oxen whatever. 

In 1850, the town had 190 horses, 618 milch cows, 758 other 

cattle, 2,316 sheep, 336 hogs, 495 bushels of wheat, 19,145 

bushels of potatoes, 42,940 pounds of butter, 21,325 pounds of 

cheese, 17,300 pounds of maple sugar. On hand, also, were sup¬ 

plies of corn, rye, oats, barley, grass-seed, wool, and hops. 

Farm laborers, carpenters, and female domestic help were 

paid according to the following table: 

The average monthly wages for farm hands, 

including board _$13.00 

The average wages of day laborer 

with board_ 0.75 
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The average wages of day laborer, 

without board _ 1.50 

The average wages of day carpenter, 

with board _   1.50 

The average wages of day carpenter, 

without board _ 1.75 

Weekly wages to female domestic, 

with board _ 1.75 

In the year 1777, town price of corn was 50<£ per bushel; 

oats 28<£; beans, $1.00; cheese, 8<£ per pound; butter lZYit per 

pound; men’s shoes, 50<£ a pair; beef, 4<£ per pound; pork, 7<£ 

per pound; potatoes, 13# per bushel; and a yoke of oxen could 

be hired for 25<£ per day. In 1781, Deacon Eli Morse recorded 

in his account book a charge of 51<£ against Ebenezer Twitchell 

for “two bushels of potatoes and a crowing biddie.” 

We personally recall the time when the town paid 16% 

cents per hour for working on the roads. 

THE RURAL TELEPHONE 

Many excellent farms have been sold to summer residents, 

but only a few of them are still carried on. The eastern part of 

the town is less affected, where a considerable number of Fin¬ 

nish families reside and continue to operate the farms once 

owned by native townspeople. 

Back in the early ’90’s, a telephone line was extended into 

this eastern area where, at one time, the rural circuit included 

twenty-seven farmer subscribers, each of whom was signaled 

by a designated number of “longs and shorts.” 

Any call on this line was quite sure to be followed by click¬ 

ing receivers lifted from their hooks by subscribers eager to 

get word from the outside, or to receive a new slant on the 

neighborhood news. 

Tom Hall was a notorious offender—he married Mary Doyle; 

they were a worthy couple and good neighbors, but Tom sel¬ 

dom missed a telephone conversation. 
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One day A1 Baldwin rang central and was presently greeted 

by the inevitable click of a receiver being lifted from its place. 

“Hang up your telephone, Tom Hall,” A1 demanded authori¬ 

tatively. “I haven’t got it down, sir, by God, sir, so I haven’t, 

sir,” was Tom’s indignant retort. 
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THE CHURCH VESTRY 

The town hall was built in 1881. Until that time the vestry 

of the Unitarian Church provided the only hall in town avail¬ 

able for public gatherings 

It was the meeting place for Sunday school, singing school, 

high school sessions, lyceums, and lectures. The annual town 

meeting, Grange, concerts, traveling shows, and dances were 

held here. 

“Comical Brown” opened his program singing “Come rise 

with the lark in the early dawn,” playing an accompaniment 

upon the vestry’s small melodeon. With the assistance of “Miss 

Margaret Bragdon,” who, we presume, may have been Mrs. 

Brown, his wife, he provided an evening’s entertainment, such 

as it was. 

Sullivan and Stratton staged Uncle Tom’s Cabin upon the 

platform’s limited space, presenting Uncle Tom, Simon Legree, 

and Little Eva; a savage bloodhound chased Eliza across the 

river, over the wobbly cakes of ice. 

At another time, Chief “Rolling Thunder,” his squaw, and 

their small papoose, “Little O’Cunning,” entertained an audi¬ 

ence, sold Indian medicine, and showed truly surprising feats 
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of marksmanship. His squaw, sitting with back toward the 

chief, rifle on her shoulder and pointed toward him, looked 

into a mirror and shot the ashes off the lighted cigar held in 

his mouth. 

Professor Monroe, who established Monroe School of Ora¬ 

tory, Boston, now Emerson College, gave readings in the vestry. 

He was the author of Monroe’s series of School Readers, used 

in Dublin during my boyhood days. His talented family, wife 

and four daughters, rendered musical numbers delightfully upon 

piano and wood-wind instruments, some of them of unusual 

design, which they had brought from Europe. 

Two of the professor’s pupils, preparing for the stage, as¬ 

sisted: Georgia Cay van rendered “The Bobolink,” and Maida 

Craigin, afterward starring in “Harbor Lights” at the old Boston 

Museum, displayed dramatic ability with pleasing recitations. 

Upon another occasion, Henry H. Piper announced Percy 

MacKaye, who charmingly read “Seven Times One,” while it 

was being prettily enacted in pantomime on the stage. 

Steele MacKaye, his actor-father, summered in Dublin for 

several seasons, with his large family of children. Some years 

after, we saw him at the Globe Theater, in Boston, in the play, 

The Still Alarm, when firemen slid down brass rods to mount 

a fully equipped fire engine, drawn by a pair of handsome white 

horses. 

A recent copy of the Boston Herald stated: 

For six years, poet-dramatist Percy MacKaye lived a 

hermit’s life in a Shirley farmhouse so that he might com¬ 

plete a work to which he had devoted, in less concentrated 

manner, 50 years of his life. 

Today, 73 years old, Percy MacKaye is the winner of 

the 1948 Fellowship Award, given by the Academy of 

American Poets, and the recipient of many plaudits for 

the work which was completed between 1939 and 1945, 

at Shirley, where his brother Benton still resides. The vol¬ 

ume is a tetralogy. ‘The Mystery of Hamlet, King of Den¬ 

mark, or What We Will,’ a sequence of four plays in pro¬ 

logue to Shakespeare’s Hamlet. 
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Ambassador Henry White obligingly consented to address 

a vestry audience after a church supper. The Ambassador was 

serving in France when former President Theodore Roosevelt 

returned from his African hunting trip, and, at the Kaiser’s re¬ 

quest, stopped in Germany to review his army with him. 

Mr. White went to Germany to attend the meeting and wit¬ 

nessed the review. He said the Kaiser was infatuated with 

T.R., and the German people were thrilled and excited at his 

visit. There was a tense feeling everywhere. 

After the review, Roosevelt returned to his hotel and was 

packing up his belongings, preparatory to leaving, when a rep¬ 

resentative appeared, and Roosevelt was asked for a further 

conference with the Kaiser 

“How much time does he want?” Roosevelt inquired. 

“He wants to see you for an hour,” was the reply. 

“I can’t give him an hour,” Roosevelt said. 

“How much time can you give him?” 

T.R. pulled out his watch, looked at it quickly, and snapped 

back, “I’ll give him just fifteen minutes!” 

“Mark Twain” (Samuel Langhorne Clemens) spoke in the 

vestry, too. At one of the Sewing Circle suppers he gave a half 

hour’s talk, and recited a somewhat thrilling story. 

Sitting beside me was Orvis Fairbanks, familiarly called 

“O.K.” in Peterborough, his home, and in Keene, where he 

eventually established a successful grocery business. 

Orvis clerked in my store and served the Clemens family 

with its needed food supply. He listened with rapt attention to 

Mr. Clemens, and sat tensely upon the very edge of the settee. 

The story was running along upon a fairly even keel, when, 

suddenly, the climax came. A quick, loud shout from Mark so 

startled Orvis that he lost his balance, slid off the settee, and 

landed on the floor. 

CHRISTMAS 

Again the Yuletide carols bring 

In gladsome song the old, old story; 

Rime-frosted chimes their message fling 
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Across a landscape white and hoary; 

A holly sprig, a hemlock spray, 

A merry Merry Christmas Day! 

— Hildreth M. Allison 

What a grand affair the service was at the church and vestry, 

seventy-five years ago! 

On Christmas eve the church was lighted with kerosene 

lamps; the choir loft had special handmade chandeliers sus¬ 

pended from the ceiling, a lighted lamp rested on each of the 

four ends of short six-inch-wide boards, crossed in the center 

in X fashion. Rev. Mr. Rice conducted the service. 

The pulpit was festooned with evergreen and, overhead, a 

white dove was suspended from the ceiling. High in the East 

appeared The Star which guided the Wise Men to the manger. 

An excellent choir sang Christmas carols, under the direc¬ 

tion of Joseph Morse, “Joy to the World,” “Silent Night,” and 

several other beautiful selections. There were many good singers 

taking part: Henry Adams, Henry C. Piper, Rufus Pierce, John 

Mason, Minnie Piper, the Powers twins, Sabrina and Lavinia; 

Viola Powers, Ella Mason, Mary Eastman, and Laura Rice. Mrs. 

Amelia Gleason played the organ. 

The church service over, all hands repaired to the vestry 

below where George Tarbox and Dwight Learned were pop¬ 

ping corn on top of the hot, oblong-shaped, wood-burning, cast- 

iron stove, to be distributed later in the evening. 

The first sight of the Christmas tree was enthralling! It was 

festooned with strings of popcorn, laden with gaily wrapped 

presents, and ornamented with cornucopias, colorful yellow 

oranges, clusters of raisins, popcorn balls, and bags of candy. 

Lighted candles helped to dazzle the eyes. 

Henry C. Piper acted the part of Santa Claus; he wore a 

buffalo-fur coat, a string of sleigh bells fastened around his 

waist, which, given an occasional vigorous shake, added realism 

to the festivities. A tall, pointed red cap with white tassel at 

the peak completed his picturesque costume. 

There were two Henry Pipers in town—father and son, “Old 

Henry” and “Young Henry”—sometimes “Big Henry” and “Little 
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Henrv"; the father was Henrv Curtis, the son Henry Hildreth, 

Piper. 

As a preliminary to the exercises. Santa related his exper¬ 

ience in making the trip from the frozen North Pole with his 

team of reindeer, then proceeded to distribute the eagerlv 

awaited gifts. He called the recipients name loudly as the pres¬ 

ents were cut from the tree bv a be\w of voun£ ladies and then 

passed on to eager, expectant owners by a younger set of boys 
and crirls. 

O 

Some of the older and more sedate citizens were occasionally 

remembered with an oddity or inappropriate award from a face¬ 

tious friend, causing a £ood deal of laughter and much merri- 

ment 

A few improbable sifts were announced: an envelope marked 

as containing $25 was handed to mv oldest brother. At the 

early age of seven. I believed the gift a reality* and concluded 

it must have come from Mr. Rice, the minister, who was said 

to receive $600 for his year's salary. I knew* of no one else in 

town so able to make such a generous contribution. The en¬ 

velope actually contained but 25 cents and was given by a 

thoughtful neighbor. Nearly even* bov would have been satis- 

fied with the sift of a jackknife or anv one of such items as a 

harmonica, pair of skates, drum, mittens, or pair of stockings. 

A new sled was an unusual present. 

Festivities over, the return trip seemed long and cold; small 

children were sleepy and tired. The youngest could be tucked 

under the buffalo robe, completely covered, and allowed to 

sleep until the slow old horse had drawn the pung sleigh over 

the glistening white snow-covered road and turned into the 

doorvard at home. It had. indeed, been a Merrv Christmas! 

Memories of those cherished childhood events will always 

remain with those who shared them. The simple gifts provided 

by parents who could ill afford more costly ones for their chil¬ 

dren in the days of long ago were generally quite as much en¬ 

joyed and more thoroughly appreciated than are the vastly 

more expensive ones given to the young people of today. 
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THE LYCEUM 

The lvceum, established through the influence of Dr. Leonard 

in 1836, was a worthwhile, enjoyable source of entertainment. 

Excellent vocal and instrumental music was prodded; a paper 

called The Rural Repository was read by the person who had 

edited the selections contributed by invited correspondents. In 

or about the vear 1840, Miss Laura Ann Fiske, Warrens sister, 

made the first proposition at one of these meetings, to change 

the name of Center Pond to Monadnoek Lake. Her suggestion 

was approved at a later meeting by a vote of the citizens pres¬ 

ent, and the name has ever since been accepted and used. 

The girls gave recitations, the bo vs declamations; a drama 

in two or three acts, or perhaps a comedy and farces were 

staged by local talent. Several plays are recalled: J. T. Trow¬ 

bridge’s Neighbor Jackwood; The Stolen Will bv Len Ellsworth 

Tilden, of Marlboro, son of the livery-stable proprietor; Ten 
Nights in a Barroom; and Down-by-the-Sea. 

The town had considerable dramatic talent—Charlie Hardy, 

Oscar Howe, George Rice, Dwight Learned. George Tar box. 

Milton Mason. Joe Mav and his wife. Roxy; Emma Gleason, 

Amelia and Lillian Jones, Clara and Fannie Townsend, Emma 

Turner, Laura Rice, Man* Eastman, and Jessie Mason. 

The tableaux were of brief duration but seemed beautiful 

to the eves of the vounger set who watched- enthralled, the 
0 W 

figures draped in white, illuminated by colored lights burned 

in the wings of the stage. 

Charles Mason, of Marlboro, whose left arm had been re¬ 

moved at the elbow, the result of an accident, recited ‘‘The 

Drunkard.” who pleaded for “rum. oh give me rum!” Annie 

Wellman, with the self-assurance characteristic of her family, 

wanted “A Boon. Thirteen-vear-old Heim* Townsend not onlv 

recited a piece, but the same evening sang. “Youll never miss 

the water till the well runs drv.” in a manner pleasing to his 

father who beamed with satisfaction upon his talented son: and 

William Langley sang to an unappreciative audience “Jeremiah 

blow the fire, puff, puff, puff.” 

But the hit of the evening occurred when George Tar box. 
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taking the part of a Negro in the play, his face blackened with 

burnt cork, his lips red with grease paint, suddenly popped his 

head above the barrel in which he had been hiding, after listen¬ 

ing to tender words of the enamoured young couple who had 

just enacted a love scene, and said, “Monkey married a baboon’s 

sister, smacked his lips, and then he kissed her.” 

THE SEWING CIRCLE 

Sewing circle suppers were always enjoyable affairs. We re¬ 

call the time when only green tea was served as the beverage 

at these gatherings. Just why this custom was followed is diffi¬ 

cult to understand, since black tea was generally preferred at 

home. 

The women of Dublin, past and present, have always en¬ 

joyed the reputation of being excellent cooks, and church sup¬ 

pers of the present are, perhaps, as thoroughly enjoyed now as 

they were in times past. 

Seventy years ago a group of teen age boys, Cless Gowing, 

Will Fiske, Frank Allison, and Jimmie Piper, were seldom ab¬ 

sent from these social events. 

During the winter Bela Morse, a rugged farmer living two 

miles away, drove to the village to attend the supper. Mr. Morse 

took off his overshoes and placed them back of the stove where 

they would be warm when he was ready to go home. Each boy 

asked for an extra piece of squash pie and, with malice afore¬ 

thought, slyly deposited it in the awaiting overshoes. 

At a safe distance they watched the owner put them on. We 

cannot, with propriety, record here the words of Mr. Morse’s 

reaction after withdrawing his well-besmeared feet from his 

overshoes and their surprising contents—the boys were highly 

pleased. 

This quartet of youngsters slid down the village hill on sin¬ 

gle sleds during the wintertime. The road was plowed out and 

only two tracks were left for travel. ’Squire Thomas Fisk ob¬ 

jected to the boys’ coasting in the main street; he was compelled 
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to step out of the track in which he was walking, or else be 

run into. 
Sliding down, at good speed, they sighted the ’Squire walk¬ 

ing up to the postoffice. He stepped out of the track, gave each 

boy a resounding whack with his cane as he sped past, and, 

from the last one, received a hearty “thank you.” 

Mr. Fisk is said to have provided an opening for his dog 

and cat to enter the woodshed from outside. He cut a large 

hole for the dog and a smaller one for the cat. 

PICNICS AT MORSE’S POINT 

The Unitarian people held a Sunday school picnic each year 

at Morse’s grove on the lakeshore. 

Two friends from the summer colony, B. W. Taggard and 

Stephen G. DeBlois, furnished boats and took the children for 

long rides, the first boat ride some of them had ever experienced. 

Mr. DeBlois’ boat was rather small and narrow and carried 

comparatively few passengers. He admonished the children to 

“sit very still.” Mr. Taggard’s boat was much larger. The men 

were good friends and Mr. DeBlois understood Mr. Taggard’s 

sense of humor. 

Mr. DeBlois was an Episcopalian, and his friend commented 

upon the frail little Episcopal boat which he said was liable to 

collapse or overturn at any moment. Mr. Taggard said his was 

a safe and seaworthy Unitarian boat which could ride the swells 

and carry its passengers safely over the worst of rough water. 

Colonel Higginson and Professor Monroe sometimes enter¬ 

tained the assembled gathering with readings or addresses. 

Members of the Peterborough Cavalry enjoyed an annual 

outing at the same grove. Dr. Ira Crombie, well advanced in 

years, was a member. He was a veterinary doctor, and when 

he picked up the small tin dipper, took a drink of cold water, 

and said, “I didn’t suppose fifty years ago that I should ever 

come to this,” it was difficult for me, a youngster of ten, to un¬ 

derstand why everyone within hearing laughed heartily. 
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Mr. and Mrs. Thaddeus Morse began taking summer board¬ 

ers in 1857. Stephen G. DeBlois and wife spent their first sum¬ 

mer at the Morse homestead in 1866 and continued coming to 

Dublin each season thereafter for more than twenty years. 

Mr. DeBlois was a genteel little man, smooth-shaven, some¬ 

what bald, and dressed quite elegantly in black clothes. 

He was a constant attendant at church and was occasionally 

invited to address the Sunday school. He responded willingly, 

and, from a back seat, tiptoed to the front, holding high, in his 

left hand, his eyeglasses, to which was attached a long black 

ribbon which encircled his neck. 

In gentle tones he related an account of some good deed 

worthily accomplished. When he asked if anyone present re¬ 

membered the story of “Little Mary Wood,” Lilian Jones smil¬ 

ingly raised her hand; she had probably heard it many times. 

But he repeated the story and when he told of Mary’s 

praiseworthy acts and pointed to the imaginary young lady in 

her blue dress, supposedly sitting in the unseen gallery, we 

could almost see Little Mary whom he so vividly pictured. And 

so the worthy gentleman concluded his story of Mary’s exem¬ 

plary career with the words, “Little Mary Wood; she did what 

she could.” 

THE YELLOW DAY 

Fall school, with high school studies, was held in the vestry. 

Many of the teachers were Dartmouth College students. Several 

rose to positions of prominence in the state where they after¬ 

ward located. 

The year in which some of the men whose later careers be¬ 

came outstanding taught school in Dublin, follows their name: 

Hosea M. Knowlton, 1866, Attorney-General of Massachu¬ 

setts; James E. Vose, 1868, first Principal of Cushing Academy; 

Herbert D. Ryder, 1875, Bellows Falls, Vermont, attorney; Lyn¬ 

don A. Smith, 1887-88, Attorney-General of the state of Minne¬ 

sota; David J. Foster, 1880, Representative to Congress from 

Vermont; Emerson H. Smith, 1881, attorney, Fargo, North Da- 
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Dublin Residents 

Fifty and more years ago discriminating gentlemen chose to wear 

beards. 
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kota; G. Howard Kelton, 1885, Harvard, rowed on the Univer¬ 

sity’s winning crew. 

It was during the fall of 1881, when Emerson Smith was 

teaching, that the much discussed “yellow day” occurred, on 

September 6th. 

The sun was seemingly smothered by a dense, depressing, 

yellowish atmosphere, through which its light penetrated sick- 

ishly, producing an effect on the surrounding landscape much 

like looking through a piece of heavily smoked glass. 

It was a dismal, disheartening day and perhaps more people 

were apprehensive than would have admitted it at the time; 

but little else was talked about. We recall hearing Mr. Wash¬ 

burn, who drove his meat cart to town from Hancock, ask a 

citizen if he thought “it was the last day.” 

Well into the late afternoon the yellowish atmosphere con¬ 

tinued. The vestry was so dark that study was suspended. After an 

hour’s nooning Mr. Smith told the scholars to lay aside their 

books and he would devote the time to talking on the subject 

of astronomy. This he did in an able and interesting manner; 

he assured us that this was but a temporary condition, there 

was nothing to fear. He said, “This is a young world and has 

only begun to live.” 

School was dismissed early that afternoon and a few of the 

boys mustered sufficient courage to start for the lake to go 

swimming. On our way the air began to clear, the sun gradu¬ 

ally assumed a more natural appearance, and our courage rose 

accordingly. Depressed thoughts gave way to high spirits when 

the sun shone again, as usual. 

JOHN MASON 

John Mason did everything well. He was methodical; a good 

carpenter, an excellent painter, his handwriting precise, and he 

sang acceptably in the choir of the village church. He was a 

large man with ruddy face and red beard. 

After his wood had been cut for the stove, he took pains 
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to saw off all the uneven tips in order to make it look well when 

piled up. 

Mr. Mason sold his farm to Daniel Catlin, of St. Louis, 

moved to the village, and engaged in the ice business. He occu¬ 

pied the Dexter Mason house for several years. It was a pleasure 

to hear him sing in the barn at night while he milked his Jer¬ 

sey cow. 

His ear was correct, his voice true, and he could take the 

tenor part and soar with enthusiasm to the high notes in 

“Nearer My God to Thee.” His wife lived to be ninety-five 

years old. 

Daniel Dwight did not approve the candidacy of Frank W. 

Rollins, Republican nominee for governor. Although Mr. Rollins 

maintained his legal residence in Concord, he conducted a bank¬ 

ing business in Boston. 

Mr. Dwight considered candidate Rollins a Boston banker 

and felt that a strictly New Hampshire resident should occupy 

the office of Governor. One day he inquired, “Who is an honest 

man?” “John H. Mason,” we replied. “I’ll vote for him for gov¬ 

ernor,” Mr. Dwight said; and he did—the town records show 

that one ballot was cast at the November election, that year, 

for Mr. Mason. 

After Mr. Catlin had built his beautiful home on the John 

Mason place, he erected a very tall flagpole on the lawn. It 

was a considerable task to imbed the heavy pole properly and 

raise it to a correct upright position. 

Mr. Catlin personally supervised the work and stationed his 

gardener, Paul Desmarchais, a Canadian Frenchman, and sev¬ 

eral other workmen, at various points to determine whether or 

not the pole stood exactly plumb. 

All had reported favorably up to the time Desmarchais was 

reached. “How is it from your direction, Paul?” Mr. Catlin in¬ 

quired. “Is it plumb?” “Yes, Mr. Catlin,” was the reply, “it’s a 

little more than plumb from here.” 

John Mason’s teen-aged son Fred partly sawed, on the ir*- 

side, the three legs of his Uncle David’s milking stool. It con¬ 

tinued to look sound and substantial. 

When his unsuspecting two-hundred-twenty-five-pound un- 
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cle sat down to milk, the stool quickly gave way. David fell 

under the legs of the two-year-old heifer, tied beside the cow 

he was to milk, who kicked him vigorously while he rolled on 

the unsanitary floor, struggling to regain his feet. The irate Da¬ 

vid threatened dire punishment upon the frightened creature, 

but, fortunately, he relented and refrained from carrying out 

his violent threats. Safely hidden, Fred watched the perform¬ 

ance with great glee. 

The brook from the lake flowed through David Mason’s 

meadow near our house. David was a Civil War veteran; at in¬ 

tervals, he took time off to enjoy the trout fishing. One day he 

baited his hook, dropped it into a likely looking pool, just as 

a nattily dressed sport made his appearance. “You’ve got my 

favorite hole—get out!” the newcomer demanded. David paid 

no attention. “Get out!” he repeated hotly. 

Without taking his eyes off the water, David unconcernedly 

answered, “You’ll havter eat a little more puddin’, mister, be¬ 

fore you can get me out of here.” 

David, of somewhat abbreviated height, carried considerable 

excess avoirdupois, wore a tall silk hat on Sundays, and walked 

to the village. From the exertion he perspired excessively, so he 

removed his coat and vest, even in wintertime, and carried them 

over his arm. 

At church he sat in one of the side pews at the extreme 

front, facing the minister. Invariably, he came in late and with 

heavy tread marched the entire length of the room to his accus¬ 

tomed seat while the service was in progress. 

George Gowing was acting janitor and chided David for 

continually coming late and disturbing the congregation. The 

two men had seldom agreed and David keenly resented the 

criticism. Thereafter he made it a point to stalk in about five 

minutes later than he had previously done. 

THE VILLAGE BLACKSMITH 

Washington Proctor’s reddish-brown blacksmith shop was 

located in the lower village. It did not stand “under a spread- 
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ing chestnut tree,” but sturdy maples close beside it shaded the 

big white Proctor home. In the brick dwelling beyond, Charles 

Heald lived alone in the spacious mansion his father, Dr. Asa 

Heald, had built in 1827. Dr. Heald graduated from Bowdoin, 

and was the town’s physician for many years. 

In 1851, Solomon Piper bought the large white house be¬ 

fore the Proctors owned it. Mr. Piper had been a resident of 

Dublin in early life, then became a successful business man in 

Boston and was president of the Freeman’s Bank. He made the 

house his summer residence, bringing with him his family, at 

a time when the town was just beginning to be recognized as 

a vacation spot. He gave the pipe organ to the Unitarian church, 

an instrument of excellent tone, much enjoyed by an apprecia¬ 

tive congregation over a period of many years. It still stands 

in the gallery where it was originally placed. 

Those who lived near Mr. Proctor’s shop could well have 

applied the verse of Longfellow’s poem to their neighbor, and 

said: 

Week in, week out, from morn till night, 

You can hear his bellows blow; 

You can hear him swing his heavy sledge, 

With measured beat and slow, 

Like a sexton ringing the village bell 

When the evening sun is low. 

Mr. Proctor was a man of good height, with full brown 

beard. He spoke calmly, with deliberation, and enjoyed the 

good-will of everyone who knew him. 

His shop was a meeting place for all the men living “on the 

flat”: Sam Adams, Walter Greenwood, Corydon Jones, Charles 

Heald, Willard Powers, the Pierce brothers, Will and Fred, 

each of whose long beards reached nearly to his waist; Cliff 

Gowing, Frank Pierce, George Bond, Albert Moore, and Jim 

Piper. 

It was a place for discussing town and church society af¬ 

fairs, neighborhood gossip, and, perhaps, for promoting the 

candidacy of some aspirant for town office, at the annual March 

meeting. 
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The blacksmith prepared for work by removing his coat and 

vest; then he rolled up his sleeves and tied on his leather apron. 

The long, wooden arm of his bellows was given a few up-and- 

down motions with his bare arm, in order to stimulate the mass 

of smouldering coals; they responded immediately and glowed 

with white heat when the added draft was applied. 

The smith picked up one of the feet of the horse, held it 

between his knees, cut off the ends of the nails which clinched 

the shoe to the hoof, pried off the shoe, knocked the old nails 

out of it, and tucked it into the hot coals. 

Placing the hot shoe on his anvil, he reshaped it with careful 

strokes of his hammer, applied new heel and toe calks, and, 

when they had been properly welded together, tried the shoe 

momentarily on the bottom of the horse’s hoof; a bit of smoke 

and the odor of burning hoof arose. 

Then a final fitting was made, and, having shaped it cor¬ 

rectly, he immersed the shoe in a tub of cold water, causing 

a little cloud of steam to arise; then he nailed it in place. He 

drove the tapering horseshoe nails with his hammer, and clinched 

them firmly, with the aid of a small iron held in his left hand 

against the point of the nails, then filed off the hoof with his 

coarse rasp so that the shoe conformed with it perfectly. 

In the meantime, the owner had brushed off troublesome 

flies from the animal being shod, with the aid of a horse’s tail, 

taken from some departed animal, to which a straight wooden 

handle had been fitted—an efficient brush. 

In Mr. Proctor’s shop was the frame in which the oxen were 

shod. Yoked together, they were halted at the outside door. 

The pin was slipped out of one of the oxbows which held it in 

the yoke; the animal was guided into the frame by means of a 

small cable chain hooked around his neck. The stanchion, which 

fitted on each side of his neck, was locked together firmly; the 

strong leather apron placed underneath his body partially lifted 

him off the floor when the windlass, to which it was attached, 

was turned by the metal handle. His foot was strapped to a 

rugged post and could be worked on comfortably and safely. 

Unlike that of a horse, the hoof of an ox is divided in the 

center and requires a separate shoe for each section. 
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It seems fortunate that tractors have largely replaced oxen 

on the farm and in wood-lots. These patient animals were not 

always kindly treated by the teamster. They were often over¬ 

loaded, exposed to the severest weather, and goaded on un¬ 

reasonably by means of a big black “snake-whip,” in the hands 

of sometimes cruel drivers. 

It was not the blacksmith’s daughter, Gertrude, who “sang 

in the village choir,” but his son, Burton, whose bass voice was 

pleasant to hear, and caused his listening parents justifiable 

pride. 

There is no longer a blacksmith’s shop in town; three or 

four garages have taken its place, and automobiles are much 

more common now than horses. The blacksmith, his wife, and 

his son have passed on; the daughter, alone, is living. There 

were few finer citizens in town than the members of the Proctor 

TOWN CHARACTERS — INCIDENTS 

Willard Powers lived in the brick house now owned by the 

Alexander James family. He was a small, nervous man, easily 

irritated. 

Mr. Powers drove to the village with horse and sleigh one 

cold winter evening to attend the Grange; the meeting over, 

he returned home. 

Next morning, he went to the barn to feed his stock. His 

horse was gone! Suddenly he remembered—he had walked home. 

Hurriedly he went uptown to the horse-shed and there, surely 

enough, was Dobbin, cold, impatient, and hungry, but who 

greeted him with a welcoming whinny. 

Offended by the action of my father in matters pertaining 

to town affairs, Mr. Powers heatedly said to him, “I think you’re 

a pretty small man.” 

With calm deliberation the Deacon responded. “That, Mr. 

Powers, is the opinion of a pretty small man.” 

David M. Townsend moved from Vermont to a farm near 

the town boundary line in Harrisville. He was loyal to his home 

state, for which he should not be criticized. 
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When a group of men got together, and each was relating 

an unusual experience, David awaited his turn, and, in an ef¬ 

fort to go them one better, began, “When I lived up in Ver¬ 

mont, by God!” 
Robert Clarke drove his young cattle from Milford, and 

turned them into the Heald pasture, high up on the mountain. 

There was no fence on the upper side and, during a period 

of dry weather toward fall, some of the yearlings were known 

to have wandered over the ridge and come down on the oppo¬ 

site side, into a Jaffrey pasture. 

Mr. Clarke was a large man, redfaced, and had he been en¬ 

dowed with greater ambition, his outlook on life might, per¬ 

haps, have been a bit more cheerful. He said, “We’ve gut ter 

git rid of style and go back to the old way of livin’.” 

He described the unsuccessful career of some of his fellow- 

townsmen, and their ultimate failure, by saying, “They kinder 

went to Boston.” 

Dr. Allston Barrett, of Keene, was an excellent dentist. His 

cousin, Dr. Forest Barrett, in Peterborough, was an especially 

capable veterinarian who treated the ailments of horses, cattle, 

cats, and dogs very successfully. 

One of this town’s newly married couples became quite con¬ 

vinced that the author who wrote “true love never did run 

smooth,” had spoken correctly—in their case, at least. 

They disagreed, quarreled, and finally separated. 

But before the final break took place, the young husband 

returned from work one late afternoon to find his wife suffering 

from an ulcerated tooth. 

Her swollen cheek, red face, and teary eyes told the story 

of intense pain and she asked her husband to call Dr. Barrett 

and see if he could recommend something to relieve her. 

The young man went to the telephone, called central, and 

asked for the Keene dentist. Presently a voice replied, “This is 

Dr. Barrett.” The husband described the pain his wife was suf¬ 

fering, her ulcerated tooth and swollen cheek, and inquired if 

he could suggest something which would ease the pain. 

Came the reply, “This is not Dr. Barrett, the dentist; this is 

Dr. Barrett, the veterinary.” 
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“Good heavens!” exclaimed the surprised husband. Then, 

after a moment’s reflection—“Well, I don’t know but what you’ll 

do just as well as anyone.” 

Charlie Cavender drove the mail team to Peterborough; he 

loved horses, seldom hurried them, and sometimes impatient 

patrons complained because he was late with the mail. 

Captain Creelman, a seafaring man, and relative of the fam¬ 

ily, delivered a new set of field glasses to M. D. Mason in the 

latter’s store. They were looked over carefully by interested ob¬ 

servers present, and freely commented upon; very powerful 

glasses were discussed. 

After the conversation had lagged a bit, Charlie said the 

best glasses he had ever seen was a pair he borrowed from 

George Tucker at the Peterborough tavern. Said he took the 

glasses one Sunday morning, went back on East Mountain, 

three miles away, and pointed them toward the Unitarian 

Church in the village. He declared the glasses were so power¬ 

ful, they brought the church up close enough so he could hear 

the Rev. Mr. Walbridge preach. 

Returning from his daily trip to Peterborough, Charlie put 

up his horses, came into the store, and entertained listeners with 

an account of some of his many astounding experiences. 

He was a natural musician and very good violin player; al¬ 

though unable to read music, he had an accurate ear and played 

for dances with John Gilchrest, and for “kitchen junkets” in 

“Happy Valley,” Peterborough; Mr. Gilchrest prompted. The 

polka-quadrille was one of their favorites. After going through 

with the accustomed changes, the final call came from the 

prompter when he sang out loudly in his nasal voice, “A-L-L 

polkie—’round the hall!” 

The laying out of roads was a subject of much concern in a 

new community in early days. It was important that the route 

chosen should accommodate the greatest number of home- 

owners. Sometimes hotly contested arguments developed and 

prolonged debate took place between rival factions, each claim¬ 

ing that its proposal would accommodate the greatest number 

of taxpayers. 
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At a town meeting held a hundred years ago, a road peti¬ 

tioned for was opposed by a second group of voters. They re¬ 

quested the road be built to accommodate their own immediate 

neighborhood. Arguments waxed loud and long. Weary with 

the prolonged controversy, one quiet citizen, sitting in the rear, 

who had hitherto taken no part in the debate, got up, addressed 

the chair, and said, “Mr. Moderator, I move we build a road 

right straight to Hell; that will accommodate everybody.” 

A great many early settlers seem to have built their houses 

on high ground, perhaps because of their ability to see more of 

the surrounding wooded country. Captain Benjamin Mason’s 

house was located well up the mountainside—nearly a mile 

south of the Troy road which encircles the mountain. There 

are old cellar holes and abandoned farms throughout widely 

scattered parts of the town, on hilltops and in areas now grown 

to forest, their location and the owners who lived there long 

since gone and forgotten. 

A Boston Herald editorial thus comments on “Old Cellar 

Holes”: 

Long years ago pioneers left the security of small coastal 

villages and trekked westward and northward. They made 

farms in virgin forests and built the foundation of a new 

form of government—a foundation as strong as the granite 

rock that lined the cellars of homes and barns. Now the 

farms are abandoned and only the old cellar holes are left. 

A smooth granite doorstep tells of the generations that 

went in and out a home. This clump of lilacs in front of 

what was once the ell may have been planted by a bride 

of two centuries and more ago who came to the hills with 

her mate from Salem, Boston, or Newbimqjort. 

The cellar holes will long remain, as eternal as the 

granite that forms their sides, they are memorials to men 

and women who fought a good fight when a nation was 
young. 

From the magazine Appalachia— 
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The trail led faintly, twisting through the brush 
Of tangled woods, a forest now regrown; 
The startled partridge whirred, there sang the thrush, 
Two wanderers traced the sylvan path alone. 

Yet it, like everything, needs have an end, 
And in due time it brought them to their goal, 
A now forgotten place where roses blend 
With clematis around a cellar hole. 

They rested on a stone of broken shale, 
A doorstep, feet had worn in sun and snow; 
In reverie they reconstrued a tale 
Of those who’d lived there in the long ago. 

And as they wove dream fancies in the wild, 
Two shades, a man, a woman, listened, smiled. 

—Hildreth M. Allison 
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TOWN FACTIONS 

When the town hall was built in 1881, it was without a 

piano for several months. Consequently, if an entertainment 

was arranged for the hall, a small group of stalwart citizens got 

together, took the piano from the vestry at night, carried it 

across the street, and up the winding stairs into the hall. 

It was a difficult problem to guide it around the narrow 

curve in the stairway; the instrument had to be raised to nearly 

a vertical position which threw the weight almost wholly upon 

two men in the rear. 

When the piano was again needed in the vestrv, an oppos¬ 

ing group took it out of the hall, carried it back across the 

street into the vestry. The change, in each instance, was made 

in the evening. Eventually, the town hall had its own piano. 

Some of the Mason adherents organized a singing school 

and hired George Foster, of Keene, to teach it. The Gleason 

contingent were interested in a school but preferred not to 

attend Mr. Foster’s class; accordingly, they hired Mr. Merrill, 

also of Keene, to conduct a school of their own, so there were 

two singing schools being held in town that winter. 
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But there had been two singing schools going on in Dublin 

at the same time a hundred years before. 

In 1820, the selectmen arranged to spend $50 for a school of 

sacred music, taught by a Mr. Robbins. Some of the singers 

didn’t like the style he was teaching; they said his pupils sang 

too loud, and without suitable expression. They formed another 

choir with their own leader and each intended to do the sing¬ 

ing at the church service on Sunday, when a new candidate 

for the ministry was to preach. 

One choir took their places in the regular singing seats, the 

other occupied free seats in the side gallery. The minister read 

the hymn, the two choir leaders gave the pitch—different ones 

—and the two sang different tunes at the same time; there was 

much unpleasant discord. 

When the second hymn was announced, one leader selected 

a tune with slow movement; the other chose a faster one. The 

choir singing the faster tune finished first so the slower singers 

had the satisfaction of rendering the last stanza alone, to the 

relief of the congregation. 

Before the minister could go on with the service, Alexander 

Eames arose, addressed the singers and reproved them for 

so unfortunately conducting themselves in the house of God. 

Eventually, both choirs agreed to unite if Mr. Henry Whit¬ 

comb would lead them. Mr. Whitcomb consented. 

Fortunately, this rivalry faded out with the departure of 

many of those determined, strong-willed citizens, and a much 

more harmonious community feeling exists now. 

The most serious disturbance comes at town- and school¬ 

meeting time. Practically every town, big and little, has this 

situation to contend with. Town meeting in Dublin occurs at 

the time of year when there is little else to occupy the attention 

of its citizens. The aftermath dies down when spring and sum¬ 

mer activities engage the attention of its people. 

Previous to the division of the town in 1871, the election 

of town officers at the annual March meeting sometimes pre¬ 

sented an unusual situation. 

All three selectmen were elected annually, to serve for a 

period of one year. Perhaps the Dublin board had proved un- 
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satisfactory to the voters in the northern part of the town, 

Pottersville, Harrisville, and Handyville. By combining the 

forces of these three villages, they might defeat the old board 

and elect an entirely new one from their own section. The same 

procedure could be reversed the following year, which was 

gratifying to the winning faction but, perhaps, detrimental to 

the best interest of the town. 

Thus, small-town politicians played the same game one 

hundred years ago as goes on in our national capital today. 

Human nature hasn’t changed, nor have politicians. 

DR. SMITH 

While Dr. Smith was actively practicing medicine in Dublin, 

he was considered an excellent phvsician. During the Civil 

War he served aboard the naval vessel Freeborn on the Potomac 

River, as Acting Assistant Surgeon, U.S.N. 

The Doctor made his home in the village at the residence 

of ’Squire Thomas Fisk. During the winter, when the snow had 

piled up and drifts made traveling bv sleigh impossible, he 

visited his patients with difficultv, making the trip on horse¬ 

back. 

The doctor was a good horseman and enthused over the 

Vermont Morgans, so hardy, round, trim, and intelligent, the 

ideal horse for the hills of New England. Both his own horses 

answered the description mentioned, and, while thev were not 

extremely fast, the doctor had the faculty of making them 

appear much speedier than they really were. He seemed to be 

constantly holding them down to a gait considerablv slower 

than they were capable of doing. 

In his black leather bag he carried his most commonly 

prescribed remedy—a yellowish brown powder, which he dipped 

out of a big-mouthed bottle, and deposited with the aid of a 

knife, upon small, square-cut pieces of paper, which he folded 

and doubled ov er at the ends. 

These powders seem to have been good for almost every 

ailment. He had excellent success with his patients, however, 

and, except in hopeless cases, they generally improved or 
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recovered. The consensus of opinion throughout this and ad¬ 

joining towns was that Dr. Chase, of Peterborough, Dr. Brad¬ 

ley, of Jaffrey, and Dr. Smith, of Dublin, were the most capable 

physicians within this immediate area. 

The doctor was given a gray bathrobe, trimmed with blue, 

by a friendly summer resident. But instead of wearing the 

garment at home, he used it as a topcoat and could occasionally 

be seen climbing the village hill, wearing the gray coat and 

carrying one of his many self-made canes. 

For a considerable time it was not definitely known whether 

the doctor and Miss Belle Fisk were married or not; but, even¬ 

tually, all doubt was removed when an announcement came 

from the young lady’s parents, saying the happy event had 

finally taken place. 

Doctor and Mrs. Smith were very regular attendants at 

church in later life. They sat on the west side, well toward the 

front, and took part in the responsive reading with vigor, Dr. 

Smith finishing each sentence one or two words behind the 

rest of the congregation. He sang with enthusiasm, and lagged 

so far behind that it was noticeable. On one occasion his tenor 

voice reached a volume quite unusual. Fred Pierce, sitting in 

the pew directly in front, laid down his hymn book, turned 

around suddenly, and glared savagely at the doctor. 

John Mason said that Rev. Mr. Rice was as good a baritone 

singer as was his son, Dr. George B. Rice, member of the 

Apollo Glee Club in Boston. The entire Rice family were musi¬ 

cal, and after Laura had attended the New England Conserva¬ 

tory of Music she taught singing school. The attractive young 

lady became the wife of Dr. Henry H. Piper. 

Rev. and Mrs. Rice sang duets delightfully. Mrs. Rice was 

an excellent piano accompanist, a talented, and much beloved 

woman in the community, and filled the difficult position of 

minister’s wife ideally. 

Before marriage, Mrs. Rice was Persis Fayette Weeks, of 

Lancaster, New Hampshire. Her nephew, John W. Weeks, 

visited at the parsonage in Dublin while a student at the Naval 

Academy in Annapolis. He attended church with his cousin 
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George, dressed in his Naval suit of white—a fascinating figure 

to my youthful eyes. The young man had a notable career in pub¬ 

lic life and eventually became Secretary of the Navy of the 

United States. 
Mrs. Rice once told my sister Mabel that she was organist 

in the church in Lancaster where Mr. Rice came to candidate. 

It was winter, bitterly cold in the organ loft, and she froze the 

tips of her fingers. When he knew, afterward, that the young 

lady played the organ with frostbitten fingers, she supposed he 

thought she had the qualities which fitted her to become a 

minister’s wife. 

THE OLD HOMESTEAD 

Denman Thompson began his Old Homestead theatrical 

season at the city hall in Keene each year. Swanzey, Mr. 

Thompson’s home town, is justly proud of the distinguished 

actor’s career, of his famous play, and of the accomplishments 

achieved with it since his death in paying off a church mortgage 

and financing other worthy projects through its revival by local 

talent. 

Annually, during the last decade, The Old Homestead has 

been presented in the "Potash Bowl,” and attracts visitors from 

near and far. But, however well the play is presented now, it 

can never match the excellence of its original performance, it 

seems to me, when Mr. Thompson himself took the part of 

Joshua Whitcomb. He was the incomparable star of the show. 

Those who remember it, with its splendid cast, love to recall 

the play as they saw it in the 1880’s and ’90’s, when it was at 

the height of its popularity. 

We saw The Old Homestead in Boston in 1888; a »yoke of 

oxen, sometimes summered in Dublin, drew a load of hay 

across the stage in the Boston Theatre, and later on we had 

dinner in the dining room of the old Adams House, where Mr. 

Thompson sat at a nearby table; but never have we enjoyed this 

wholesome, absorbing play as much as when it was given in 

City Hall, Keene, some sixty years ago. 
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The town of Swanzey has set an example of enterprise and 

cooperation which a great many other communities could emu¬ 

late to advantage. 

AGRICULTURAL FAIRS 

Interesting agricultural fairs were held in Keene seventy 

years ago. There were excellent exhibits of livestock, vegetables, 

fruit, and homemade products. The Chickerings, of Chester¬ 

field, and Bill and Martin Cheever, raced fast trotting horses, 

hitched to high-wheeled sulkies. Bill stretched his horse’s tail 

back on the sulky seat, sat on it, and his blond, full beard, was 

blown in all directions as he rounded the half-mile track. 

There were foot races, high-wheel bicycle races, and a 

baseball game; a tight-rope walker cooked an egg in a small 

tin stove, and ate it, sitting high up on the tightly drawn rope 

over the track near the judges’ stand. 

“The champion collar-and-elbow wrestler of the world” and 

the “catch-as-catch-can champion” put on a splendid exhibition 

of really scientific wrestling, less brutal and much more enjoya¬ 

ble to watch than the present-day “grunt and groan” variety, 

which allows slugging and kicking. 

Three or four riders raced around the track on old-fashioned 

high-wheel bicycles, and a hawker offered an opportunity to 

throw tennis balls at an “African Dodger,” a Negro whose head 

was thrust through a hole in a tightly stretched sheet of canvas. 

“Hit him once, we give you one cigar; twice, two cigars, and 

three times a half a dollar; and remember, if you kill him, you 

get a hundred dollars in gold and a brick house down in Keene.” 

Our brother John enjoyed telling tall stories to the youngest 

members of the family. He said one fellow practiced till he 

could hit the dodger’s head about every time with a tennis ball, 

then, suddenly, pulled a concealed baseball from his pocket, 

threw terrifically, cracked the dodger smack on the head, and 

finished him on the spot. 

He got his hundred dollars, and, with his wife and children, 

lived ever after in one of Keene’s finest brick houses. 
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John told us about the bear which prowled into Thaddeus 

Morse’s sawmill, with its old-fashioned up-and-down saw, dur¬ 

ing the noon hour. The sawyer sat on the carriage which car¬ 

ried the logs to the saw, eating his dinner, when a big black 

bear strode in and made for his dinner pail. The man slipped 

quickly away and rushed for the lever which started the car¬ 

riage toward the saw. 

Bruin, sitting on the carriage, had begun eating the lunch 

from the dinner pail. The carriage neared the saw—its sharp 

teeth caught his fur and the bear growled savagely. Angrily, 

the bear rose to his haunches, threw his huge paws around 

the fast-moving saw, and was sliced in two quickly and 

cleanly. 

He skinned the animal, cut him up, and carried home the 

newly acquired meat supply. Together with his wife and chil¬ 

dren, he ate tender roasts and juicy steaks of bear meat through¬ 

out the remainder of the winter. 

Another bear, he said, was of a kindly disposition and quite 

intelligent; he had been trained by his keeper to brush away 

the flies when the man was taking his midday nap in the cool 

shade of a leafy tree. One day while the bear’s master was 

sleeping, a fly lighted on the tip of the man’s nose. The bear 

brushed him off but back he came again to exactly the same 

spot. Time after time that bothersome fly returned after being 

brushed away. 

Bruin finally became so exasperated that he seized a rock 

and waited for the fly to come again. When the little insect re¬ 

turned and lighted once more on the tip of the master’s nose, 

the bear heaved the stone and flattened the fly to a pulp. That 

was the end of the fly. But the man? Poor fellow! He was never 

again annoyed by a fly lighting on the tip of his nose. 

Brother Frank searched in a book of poems for a piece to 

speak in school. He finally found an acceptable one, copied it 

with ink, and left the sheet of paper on the table. Each verse 

ended with the words: “Make your Mark.” John came in during 

Frank’s absence, read the poem, and proceeded to carry out 

instructions. He took the pen, dipped it in ink, and made a very 
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heavy black mark at the conclusion of each verse. When Frank 

returned he indignantly threw away the selection and hunted 

up another piece. 

THE OLD HARRISVILLE ROAD 

Professor Henry W. Rolfe built the house on the old road now 

owned by Mr. and Mrs. Sagendorph. The spot on which it 

stands was formerly a part of the Henry Kendall farm, as was 

the Rand property adjoining it. 

Professor Rolfe prepared his lectures to be given before 

the students of Oxford University, England, at his Dublin 

home. He is said to have been the first American ever to 

receive that honor. He said the entire winter devoted to their 

preparation was the pleasantest he had ever experienced. Mr. 

Rolfe accepted a chair at Leland Stanford University after his 

return from England, sold his place here, and eventually made 

his home in Palo Alto. 

On the north side of the hill beyond, where Dr. Stewart 

resides, stood the large brick house owned by Gilman Kendall, 

Henry Kendall’s son. 

The Dublin Grenadiers used this field in olden times for a 

training ground. It was said the entire company made a disor¬ 

derly retreat on one occasion when a bull made his appearance 

and assumed a menacing attitude. Miss Emily Sears, of Boston, 

bought the property and erected her summer residence there 

in 1884. 

The Cottons—brothers Jim, Dudley, and Dana, and sister 

Lizzie—lived across the road in a square brick house, farther 

west, until they sold their place to Dr. Goldthwait, of Boston, 

and Rev. Dr. Thayer, of Portsmouth. Mrs. Goldthwait and 

Mrs. Thayer were sisters. A third home was built on the prop¬ 

erty for Mrs. Rand, their mother. 

The Cottons were tall—all of them—unmarried, quite home¬ 

ly in appearance but pleasant of manner, typical Yankees who 

came from “Cotton Valley,” Wolfeboro, whither they returned 

after selling out. All were religiously inclined and Dana became 
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a minister. He worked for Daniel Fiske in the village to help 

pay for his ministerial preparation. 

Jim, the oldest, was fully six feet tall, of florid complexion, 

and wore a full beard of sandy hue. He laughed heartily and 

with ease, but, at rare intervals, succumbed to the temptations 

of John Barleycorn. Jim made reference to his transgressions by 

saying he “slipped off the rock.” With true spirit of repentance 

he struggled earnestly to regain a firm foundation. 

The Cottons were in no sense a brilliant family but were 

kindly disposed—good neighbors—and none of them ever harmed 

a soul intentionally. 

WHEN YOU RETIRE 

If you are an active business or professional man, or hard¬ 

working mechanic, who believes you have earned a rest and 

concluded that you will enjoy the luxury of retirement, decide 

upon something to do which will occupy and interest you, lest 

you become miserable from inactivity. 

A community forgets quickly. If an active man is no longer 

seen performing his accustomed duties, and someone else has 

taken his place, how natural it is for the public to accept the 

impression that, perhaps, the gentleman they used to know 

may have passed on. Don’t become inactive! 

Driving through the town of Antrim, some years ago, I 

noticed the sign “Daniels Drug Store,” stopped, went in, and 

inquired of the elderly proprietor if he was the Daniels who 

used to operate a similar store in Keene. 

“Yes,” he replied, then went on to explain that after he had 

completed its sale, he decided to retire. He sat in the lobby of 

the Cheshire House, watched the crowds pass on the sidewalk 

outside, and, in the afternoon, he and his wife took their car 
and went for a ride. 

In the course of two weeks’ time, they had covered about 

all the nearby routes, got tired of going over the same old 

roads, and sick of watching the people on the sidewalk. During 

a visit to friends in Antrim, he found the store for sale, bought 

it, and said he would operate it to the last. 
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IDLE HANDS 

The days would never come, she often thought, 

When she could sit and rest—no work to do, 

No littered rooms to clear: no rain-smudged paint 

To scrub; no mud-tracked floors to clean. 

The children—ah, she loved them dearly, but 

They were so thoughtless of the work they made. 

Each dawn brought for her hands the endless tasks; 

Each dusk found countless ones still left to do. 

The day is come—she sits with idle hands 

Held lonesomely against her spotless dress, n 

No gay young laughter wakes her quiet rooms; 

No dancing feet swirl dust across the floors. 

The day of rest she hungered for is here— 

A day that’s long, with loneliness and tears. 

—Esther Houghtaling* 

DUBLIN, NEW HAMPSHIRE, TO DUBLIN, IRELAND 

On August 27th, 1942, Dublin, New Hampshire—population 

about six hundred—broadcast a good-will message to the peo¬ 

ple of Dublin, Ireland, from the town hall, before an interested 

audience. 

The broadcasting service was arranged by station WRUL, 

Boston, and the principal address was given by Harold Stearns, 

a teacher in the Hackley (New York) School, whose home was 

here. Mr. Stearns had resided in Dublin, Ireland, for a time, 

and sent personal messages to friends. 

Henry Gowing, descendant of Henry Strongman, weaver, 

from Dublin, Ireland, one of the town’s first permanent settlers 

to reside here with his family, spoke briefly, as did Henry Alli¬ 

son, representing the Board of Selectmen. 

The Lord Mayor afterward pleasantly acknowledged the 

greeting and Irish newspapers commented favorably upon the 

occasion. 

° From The Saturday Evening Post. 
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The Irish Times said: 

There must have been, of course, some connection be¬ 

tween the founders of these American Dublins and the 

Irish city. The Vikings, who pulled their boat ashore at the 

mouth of the River Liffey, called the place Dubh-linn, be¬ 

cause of the black pool then marking the entrance of the 

bay. 

From a New Hampshire hamlet with a population of a 

few hundreds, fraternal greetings were sent with the help 

of a Boston radio station, from Dublin to Dublin. 

It may be possible some day for Radio Eireann to make 

a round of the Dublins, in New Hampshire, Pennsylvania, 

Virginia, North Carolina, Ohio, Indiana, Georgia, Missis¬ 

sippi, and Texas, in the course of an evening’s program. 

Dubliners throughout the world may become conscious 

of one another’s existence. 

THE 1938 HURRICANE 

The hurricane which occured on September 21, 1938, and 

the high water which accompanied it caused unprecedented 

damage and devastation in Dublin and throughout New 

England. 

The tremendous downpour of rain created streams of water 

where none had hitherto existed within memory. Boats were 

required for conveyance over flooded highways; buildings were 

unroofed and blown down, and the steeple of the Community 

Church was blown off and, with point down, penetrated the 

roof on the west side of the building. 

Electric service was suspended for days until help from dis¬ 

tant states was brought in by the telephone company to repair 

and rebuild wrecked lines. 

A special town meeting was called by the selectmen, and 

twenty thousand dollars temporarily borrowed to make high¬ 

ways passable. 

Trees, great and small, were uprooted and toppled over, 

and thousands of acres of forests were laid flat, in many in¬ 

stances a complete loss to the owner. 
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Thousands of acres of woodland on the eastern and northern 

slopes of Monadnock lay flat and have created a serious fire 

hazard which still exists. There is little likelihood that these 

devastated forests on the mountain will ever be cleared by 

human hands. Continual care must be exercised in order to 

avoid a catastrophe of terrifying proportions. 

The splendid growth of sturdy old beeches—the “Centennial 

Woods”—on the Jaffrey road were almost completely wrecked, 

and were part of the destruction of one of the town’s favorite 

and most beautiful drives. 

The Centennial was held in this historic grove in 1852, but 

its almost complete destruction has removed it as a possible 

site for the 1952 Bi-Centennial observance. 

Albert Bigelow Paine, Mark Twain’s biographer, has de¬ 

scribed the grove as follows: 

It was such a growth of beech timber as I have never 

seen elsewhere; tall, straight, mottled trees with an under¬ 

growth of laurel, the sunlight sifting through; one found it 

easy to expect there story-book ladies, wearing crowns and 

green mantles, riding on white palfreys.* 

The contract for rebuilding the Community Church spire 

was awarded to R. O. Leonard, of Framingham, Massachusetts, 

who accomplished the task of duplicating the original spire 

capably, and to the satisfaction of all concerned. 

A fine spirit of cooperation was shown in an effort to replace 

the wrecked steeple; contributions were sent by friends in 

various parts of the country: from far-away California, in the 

West, and from former residents residing in Florida, in the 

Southland. 

The steeple dedication took place on Sunday afternoon, 

July 30th, 1939; Rev. Benjamin F. Andrew, minister, officiated, 

assisted by Rev. Charles A. Engvall, of Manchester. 

* From Mark Twain: A Biography. 
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ELECTRICITY, FIRE, AND WATER 

Dublin was connected by telegraph in 1864; had a telephone 

office in 1897; Charles Appleton established an electric light 

plant in 1899, when the town hall, stores, and some private 

homes were lighted by electricity for the first time. Street lights 

were introduced in 1900. 

The Keene Gas and Electric Company bought the plant in 

1911, and, in 1915, a steel tower line was constructed between 

Keene and Dublin, providing twenty-four hour service, and 

making it possible to use the local plant as a substation. 

There is a volunteer fire company and fire engines in the 

village, and a considerable number of fire holes, of doubtful 

value, scattered throughout the town, but there is no much- 

needed public water supply to protect the village and furnish 

adequate household and drinking water. 

THE SOUTH SIDE ROAD 

At the 1912-13 session of the Legislature, the proposed 

“South Side Highway” was authorized, extending from the Con- 
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necticut River to the ocean, passing through Keene, Dublin, 

Milford, and Manchester, to Portsmouth. Quite recently the 

road has been given the official title of “The Horace Greeley 

Highway,” in honor of the New Hampshire journalist, born in 

Amherst, through which town the road passes. It has access to 

points east and west, and connects with important routes in 

every direction. 

The Vermont Transit busses cover the route from Rutland, 

Springfield, and Bellows Falls, Vermont, via Dublin to Boston, 

and afford Dublin residents an opportunity to reach the Massa¬ 

chusetts capitol in the forenoon, in a comfortable, air-condi¬ 

tioned bus, enjoy a half day’s stay in the city, and return the 

same evening—a round trip of one hundred fifty miles, quite 

as easily accomplished now as was the twenty-six miles journey 

to Keene and back during horse and buggy days. 

In 1884, Colonel George Elliot Leighton, of St. Louis, bought 

the John Gleason farm at the west end of the lake and built 

his summer home there; now it is the property of Mr. Brewster. 

Through Colonel Leighton’s influence, Monadnock postoffice 

was established in the brick farmhouse and operated for a con¬ 

siderable number of years. 

His son, George Bridge Leighton, developed a dairy business 

and marketed milk, cream, and butter of superior quality. Five 

farms were purchased in the vicinity and devoted to dairy pro¬ 

duction. He continued to carry on the maple sugar lot at the 

Elmer Howe place, headquarters of his industry. 

The Howe farm is located some forty rods west of the lake, 

the buildings close beside the road. Colonel Leighton caused a 

granite watering trough to be placed in front of the house and 

on it were chiseled the words he expressed when he first saw 

the place: “Happy, I said, whose home is here.” 

ONE HUNDRED YEARS AGO 

The appearance of the business section of Dublin village 

has undergone great changes during the course of the past 

hundred years. 



Dublin Village a Century and a Quarter Ago 

From a pencil drawing bv Maria E. Perry, sister of Mrs. George 

Gowing, first wife of Henry C. Piper. 
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John Lawrence Mauran 

This architect designed the Public Library, the Consolidated 

School building, the Village Oval, and re-designed the Town 

Hall front. 



An old drawing was made of the upper village a century 

ago by Maria Perry, sister of Mrs. George Gowing and first wife 

of Henry C. Piper. The young lady also made the illustrations 

for Dr. Leonard’s North American Spelling Book. 

The picture shows the old brick town-house, a square¬ 

shaped building at the top of the second hill west of the vil¬ 

lage, where the Frothingham residence stands now. The fine 

old meeting-house is opposite, and stood on the site where 

Mrs. Dr. Famham afterward built her summer home, “Breezy- 

top,” now owned by Mrs. Bremer. 

The old parsonage remains unchanged in appearance and 

location, once the home of Dr. Leonard, where the first free 

public library was established. The site deserved and has now 

received a bronze tablet to mark the spot where this important 

historic event occurred. 

The small brown Moses Marshall cottage was owned by 

Mrs. Caroline May and Miss Lydia Dodge, summer residents, 

in 1866, but was bought in 1880 by the Craigin family, who 

spent their vacations here. The house burned down some fifty 

years ago. 

The brick church was erected by the Trinitarian society and 

stood on the site of the present Souther house, more recently 

owned by the Gleason family. It was taken down and in its 

place a new building of wood construction was erected in the 

lower village in 1877. 

Joseph and Aaron Appleton conducted a store in the small 

house on the left, at the top of the first hill, eventually pur¬ 

chased by the Leffingwells of Providence, R. I., who enlarged 

it to a three-story building and operated it as a summer hotel, 

under the name “Appleton House,” and finally changed it to 

“The Leffingwell.” Joseph Appleton sold needed merchandise, 

including Medford rum, which cost 3 cents per glass with su¬ 

gar, 2 cents without. The buildings burned in 1908. 

The Dexter Mason house has remained unchanged, except 

for the small porch at its front door, since it was occupied by 

Ebenezer Greenwood, town clerk and postmaster, who was born 

in a log house opposite the Rider Mill, near Thorndike Pond, 
in 1812. 



The Union Store, next it, was moved back when M. D. 

Mason took over the business in 1869, and became his back 

store when a new structure was erected in front of it. The 

building was afterward raised to two-story height, and was 

conducted over a period of fifty-seven years by Mr. Mason, and 

myself. Glen H. Scribner now operates the Clover Farms store 

there. 

The large building on the right was Chamberlain’s Tavern, 

built in 1772, and moved east to its present location in 1852, 

when the Unitarian church was erected in its place. 

Altemont Masonic Lodge was established in Dublin in 1815, 

and held its meetings on the upper story of the tavern until the 

Lodge was moved to Peterborough in 1825. The building be¬ 

came the home of the late Wilfred Fiske; Mrs. Fiske is the 

present owner and occupant. 

James Chamberlain built the large residence in the left fore¬ 

ground in 1773, afterward owned successively by Rev. Edward 

Sprague, Benjamin and Joseph Perry. 

The Chamberlain house was later taken down, and out of 

the material were erected twin residences, one of them owned 

and occupied by George Gowing, the other by George Gleason. 

The Gleason house was destroyed by fire in 1949; in its 

place the new owner, Millard Worcester, has erected a mod¬ 

ern garage. 

After the present church was constructed in the village, a 

row of horse-sheds was built along the highway where the 

Emerald Service Station is now located. These were removed 

afterward and a set of hay scales installed. 

Across the street nearly opposite, a small barn stood close 

beside a beech tree some twenty feet in height. Several deeds 

were excuted in past years mentioning this particular tree as 

one of the objectives designated in the description of property 

conveyed. Tree and building were removed when the town hall 

was built in 1881. 

THE VILLAGE OVAL 

John Lawrence Mauran redesigned the front of the town 
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hall in order that it might better conform to the surrounding 

architecture, and suggested white paint, with trimmings of 

green, as the ideal color combination for a country v Mage. 

With the construction of the South Side Highway, built 

during the period between 1914 and 1918, Mr. Mauran aided 

in the movement to eliminate the unsightly telephone poles 

from the street, with their scores of wires and cables, and place 

the wires under ground. Numerous catch-basins were installed 

and connected for the purpose of draining off surface water. 

Mrs. Mauran gave the oval to the town, as a memorial to 

her parents, Mr. and Mrs. J. G. Chapman, who had long been 

summer residents of Dublin. A concrete curb encircles it, and, 

at the west end, a thirty-ton boulder was brought in by tractor 

and placed within the circle. 

A steel flagpole has been erected near the center. Suitably 

grassed, and pleasingly embellished with flowering shrubs, the 

small and attractive oval adds a bit of charm to the village 

center. 

Walter Robbe fell from high up on a telephone pole, across 

the street from the town hall, while repairing an electric wire 

and was killed. 

Twenty and more years ago, two young people were re¬ 

turning from a dance by automobile at an early morning hour. 

A dense fog and, perhaps because of the loss of sleep, fatigue 

made driving hazardous. The car struck the boulder head-on 

with such impact that the great thirty-ton stone was moved 

back slightly from its place. The young lady in the car died 

from the effects of injuries received. 

At the last March meeting it was voted to narrow the oval, 

removing part of a protruding shoulder of the sidewalk at the 

east end to give wider clearance for cars and trucks in aid of 
greater safety. 

GALEN CLARK 

Dublin has produced a considerable number of men and 

women who have gone from their native town and gained po¬ 

sitions of prominence in the world 
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It would be inadvisable to attempt to list their names here, 

lest we inadvertently omit others equally deserving, but it does 

seem desirable to mention the name of one former resident of 

whom townspeople know very little, but whose career was both 

interesting and unusual. 

Our library contains his published book and includes the 

authors portrait. Hildreth Allison has provided the following 

sketch of the former Custodian and Guardian of the Yosemite 

Valley: 

“Galen Clark was the son of Jonas Clark, of Townsend, 

Massachusetts, who settled in that part of Dublin which is now 

Harrisville, in 1797, and established the first woolen mill in town, 

on the site of the present Colony Mills. Jonas Clark sold the mill 

to James Horsely, in 1804, removed to Shipton, Quebec, but re¬ 

turned to Dublin in 1819. 

“Galen was the seventh, in a family of eleven children, born 

in Canada, but spent his early life in Dublin. He could see no 

future here; farmed for a time, but disliked it intensely. He 

serVed an apprenticeship as a “bound boy,” but having worked 

out his time, he removed to Missouri, where he married. Two 

brothers, George Faber and Samuel Fulton Clark, graduated 

from the Harvard Divinity School and were ordained Unitarian 

ministers. 

“Clark was of a restless nature, and, feeling the urge of 

great cities, moved from Missouri to Philadelphia, where his 

wife died. 

“He drifted west again and prospected for gold in California, 

but with little success. His health failed, and the doctors gave 

him a year to live. Sick and discouraged, he sought the heart of 

the Sierras. 

“While hunting in the vicinity of Yosemite Valley, in May, 

1858, he fell in with a party of friendly Indians who told him 

of a nearby stand of gigantic trees, which no white man had 

ever seen. 

“Clark doubted their veracity, but his curiosity was aroused, 

and he investigated. Almost before he realized, he was walking 

among an impressive growth of evergreens averaging two hun¬ 

dred and sixty-five feet in height and of proportionate girth. 
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Their stature, stateliness and venerable mien, overawed him, 

and he removed his hat in reverence. 

“One of the mightiest of these fabulous trees, still standing, 

is calculated, by count of its rings, to be 3,100 years old. This 

giant was growing more than a thousand years before the time 

of Christ; is 273 feet high, 130 feet from the ground to its low¬ 

est limb, 102 feet in circumference, and 24 feet in diameter 16 

feet above the ground. 

“Clark lived among these mammoth Sequoias for a year, 

surprised his physicians, and completely recovered his health. 

When the great trees passed into public ownership as Mariposa 

Grove, he became their custodian and was later appointed 

Guardian of the Yosemite Valley. 

“Galen Clark was a friend of Theodore Roosevelt, whom he 

escorted through the grove during one of Roosevelt’s trips 

through the West; and a friend, too, of John Burroughs, the 

naturalist. 

“Mr. Clark lived to a great age, being nearly one hundred 

years old when he died. Four Sequoia seedlings, now grown 

to stalwart giants, mark the corners of his grave.” 

NATHAN METHLEY 

Nathan Methley, 86, poet, folk singer, balladeer, lives alone on 

the dirt-surfaced Gold Mine road, just over the bridge and quite 

close to what was once District No. 3 schoolhouse. 

The Wellman family lived in this house years ago and, after 

they vacated, Fred Knight moved in; his large family grew up 

there. Fred was part owner of Moore Brothers and Knights’ 

sawmill, located a few rods south on the road to Jaffrey. C. 

Fred Wellman was Dublin’s finest penman. 

The Diamond Ledge Gold Mine Company operated in town, 

but for only a short time, for no gold was found. They did ac¬ 

complish something however, which has remained: they gave 

the highway its name—“Gold Mine Road.” 

Nate Methley doesn’t record his music on paper. He may 

not be able to tell an F clef from a G, or a half note from an 
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eighth. His music is composed and carried in his head. That he 

can keep separate some two dozen of his compositions without 

reference to notes seems an unusual accomplishment. His voice 

is remarkably sweet for a man of his yearS. 

Most of his poems are of a sentimental sort and tell of youth 

and home and happy days of long ago, like this one: 

O, that nice little cottage 

With its gable and porch, 

The wood in the shed, white maples and birch; 

The little brown barn with its mows full of hay, 

The nice old stable where the cows used to stay. 

Mr. Methley’s homespun philosophy and poems have at¬ 

tracted quite a good deal of attention; newspapers and maga¬ 

zines have given him considerable publicity. 

DUBLIN, A SUMMER RESORT 

Mr. and Mrs. Thaddeus Morse began taking summer board¬ 

ers in 1857. Their home, at the outlet of the lake, was frequented 

by persons who afterward became permanently identified with 

the town’s summer life. 

In 1872, Mrs. Copley Greene, of Boston, erected the first 

summer residence in Dublin, on the east side of the lake, fol¬ 

lowed by Dr. Hamilton Osgood with the second. Gen. Crownin- 

shield built the third, his elaborate home near the top of Beech 

Hill, afterward owned by Miss Amy Lowell and now the prop¬ 

erty of Mr. and Mrs. Robert Sterling. 

A few years later, Mrs. Greene and Dr. Osgood sold their 

property and moved to “Lone Tree Hill,” on the south side of 

the lake, where an interesting colony was established which 

became known as the “Latin Quarter.” 

Within this area have lived Mrs. Copley Greene; her son, 

Henry Copley Greene; Miss Mary Amory Greene and her sister, 

Miss Margaret; Dr. Hamilton Osgood; Col. T. W. Higginson; 

Henry Pemberton; Prof. H. B. Hill; his son, Prof. Edward Bur- 
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lingame Hill; Joseph Lindon Smith; Abbott Thayer; George 

de Forest Brush; Sumner B. Pearmain; Mark Twain; the Kenneth 

Browns; Hendrik Willem Van Loon; the Misses Caldwell; Aldrich 

and Troupe; Prof. T. W. Richards; Edmund C. Tarbell, and 

Prof. Sanger, of Harvard. 

TEATRO BAMBINO 

Joseph Lindon Smith’s Italian Theatre, “Teatro Bambino,” 

a unique and charming outdoor structure, has afforded delight¬ 

ful entertainment each summer during the half-century of its 

existence. 

While it was being constructed, Mr. Smith was ably helped 

by his father, but he let it be known that more assistance was 

needed by posting a large-lettered sign on his avenue, which 

read, “Laborers Wanted.” 

The appealing sign brought two more capable workers in 

the person of Professor Pumpelly and Colonel Higginson, who 

labored faithfully with shovel and wheelbarrow. At the conclu¬ 

sion of the long, hard day’s work, his willing assistants, hot and 

weary, departed for home. They were confronted with these de¬ 

pressing words, which appeared upon the opposite side of the 

“Help Wanted” sign-“NO PAY.” 

The names of Colonel Higginson, Professor Pumpelly, Russell 

Sullivan can be recorded among distinguished persons taking 

part in the theatre productions, along with that of George de 

Forest Brush, some of whose early artist’s life was passed upon 

western plains. 

In Mr. Smith’s studio barn, Frank W. Benson, who spent 

many summers in Dublin, painted Colonel Higginson’s por¬ 

trait. Professor Karl Baerman gave two delightful piano re¬ 

hearsals there in 1898. 

Mr. Smith has generously lent aid to every worthwhile cause 

in which he has been asked to assist. At eighty-six, he is still 

painting skillfully, and, together with Mrs. Smith, has just re¬ 

turned from Egypt, where he accompanied four fellow archaeol¬ 

ogists into the tomb of Kaufuier, at Sakkara. He has done ex- 
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tensive work in mural decorations, taught in the Boston Museum 

of Fine Arts and at Harvard University. 

At their home, “Loon Point,” Mr. and Mrs. Smith have en¬ 

tertained graciously. Miss Amelia Earhart, aviatrix, Mrs. Smith’s 

cousin, was a visitor at their home shortly before taking off on 

her last ill-fated flight. 

On October 19, 1950, the morning newspapers announced 

the death of Joseph Lindon Smith, aged 87, world famous artist 

and archaeologist, which occurred at his Dublin home during 

the previous night. 

GENERAL CASPAR CROWNINSHIELD 

General Crowninshield was the first wealthy aristocrat to 

come to Dublin to locate. He was a member of the Somerset 

and other clubs, and was well known in Boston business and 

professional circles. 

After a season at Dwight Learned’s he bought a tract of 

land high up on Beech Hill, extending westerly to the Harris- 

ville road. His residence, completed in the vicinity of 1875, 

stood fully eighteen hundred feet above sea level and com¬ 

manded a sweeping view of the lake, mountain, and distant 

hills to the west. 

His house was the first in town to be equipped with bath¬ 

rooms, furnace heat, housekeepers’ accommodations, and but¬ 

ler’s pantry. 

The stable had quarters for coachman and groom and box- 

stalls for the horses. To his open carriage was hitched a pair 

of beautiful bay horses, wearing silver-plated harnesses, driven 

by a coachman in livery. It was a brilliant, unusual spectacle 

to our youthful eyes to see the equipage speed past our home, 

over the narrow dirt road, toward the mountain brook. 

In our cemetery, a boulder of the “pudding-stone” type, 

marks the burial place of Elizabeth Clark Crowninshield, wife 

of General Caspar Crowninshield. She died in Dublin on De¬ 

cember 28, 1885. 
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COLONEL HIGGINSON 

Colonel Thomas Wentworth Higginson first came to Dublin 
in or about 1880, and boarded in the home of John Mason. His 
title, Colonel, was earned through participation in the Civil 
War. Afterward the Mason place was sold to Daniel Catlin, of 
St. Louis, who built his beautiful summer residence there. The 
location commands one of the town’s finest views of lake and 
mountain. 

Colonel Higginson said his name was sometimes confused 
with that of his cousin, Henry L., wealthy banker, of the firm 
of Lee, Higginson & Co., but he disclaimed pretense of possess¬ 
ing wealth himself. 

The wedding of the Higginsons’ daughter and only child, 
Margaret, to Dr. J. Dellinger Barney, of Boston, took place in 
the Unitarian church in Dublin. 

Colonel Higginson was born in 1823; at the age of thirty- 
five he had formed acquaintanceship with distinguished literary 
characters and had corresponded with both Carlyle and Darwin. 
In later life he became an admirer of Theodore Roosevelt. 

In his private diary he had made a series of notations de¬ 
scribing his impression of some of his author-friends; “Mr. 
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Emerson, bounteous and gracious, but thin, dry and angular in 

intercourse as in person. Garrison, is the only solid moral reality 

I have ever seen incarnate, the only man who would do to tie 
to, as they say in the West, and he is fresher and firmer every 

day, but wanting in intellectual culture and variety. Whittier 

is the simplest and truest of men, beautiful at home, without 

fluency of expression and with rather an excess of restraint. 

Wendell Phillips is always graceful and gay, but inwardly sad, 

under the bright surface. Thoreau is pure and wonderfully 

learned in nature things, and deeply wise, and yet tedious in his 

monologues and cross-questioning. Theodore Parker is as won¬ 

derfully learned in books, is as much given to monologue, al¬ 

though very agreeable and various, he is still egotistical, dog¬ 

matic, bitter often, and showing marked intellectual limitations. 

Mr. Alcott is an innocent charlatan—maunders about nature 

and when outdoors has neither eyes, ears, or limbs. Lowell is 

infinitely entertaining, but childishly egotistical and monopo- 

In 1862, Higginson joined the 51st Massachusetts Regiment 

and was given a recruiting office in Worcester, where he ac¬ 

cepted a request to become colonel of a Negro regiment. 

After the war he resumed his literary career; Cheerful Yes¬ 
terdays is one of his outstanding productions. 

For twenty years he acted as advisor to Emily Dickinson, 

who, in 1862, had sent him four of her poems for criticism. 

Born in Amherst, Massachusetts, Emily Dickinson had been 

shrouded in mystery, and was a legendary figure and recluse. Re¬ 

garded by some critics as America’s greatest poet, her talent 

was but partly recognized until after her death in 1886 at the 

age of fifty-six. She had written at least twelve hundred poems 

between 1862 and 1886, and, perhaps, several hundred more. 

Together with Mabel Loomis Todd, wife of David Todd, 

professor of Astronomy and Director of the Observatory at Am¬ 

herst College, Colonel Higginson selected and edited the first 

and second volumes of Emily Dickinson’s poems for publication. 

Scores of letters were sent from his Dublin summer home 

in 1890-1891 to Mrs. Todd in Amherst, relative to the prepara¬ 

tion of the forthcoming book. The Todds visited the Higginsons 
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in Dublin. We recall having taken many letters to Mrs. Todd 

to the post office, invariably penned in his small, neat hand, 

always in violet ink. 

Colonel Higginson was one of Dublin’s best liked and most 

admired summer residents. He was interested in town affairs, 

civic activities, and became the first President of the local Vil¬ 

lage Improvement Society. It was during his term of office that 

the Improvement Society bought the tower clock from the Uni¬ 

tarian Society in Keene, and installed it in the belfry of the vil¬ 

lage church. A new electric clock has since taken the place of 

the original: a memorial to the boys in service of the Second 

World War. 

He gave lectures and delightful public readings on literary 

subjects. 

Mary Thacher Higginson, his wife, was author of a con¬ 

siderable number of poems. In 1893, there was published a 

small book entitled, Such As They Are, Poems by Thomas Went¬ 

worth Higginson and Mary Thacher Higginson. 

A highly prized copy of the little volume lies on my table 

beside me, inscribed in the Colonel’s neat hand and written 

with violet ink, as usual, addressed to my wife and myself 

“With cordial regards from their friends, The Authors.” 

The Higginsons built their new home, “Glimpsewood,” on 

the south side of the lake and were a welcome addition to “The 

Latin Quarter,” the colony of residents in that locality. 

Mrs. Higginson dedicated her first poem in Such As They 

Are to their new home. It is recorded here under the title 

GLIMPSEWOOD 

The water glimmering through the leaves— 

One soft blue peak above— 

The murmuring quiet summer weaves— 

This is thy home, dear love! 

The pewee’s call awakes the day. 

And in the sunlight dim 

The hermit thrush’s thrilling lay 

Shall be thine evening hymn. 
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The forest birches wave and gleam 

Through bows of feathery pine, 

Ah, no, dear love! ’tis not a dream 

This fairy home is thine. 

The finest of Colonel Higginson’s poems, it seems to me, is 

his “American Stonehenge,” written at “Glimpsewood.” It ap¬ 

pears in this book under the subject Mountain Pastures. 

Colonel Higginson frequently walked to the village over the 

then dusty road, to do an errand at the post office; nearly as 

often, perhaps, he rode with me on the backless seat of the de¬ 

livery wagon while I was serving as clerk in the store which I 

afterward conducted. 

He was a courtly gentleman of the old school, like his friends 

Bryant, Holmes, Hawthorne, Whittier, Emerson, and Lowell; 

charming and gracious, beloved by everyone, an outstanding 

figure in Dublin’s distinguished colony when the town was at 

its peak of popularity as a summer resort. 

ABBOTT THAYER 

Abbott Handerson Thayer was a resident of Dublin for more 

than thirty-five years. He was regarded as one of America’s 

foremost painters, a naturalist of recognized ability, and the dis¬ 

coverer of protective coloration, which led to the use of camou¬ 

flage. Barry Faulkner, Richard Meryman, and Alexander James 

were pupils of Abbott Thayer. 

He made use of photography, to some extent, in his paint¬ 

ing and in connection with his experimental work in protective 

coloration. 

Miss Balestier, of Brattleboro, sister of Mrs. Rudyard Kipling, 

sat for her portrait with Thayer. She boarded at the Rice’s and 

frequently rode with me on the delivery wagon to his studio. 

I photographed her hands, which enabled Mr. Thayer to do 

some detailed work without the presence of his subject; photo¬ 

graphs were made of his “Caritas,” too, in which he used local 

models. 
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Some of Thayer’s best work hang in Washington, D. C., 

studios, and in the Metropolitan Museum of Art, New York. 

Several paintings of Monadnock are included in these groups. 

During the winter the family tried living with very little 

heat in the house, believing the cold air to be more nearly free 

from germs which cause the common cold, but Mr. Thayer 

said that whenever he rode on the train afterward he was par¬ 

ticularly susceptible and almost invariably became the victim 

of a bad cold. 

Outside his studio on one occasion he was experimenting 

with a stuffed partridge, surrounding it with sticks, pine needles, 

and dry grasses, and asked me to photograph it. The bird was so 

cleverly concealed by its surroundings as to be almost invisible. 

He published a pamphlet afterward, containing the picture and 

an explanation of his theory of protective, or concealing, color¬ 

ation. 

While we were engaged, a carriage containing three ladies 

drove up the avenue toward his house. Mr. Thayer dreaded 

visitors and didn’t want to be interrupted. He suddenly jumped 

over the wall close by, lay down, totally invisible to everyone 

but himself—a perfect demonstration of complete concealment— 

and remained hidden until the visitors drove away. Then he re¬ 

appeared and said, “False alarm.” 

One dav he held a snake in his hand—a checkered adder, 

generally supposed to carry a poisonous bite. Mr. Thayer let 

the snake bite his finger in order to prove, he said, that we have 

no poisonous snakes here. He said the fangs of a poison snake 

fold back into the roof of his mouth, but, if he bites, they are 

thrust forward, and an adder snake is constituted differently. 

Mr. Thayer said, “Dublin is the only place I know of where 

no native is afflicted with hay fever.” 

New York physicians recommend Dublin to their hay fever 

patients. 

While his son Gerald was in his earlv ’teens, he came into 

possession of a black bear’s skin—the head, fur and all, intact. 

-With Gerald inside, the figure very much resembled the real 

thing—looked like “the bear which walks like a man.” 

It would be a very good joke, he thought, to wear it into 
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the village school—he didn’t go to school himself—and give the 

scholars a bit of a scare. So, he tried it out. 

In the quiet hours of study the bear appeared and entered 

the schoolroom. Frightened scholars shrieked; the school was 

in an uproar; one of the little girls fainted. Apparently sensing 

the confusion his visit had caused, Bruin cut short his stay and 

left suddenly. 

Complaint was made to the school board and Gerald was 

ordered to appear. When the young man and his father learned 

of the penalty involved for disturbing a public school and fright¬ 

ening the scholars, the situation looked very serious. 

The matter ended happily when father, speaking for the 

board, said that if Gerald would go to school and publicly apol¬ 

ogize to the teacher and scholars, the affair would be over¬ 

looked. This, Gerald did with good grace. 

Mr. Thayer expressed gratitude for the kindly manner in 

which the situation had been handled and, in appreciation, 

presented Father with a small picture of Monadnock, painted 

expressly for him. 

When Mr. Thayer died, his previously expressed wish was 

carried out—his ashes were taken to the crest of Monadnock 

and scattered on the mountain he loved. 

SECRETARY MAC VEAGH 

Before Franklin MacVeagh, of Chicago, built his summer 

home here he passed two or three seasons at the Boulderstone 

and the Leffingwell Hotel. Said he wanted to know the towns¬ 

people and decide whether they would give him shelter in 

event of an emergency and find out how he would be received 

as a neighbor. 

He bought the Calvin Learned farm on the Jaffrey road and 

built his house there, secured the adjoining Corey property, 

the Dwight Learned farm, and, finally, purchased the Raynor 

place close by. 

Dwight’s father Hervey, Calvin Learned, Aunt Hannah 

Corey, and my father’s mother, Persis Learned, were brothers 
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and sisters. The Leameds were a long-lived family: Most of 

its members lived well beyond their eightieth year, some of 

them in excess of ninety. Dwight served as state senator from 

this district. 

The MacVeaghs were a remarkable family. Wayne MacVeagh 

was Attorney General in President Cleveland’s cabinet; he vis¬ 

ited his younger brother Franklin here. Wayne’s son Charles 

was counsel for the United States Steel Company, and became 

Ambassador to Japan. 

Charles MacVeagh summered in Dublin, then bought the 

Walter B. F. Rowe farm, just over the town line in Harrisville, 

and built his fine residence there. Mr. MacVeagh died some 

years ago, but his family continues to own and occupy the home. 

His son Lincoln, formerly Ambassador to Greece, is now Min¬ 

ister to Portugal. 

President William Howard Taft visited Dublin twice during 

1910, while serving as Chief Executive of the United States. 

The President, accompanied by Mrs. Taft, his daughter Helen, 

and his military aide, Major Archie Butts, was guest of his Sec¬ 

retary of the Treasury, Franklin MacVeagh, at the latter’s home, 

“Knollwood,” when he first visited Dublin. A largely attended 

reception at the MacVeagh residence afforded local residents 

an opportunity to shake the President’s hand. Major Butts was 

drowned when the ill-fated Titanic hit an iceberg and sank en 

route to America from Europe. 

On the Sunday following the President’s arrival, he attended 

the Unitarian Church with Mrs. Taft, his daughter Helen, Major 

Butts, and Secretary and Mrs. MacVeagh. 

Some of President Taft’s ancestry lived in Townshend, Ver¬ 

mont, some twenty or more miles from Brattleboro, in the West 

River valley. 

Several weeks after his visit to “Knollwood,” the President 

motored to Townshend, called upon relatives, and returned to 

Washington via Dublin, where he stopped briefly and addressed 

a home audience in the town hall. 

Mr. Taft was an exceptionally large man phvsicallv and 

must have weighed nearly three hundred pounds. When he 

went to the stage to be presented, he declined the chair of 
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generous size offered him, and chose a seat on the more com¬ 

modious and quite as substantial settee. 

Mr. MacVeagh prepared a field on his estate and tendered 

its use for athletic activities—baseball games were played there, 

and the annual horse show was held on the field. He kept a 

gardener on his place throughout the year. “Knollwood” was 

one of the largest and most pretentious residences in town. 

Throughout his entire stay in Dublin he continued his daily 

trips in the saddle over the paths maintained by the local Walk¬ 

ing and Riding Club. Mr. MacVeagh said horseback riding was 

a healthful exercise—“good for the kidneys.” 

GEORGE GREY BARNARD 

George Grey Barnard, sculptor, married the youngest of Pro¬ 

fessor Monroe’s daughters. The wedding took place out of doors, 

on Cathedral Rock, a romantic spot, high up on Beech Hill, 

overlooking the lake and mountain. Mr. Barnard’s father, an 

Indiana clergyman, performed the ceremony. 

The young sculptor looked his part; thick-set, of rugged 

build and medium height, he wore his black hair in pompadour 

fashion, which aided in giving him a distinguished appearance. 

Mr. Barnard said the History of Dublin was one of the most 

interesting books he ever read—it seemed to connect the past 

with the present. 

When the beautiful new Pennsylvania state capitol was built 

at Harrisburg, Mr. Barnard was commissioned to provide the 

statuary. Controversy and scandal developed over the cost of 

the capitol and charges of graft and fraud arose. Mr. Barnard 

had not been paid for his work, and the struggling young artist 

needed his money. 

The young man made a trip to the capitol while the Legis¬ 

lature was in session, hoping to collect the funds due him. 

Mr. Barnard was received cordially and invited to address 

the representatives. He said Art was the only subject he felt 

capable of talking about and believed that a body of politicians 

would hardly care to listen to him. Nevertheless, he began, in¬ 

tending to occupy only a little time but said the legislative body 
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Photo by Wenday 

Barry Faulkner’s Mural in the State Capitol at Concord 

The mural depicts Abbott Thayer explaining his theory of pro¬ 

tective coloration (which led to scientific camouflage) to Sculp¬ 

tor Daniel Chester French, Mrs. Thayer, Artists George de 

Forest Brush, Barry Faulkner and Alexander James, and Mr. 

Thayer’s daughter Mary. 

if ■ 

ABBOTT THAYER- PAINTER AND SCIENTIST* IN HIS 
NEW HAMPSHIRE STU DIO.TriAYE R EXPLAINS THE 
THEORY OF PROTECTIVE COLORATION, 1900 
**aa**s™. * - — * *“ * ™ 
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listened intently and asked him to continue. He spoke for an 

hour and was warmly applauded at the finish. His bill was 

eventually paid in full. 

One of the Barnard Lincoln statues was shipped to England 

and duly erected there. A similar design was sold to John D. 

Rockefeller, Senior. When it became necessary to change the 

location of the statue, a teamster was engaged to do the moving. 

The statue was large, very heavy, and several additional 

men were required to handle it. Mr. Barnard said the bill for 

moving was required to go through a great many different de¬ 

partments, which caused a good deal of delay, and the teamster 

was sadly in need of funds. Mr. Barnard advanced the money 

himself and was reimbursed by Mr. Rockefeller afterward. 

DR. OSGOOD 

Dr. Hamilton Osgood, of Boston, was among the first of the 

Dublin summer residents to build a cottage here. 

His house was located on the north side of the lake. After 

its sale he built his home and two more cottages on the oppo¬ 

site side, then erected another one for rental—a total of four. 

Professor Monroe’s wife was Dr. Osgood’s sister; his brother, 

Professor George L. Osgood, was a teacher in the New England 

Conservatory of Music. 

Dr. Osgood practiced medicine here during the summer sea¬ 

son, and drove a handsome, spirited bay mare. He was a large, 

rugged man, wore a nicely trimmed full brown beard with well- 

trained wax-tipped mustache, kept a thirty-foot sailing yacht 

on the lake, and thoroughly enjoyed his summer outings in 

Dublin. 

The doctor was a grand singer, his high baritone voice 

comparable in quality to that of his accomplished brother 

George; the two sang for the Episcopal services, held first in 

the Unitarian Church, then in the town hall, before the erec¬ 

tion of the Society’s new Emmanuel Chapel. 

He was quite friendly with Joseph Morse, the brother of 

Thaddeus. Joseph Morse directed the church choir and sang 

the tenor part; he had been a shoemaker in earlier days, and 
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had handmade as many as twenty-five hundred pairs of shoes 

in a single year. 

Mr. Morse had been feeling a bit “under the weather” and 

the doctor felt he needed treatment. Mr. Morse assured him 

his ailment was nothing serious, he would be himself again 

within a day or two, but Dr. Osgood gave him the medicine 

he thought was needed and wrote directions for taking on the 

label. 

Mr. Morse thanked him, received the package, and laid it 

away in the cupboard at home. He took none of it then, or 

thereafter. A few days later the Doctor asked him how he felt. 

His former patient assured him he was all right again. The Doc¬ 

tor said he knew the medicine would straighten him out quickly. 

Mr. Morse related the experience with a quiet chuckle. 

Dr. Osgood said he loved to go to his unplastered chamber, 

lie in bed and listen to the rain on the roof, “theme of Earth’s 

symphony, that means beauty and bounty.” 

His friends, Professor John K. Paine, of the music department 

at Harvard, and Frank B. Sanborn, of literary fame, from Con¬ 

cord, Massachusetts, were visitors at his Dublin home. 

In their spacious livingroom, Mrs. Osgood gave classes in 

Dante and in Goethe’s Faust, attended by nearly the entire 

summer colony. 

MR. BRUSH 

George de Forest Brush was the third artist of note to locate 

permanently in Dublin; he followed Thayer and Joseph Lindon 

Smith, and bought the David Townsend place on the East Har- 

risville road. 

Born in Tennessee, he studied in New York and under 

Gerome, in Paris; won medals at the Expositions in Chicago, 

Pennsylvania, and Buffalo. He died in 1941. 

Mr. Brush spent some years of early artist’s life in the West. 

He described his first and only hunting experience, saying he 

joined a party and set out in quest of deer. 

They followed a small drove up a narrow mountain trail, 

where, as they neared the summit, the greater part of the herd 

went over the crest and started down the other side. 
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A little fawn brought up the rear, trying desperately to keep 

up with its mother. Almost at the peak of the mountain the lit¬ 

tle fellow tried to reach the others, but, tired and on the point 

of exhaustion, it lagged behind. Just as it reached the summit 

he fired and wounded the fawn. 

It struggled to get to its feet and go on with the others, 

hurrying away. Badly hurt, with legs broken, it tried vainly to 

rise, then sank back helpless. 

Mr. Brush said the pathetic look in the little creature’s eyes, 

wistful and almost human, so sickened him and filled him with 

such remorse, that he resolved then never to hunt again. 

Many of these animals are wounded so that they can never 

recover during the hunting season at home. Broken jaws, shat¬ 

tered legs, bullets which tear the flesh, cause wounds which 

leave trails of blood in the snow. The creature must suffer in 

its effort to live, and, failing to survive, finally dies in the bleak 

cold of winter. Is there any other animal more innocent and 

beautiful? 

Mr. Brush’s pictures were wonderful in conception and ex¬ 

ecution. The paintings of members of his family—of Mother 

and Child—are of a quality to suggest the work of the old 

masters. 

Many other artists have summered here: Frank W. Benson, 

Birge Harrison, George D. M. Piexotto, Edmund C. Tarbell, 

Miss Rose Lamb, Jacob Bates Abbott, and Gouri Ivanov-Rinov. 

Thayer, Smith, Brush, Meryman, James, and Ivanov-Rinov, all 

became permanent Dublin residents. Meryman and James once 

conducted a school of painting here;, both were pupils of Thayer, 

as was Barry Faulkner, of Keene, one of America’s outstanding 

painters of murals. 

Richard Meryman has been associated with the Corcoran 

Art Gallery, in Washington. A Dublin exhibit of his own work 

during the summer of 1951 featured portraits and landscapes in 

prolific number, comparable in quality with those of the na¬ 

tion’s finest artists. 

The sudden death of Alexander James while still a young 

man saddened this community and the art world. He had earned 

for himself an enviable position in his field of work. 



AMY LOWELL 

Miss Amy Lowell, poetess, became owner of the Crownin- 

shield property. Her brother, Abbott Lawrence Lowell, was 

President of Harvard University at the time. 

Miss Lowell was one of my excellent customers while I was 

operating the store in Dublin. My wife’s father, Milton D. 

Mason, established the business in 1869. We conducted it over 

a period of fifty-seven years. 

Miss Lowell required the best of the S. S. Pierce groceries 

for her household, and needed hay, straw, and grain for the 

stable. A Packard car completed her travel equipment. 

Miss Lowell sat up very late at night and arose at an equally 

abnormal hour. It was late in the day when she personally tele¬ 

phoned her grocery order; the regular delivery had left, conse¬ 

quently a special trip was necessary, which usually fell to me. 

A pack of half a dozen or more great shaggy Russian sheep 

dogs dashed across the field at my approach and their Stalin- 

like behavior made their intentions doubtful. I drove as close 

to the porch as possible and was always relieved to find myself 

inside the door unmolested. 

Her capable cook, possessed of a ready sense of keen Irish 

humor, was to make a cake and contribute it to the annual 
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“coffee party,” held each season in the town hall, but she had 

no way of getting it to the village because George, the chauffeur, 

had gone to Brookline with the car. I offered to deliver the cake 

myself and arranged to take it next day. 

When the cake was brought out, she said it was to be given 

to the person guessing nearest its correct weight. Grateful, per¬ 

haps, for doing her errand, she advised me to say “it weighs 

four pounds, seven ounces and a half.” Accordingly, I risked 

the price of a ticket, guessed four pounds, seven ounces and a 

half—and carried home the cake. 

Miss Lowell drove her smart bay mare, hitched to a light 

open buggy, about as cleverly as could be done by an expert 

horseman. There were always people in the old days who be¬ 

lieved they owned the fastest horse in town. She demonstrated 

to one of them, at least, that he was entirely mistaken. 

With each grocery order, a slip, listing the items, was sent. 

At the end of the month, all the articles on the slips were item¬ 

ized upon a complete bill. I went in person to the house to 

check the bill with her and receive her check which sometimes 

amounted to three hundred dollars and more. Miss Lowell was 

always agreeable, and chatted pleasantly, sometimes quoting 

the opinion of her brother, upon subjects of public interest. 

The accounting was done in her living room; we sat at her 

table at the farther end of which lay a well-used meerschaum 

pipe. 

Contrary to a report emanating from the city of her birth, 

“home of the bean and the cod,” where, it has been said, her 

family’s conversation was confined to a certain restricted and 

exclusive few, I found her quite ready to talk, of positive opin¬ 

ion but pleasant, and it was always an enjoyable visit for me. 

Dublin is pleased to have entertained both the Cabots and 

Lowells. 

Our local carpenter, Willard Pierce, had a long beard which 

reached nearly to his waist; he made an interesting character 

subject for artist Alexander James to paint. 

Mr. Pierce was a dependable mechanic, who took care of 

the construction work and repairs for Miss Lowell, and for 

Richard Parker and Daniel Dwight at their summer estates. 



A typical, old-fashioned Yankee, he expressed himself as 

frankly to the people he worked for as though he belonged to 

their own set—and they liked it. He commanded their respect 

because he was master of his trade, gave honest labor for cash 

received, and was, withal, an intelligent man to talk to. 

Miss Lowell watched his work and sometimes brought out 

one of her poems and read it to him. Apparently she observed 

his methods closely for she accurately describes them in her 

poem “Trades.” In it she said, “I want to be a carpenter, work¬ 

ing in clean wood, shaving it into thin slivers, which screw up 

into curls behind the plane; pound square, black nails into 

white boards,” etc. 

She continued reading, and said she “wanted to shingle a 

house, sit on the ridge-pole in a bright breeze and put the 

shingles on neatly”; Mr. Pierce laughed outright. In language 

less diplomatic than I have chosen, he told her he thought a 

more petite and sylph-like figure than hers would quite as be¬ 

comingly adorn the ridge-pole of a house. 

When she recited her closing lines, describing the delight 

of a carpenter’s trade: “That is the life! Heigh-ho! It is much 

easier than to write this poem”—well; the thought expressed was 

so grotesque, he said, that it was really very funny and deserved 

another hearty laugh. 

Miss Lowell listened with amused good humor to the some¬ 

what disparaging comments of her outspoken, and very prac¬ 

tical-minded, critic. 

WINSTON CHURCHILL 

The American novelist, Winston Churchill, formerly of St. 

Louis, became a permanent resident of Cornish, New Hamp¬ 

shire. 

He was a popular author and his books—Richard Carvel, 

The Crisis, The Inside of the Cup, The Dwelling Place of Light 

—were widely read and helped to make him famous in the lit¬ 

erary field. Coniston was a political venture and created con¬ 

siderable of a sensation throughout the state. 

His principal figure in the novel, Jethro Bass, was supposed 
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showing Churchill’s continual gain, his delegates rose to their 

feet, some mounted settees and cheered lustily. As one of his 

enthusiastic supporters I did my best to aid his cause and with 

each announcement jumped upon a settee and exercised my 

lungs to the limit of capacity. 

After one such proceeding, I accidentally brushed a hat to 

the floor belonging to one of the two elderly delegates, appar¬ 

ently from a rural community, sitting beside me. Neither one 

shared my sympathies or appreciated my enthusiasm. Quickly 

jumping down I brushed off the hat, handed it to the owner 

and said, “I’m sorry.” 

Somewhat testily he took it and answered, “I don’t care a 

damn for the hat, but I can’t see why you have to holler so like 

Goddamnation!” 

Oftentimes mail intended for the two Churchills became 

mixed, each getting the other man’s letters. An agreement was 

reached between them: the Englishman added a middle name 

to his own and, thereafter, became Winston Spencer Churchill. 

A young lady elocutionist requested me to submit to Mr. 

Churchill the manuscript of a monologue she had written, for 

his criticism. He declined to receive it, saying such articles are 

invariably bad and the author is offended if you tell him so. 

THE BRITISH EMBASSY 

Lord Hope came from Washington to select summer homes 

for the various members of the British Embassy. Four houses 

were required: one each for Lord and Lady Bryce, Colonel and 

Mrs. B. R. James, Sir and Mrs. Esmond Ovey, and the clerks, 

headed by Lord Eustace Percy. 

The imposing list of names belonging to these distinguished 

officials impressed me with the belief that I was to deal with 

an aristocratic array of English nobility, but I found all of them 

to be democratic in manner and of simple taste. 

Mrs. Bryce was an American lady, the niece of Mrs. Josiah 

Bradlee, who had leased Frank Frothingham’s house for sev¬ 

eral seasons; Mrs. Ovey was American-born also. 
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Lord Hope returned to England and did not come to Dub¬ 

lin with the remainder of the Embassy. He was agreeable and 

very good company. I enjoyed showing him quite a few houses 

for consideration. 

The Misses Ida and Ellen mason’s residence on Snow Hill, 

afterward owned by Mr. Shallcross, was selected for the Ambas¬ 

sador; the William B. Cabot home, now occupied by Mr. Leh¬ 

mann for his Dublin School headquarters, was chosen for Colonel 

James, Military Aide; Mrs. Burton’s “Morningside” was assigned 

to the Oveys; and the clerks—they said “darks”—had our own 

cottage at the lake. The Oveys requested and were given four 

portable tin bathtubs to augment the built-in ones already in¬ 

stalled. 

Lord Percy did not come with the remainder of the staff but 

arrived nearly a week later. He was the son of the Duke of 

Northumberland, said to have been one of the wealthiest gentle¬ 

men in England. We had exchanged several letters before he 

came. 

Late one afternoon, a young man wearing a cap came into 

the store and asked for me; he said, “My name is Percy.” 

After the members of the Embassy had returned to Wash¬ 

ington, Lord Percy came back to Dublin to visit friends. He 

made a special trip to the village for the purpose of conveying 

a good-will greeting and, finally, to say good-by and good luck. 

Mrs. Bryce went to her kitchen each morning to talk with 

the cook concerning the day’s household needs; she was formally 

addressed by her maids and given her official title decreed by 

custom. 

The Ambassador wore a full grey beard and was rather a 

small man, physically. He and Mrs. Bryce enjoyed walking 

and took morning hikes nearly every day. He believed there was 

too much foliage in the town and thought conditions could be 

improved by intelligent thinning and cutting. 

It seems unfortunate that those open spaces on Monadnock, 

where some two hundred and fifty head of cattle were ac¬ 

customed to graze during the summer, have now entirely grown 

up to forests. 

Late in the season the Ambassador and Mrs. Bryce visited 
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South America. She returned and stayed with her aunt just be¬ 

fore Mrs. Bradlee closed her house for the season. It was an 

unusual courtesy for her to walk from Mrs. Bradlee’s, a half mile 

distant, in order to come to the store for a friendly call and bid 

me a final goodby. I have very pleasant recollections of the 

members of the British Embassy. 

ADMIRAL BYRD 

In response to a call from Boston, my son, associate in real 

estate with me, went to the city to arrange for the rental of 

Mrs. Charles F. Aldrich’s “Frost Farm.” 

The identity of the client was not fully disclosed except for 

the fact that the party’s last name was either Bird or Byrd. It 

proved to be Admiral Richard E. Byrd, soon to return from his 

first expedition to the South Pole. 

The fact that the commander of this much publicized under¬ 

taking was to spend the summer in Dublin was of great interest 

throughout the community. 

Lieutenant Charles Laughlin, his secretary, who went with 

him to that barren waste, joined him here. 

Admiral Byrd devoted nearly every moment to the com¬ 

pletion of his report of his findings and accordingly was forced 

to decline invitations to a considerable number of social func¬ 

tions where his presence was very much desired. 

All members of the Byrd expedition were said to have signed 

an agreement in advance, not to write or lecture concerning 

their experience for a period of two years after their return. 

The Admiral waived this condition in the instance of his 

Secretary and allowed him to make speaking engagements 

during the summer wherever he chose. 

We booked some eight or ten appearances for him in larger 

towns of this state and Vermont, but his first talk was given in 

the Dublin town hall. 

Upon this occasion Admiral Byrd, wearing evening clothes, 

came in person and presented his Secretary from the town hall 
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stage—a generous and impressive courtesy upon the part of a 

busy man. 

Igloo, the little fox terrier dog who went with his master 

upon his eventful trip, was taken along by Lieutenant Laughlin 

and exhibited to several of his audiences, some of whom had 

previously seen the film showing Igloo pursued by those curious 

small, manlike creatures which inhabit the south polar regions 

—penguins. 

NOTES 

Senator Albert J. Beveridge, of Indiana, leased a summer 

home here—the W. B. Cabot house, now Mr. Lehmann’s prop¬ 

erty. With his young male secretary he completed the dictation 

of his Life of John Marshall, in the shade of two great hemlock 

trees high up on Beech Hill. 

Senator Beveridge was one of the nation’s finest orators— 

a brilliant man, but not a tactful politician. He was very proud 

of his charming wife, niece of Mrs. Marshall Field. 

Mrs. Field leased the Parson’s residence, entertained lavishly, 

and gave me occasional requests for colored lights, necessitating 

a telephone call to Boston, in order to illuminate the grounds 

for her outdoor lawn parties. She took early morning walks and 

had a cordial greeting for every native she met—strangers, as 

well as friends—a charming lady. 

Senator Medill McCormick, and his brother Robert, pro¬ 

prietor of the Chicago Tribune, were sons of Cyrus McCormick, 

inventor of the reaping machine. 

The senator’s wife was the daughter of Mark Hanna; she 

was said to have inherited some of her father’s keen political 

acumen. 

Senator and Mrs. McCormick occupied Mrs. Burton’s “Morn- 

ingside” cottage. Of simple tastes, they chose a quiet vacation 

and did but little entertaining. Long hikes through fields and 

pastures afforded them diversion and pleasure. 

After the senator’s death, Mrs. McCormick remarried. 

Miss Emily Sears, of Boston, built her home on the Gilman 
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Kendall place, the height of land on the old Harrisville road, 

where the Miss Amelia Jones’ house stands, now occupied by 

Dr. Stewart. 

Miss Sears belonged to the Miss Mary Anne Wales, Richard 

Parker, Daniel Dwight period, a delightful lady from one of the 

fine old Boston families, who greeted one with a cordial “Good 

Morning,” perhaps at four o’clock in the afternoon. 

Among distinguished visitors who have summered in Dublin, 

can be added the names of Miss Jane Addams, of Chicago’s 

Hull House; Mrs. Schuyler Van Rensselaer; Mrs. Kate Gannett 

Wells; Rev. Samuel Longfellow, the poet’s brother; Prof. John 

Osborne Sumner; President John H. MacCracken, of Lafayette 

College; Henry Holt, the publisher; Basil King, author; Howard 

Elliott, railroad president; Robert Treat Paine; Albert Metcalf; 

Josiah Quincy and Henry Adams of Boston; Richard Burton; 

John J. Albright; John F. Archbold; Admirals Walker, Reeves, 

and Sims. Scores of names could be added to this group. 

From Harvard’s faculty can be included Justin Windsor, 

Professors Albert Bushnell Hart, Henry B. Hill, Edward B. Hill, 

Irving Babbitt, T. W. Richards, White, Sanger, and Philip Cabot. 

Grenville Clark, of the Board of Harvard Fellows, dis¬ 

tinguished New York lawyer, now makes Dublin his legal resi¬ 

dence; Mrs. Clark has been coming to their home at the outlet 

of the lake since early childhood. Her parents, Mr. and Mrs. 

Daniel Dwight, bought the Thaddeus Morse place more than a 

half century ago. 

An important conference, dealing with world affairs, the 

meetings instigated by Mr. Clark, was held here a year ago, with 

former Chief Justice Roberts in attendance, together with a group 

of scholars and statesmen. 

The meetings attracted the attention of Boston newspapers 

who commented editorially and made reference to the con¬ 

clusions arrived at as “The Dublin Plan.” 

Late in 1950, a New York publisher produced A Plan for 

Peace, by Grenville Clark. The book makes reference to the 

consequences of a general war between the United States and 

the Soviet Union; a war which “would be protracted and in- 
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credibly costly.” Harvard University conferred the degree of 

Doctor of Laws upon Mr. Clark at its 1951 commencement. 

Professor Raphael Pumpelly bought the Dexter Mason pas¬ 

ture and erected his home there on one of the lower spurs of 

Monadnock, at the east end of the lake, one of the highest resi¬ 

dential points in town, overlooking the water, with Monadnock 

to the west. 

After his first house was burned, he built a larger and finer 

residence in its place. His daughter, Mrs. Handasyd Cabot, 

owns and occupies it at present. 

Professor Pumpelly, connected with the United States Geo¬ 

logical Survey, was widely known for his work in this country 

and in China. 

He was an accomplished horseback rider and equipped his 

entire family with saddle horses of various size, especially chosen 

to fit the riders they would carry. The Professor wore a flowing 

full beard and when he headed his family group, with all of 

them in the saddle, he led a picturesque assembly. 

When Secretary of the Interior Ethan Allen Hitchcock was 

investigating Western land frauds during the Theodore Roose¬ 

velt Administration, William J. Burns, of the Detective Bureau, 

was summoned to town and engaged a room on the street in 

the lower village. 

Mr. Burns occasionally dropped into the store for a friendly 

chat. He was a large man, about fifty years old, wore a sandy 

mustache, and was of a florid complexion. He made no allusion 

to his errand here but chatted about commonplace things and 

apparently enjoyed a friendly visit. 

The engagement of Miss Ann Hitchcock to Admiral William 

S. Sims, of the United States Navy, was announced from the 

Dublin home of the young lady’s parents by Secretary and 

Mrs. Hitchcock. 

A LETTER FROM MR. WHITTIER 

A small booklet which I published in 1891 contained Whit¬ 

tier’s beautiful poem: 
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MONADNOCK FROM WACHUSETT 

I would I were a painter, for the sake 
Of a sweet picture, and of her who led, 
A fitting guide, with reverential tread, 

Into that mountain mystery. First a lake 
Tinted with sunset; next the wavy lines 

Of far receding hills, and yet more far 
Monadnock lifting from his night of pines 

His rosy forehead to the evening star. 

A copy of the book was sent to Mr. Whittier; the Quaker 
poet acknowledged its receipt in a personal letter, written with 
violet ink: 

Oak Knoll, Danvers, 
9th Mo. 24, 1891. 

Many thanks for your beautiful Dublin book. I have never 
seen Monadnock save at a distance and am glad to look at 
it and its lake in your pages 

Yours truly, 
—John G. Whittier 
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MARK TWAIN 

It was during the month of March, 1905, that I received a 

telephone call from Mrs. Abbott Thayer, asking me to come to 

the house for an important message which she preferred not to 

give over the wire. 

At her home she told me that a letter, just received from a 

New York friend, said he wanted to consider coming to Dublin 

for the summer if a suitable house could be found. The friend, 

she said, was Mr. Clemens, better known as “Mark Twain,” 

and she described the requirements needed. 

Accordingly, faithful Katie Leary, employed in the Clemens 

family for many years, came on. It had snowed hard the night 

before. On level ground the snow averaged to be fully thirty 

inches deep, and I carried up two pairs of snowshoes, for the 

road to Mrs. Copley Greene’s house on Lone Tree Hill, a half 

mile away, which we planned to see, was not plowed out during 

the winter season. 

Katie had never worn snowshoes before, but she was an in¬ 

telligent woman, perhaps forty or more years old, a real good 

sport, and got on surprisingly well for a first experience. We 

went ’cross lots in a direct line to the house and only once did 
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she lose a snowshoe and plunge waist deep into the snow. 

The house was so entirely satisfactory that she was not in¬ 

terested to see any other. After her return to New York with a 

favorable report to the family, a letter of acceptance followed 

immediately. 

I remember Mr. Clemens as a tall, rather spare man, with 

flowing white mustache and long white hair which stood erect 

all over his splendid head. He wore a white flannel suit, with 

a black band some three inches wide encircling his upper left 

arm. His bearing was dignified; he spoke deliberately and im¬ 

pressed me as being a serious, thoughtful man. 

Mark Twain was more than a humorist; he was a historian 

and philosopher—a gentle and lovable man who, in spite of all 

the honors bestowed upon him by royalty, by Oxford Uni¬ 

versity, by a multitude of literary friends and an admiring pub¬ 

lic, had tasted deeply of sorrow in the loss of an infant son, 

Langdon, his eighteen-year-old daughter, Susy, his pride and 

the joy of the entire family, and finally, the passing of his 

beloved wife who had been his devoted companion and guiding 

influence, and whose memory he honored by wearing the black 

band on his arm. 

On Susy’s headstone is inscribed: 

Warm summer sun, shine kindly here; 

Warm southern wind, blow softly here; 

Green sod above, lie light, lie light— 

Good night, dear heart, good night, good night. 

Mr. Paine, his biographer, said of him: “His face in repose 

was always sad; beneath the surface there were unforgettable 

sorrows.” 

Mr. Clemens liked his Joan of Arc best of all his books—it 

required twelve years of preparation and two years of writing. 

The others, he said, needed no preparation and got none. 

But, he said, “I shall never be accepted seriously over my 

own signature. People always want to laugh over what I write 

and are disappointed if they don’t find a joke in it. This is a 
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serious book. It means more to me than anything else I have 

ever undertaken. I shall write it anonymously.” So Sieur de 

Conte is supposedly the writer of the manuscript. 

A distinguished educator wrote: “I would rather have written 

your history of Joan of Arc than any other literature in any 

language.” 
As soon as it became known that the Clemens family was 

to spend the summer in Dublin, Colonel Higginson sent him a 

letter of welcome. In his reply Mr. Clemens said: 

“I early learned that you would be my neighbor in the sum¬ 

mer and I rejoiced, recognizing in you and your family, a large 

asset. I shall hope for frequent intercourse between the two 

households. I shall have my youngest daughter with me.” Jean, 

the youngest daughter, came to Dublin, saw the house, and went 

back charmed with it. 

It was during the month of May that the family arrived and 

became a part of the summer colony. Their house was located 

high up on Lone Tree Hill, and the view from it was extensive 

and far-reaching, although situated among the woods. There 

were friendly neighbors who exchanged frequent visits and Jean 

enjoyed the shaded walks and mountain-climbing. 

Clemens wrote to his friend, Dr. Twitchell: “We like it here 

in the mountains, in the shadow of Monadnock. It is a woodsy 

solitude. We have no near neighbors. We have neighbors and I 

can see their houses scattered in the forest distances for we live 

on a hill.” 

In his first visit to the village he said: “We like it; it is so 

quiet, hardly a sound can be heard—not even the bleating of a 

lamb.” To a reporter he stated, “Dublin is the one place I have 

always longed for, but never knew existed in fact till now.” 

His orchestrelle was moved to Dublin and I recall my first 

meeting with his secretary, Miss Isabelle Lyon, with whom I 

had exchanged numerous letters in advance of their coming, as 

she sat at the great instrument: a dark complexioned young 

lady who presented a very pretty picture in her attractive pose. 

Miss Lyon arranged that I should photograph Mark Twain, 

sitting in front of the fireplace in his living room. He wore his 
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white flannel suit with black mourning band fastened around 

the left sleeve of his coat. It was an interior picture made with¬ 

out flashlight. 

His biographer, Mr. Albert Bigelow Paine, wrote: 

And so the days passed along, and he grew stronger in 

body and courage as his grief drifted farther behind him. 

Sometimes, in the afternoon or in the evening when 

the neighbors had come in for a little while, he would walk 

up and down and talk in his old marvelous way of all the 

things on land and sea, of the past, and of the future, “Of 

Providence, foreknowledge, will and fate,” of the friends 

he had known, and of the things he had done, of the sorrow 

and absurdities of the world. It was the talk of which 

Howells once said, “We shall never know its likes again. 

When he dies, it will die with him.” 

During Mark Twain’s first season in Dublin, reporters came 

for interviews. To one correspondent he gave the following 

statement which was printed in a metropolitan journal: 

Last January, when we were beginning to inquire about 

a home for this summer, I remembered that Abbott Thayer 

had said, three years before, that the New Hampshire high¬ 

lands was a good place. He was right—it is a good place. 

Any place that is good for an artist in print is good for an 

artist in morals and ink. Brush is here, too; so is Col. T. W. 

Higginson; so is Raphael Pumpelly; so is Secretary Hitch¬ 

cock; so is Henderson; so is Learned; so is Sumner; so is 

Franklin MacVeagh; so is Joseph L. Smith; so is Henry 

Copley Greene, when I am not occupying his house, which 

I am doing this season. Paint, literature, science, statesman¬ 

ship, history, professorship, law, morals—these are all repre¬ 

sented here, yet crime is substantially unknown. The sum¬ 

mer homes of these refugees are sprinkled, a mile apart, 

among the forest-clad hills, with access to each other by 

firm and smooth country roads, which are so embowered 

in dense foliage that it is always twilight in there, and 
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comfortable. These forests are spider-webbed with these 

good roads; they go everywhere; but for the help of the 

guideboard, the stranger would not arrive anywhere. The 

village—Dublin—is bunched together in its own place, but 

a good telephone service makes its markets handy to all 

those outliars. I have spelt it that way to be witty. The 

village executes orders on the Boston plan—promptness and 

courtesv. 
J 

The summer homes are high-perched, as a rule, and have 

contenting outlooks. The house we occupy has one. Monad- 

nock, a soaring double hump, rises into the sky at its left 

elbow—that is to say, it is close at hand. From the base of 

the long slant of the mountain the valley spreads away to 

the circling frame of hills, and beyond the frame the 

billowy sw’eep of remote great ranges rises to view7 and 

flows, fold upon fold, wave upon wave, soft and blue and 

unworldly, to the horizon 50 miles away. 

In these October davs, Monadnock and the valley and 

its framing hills make an inspiring picture to look at, for 

they are sumptuously splashed and mottled and betorched 

from skvline to skvline with the richest dves the autumn 

can furnish; and when they lie flaming in the full drench 

of the mid-afternoon sun. the sight affects the spectator 

physically; it stirs his blood like military music. 

These summer homes are commodious, wTell built and 

w7ell furnished—facts which sufficiently indicate that the 
y 

owners built them to live in themselves. Thev have furnaces 
t 

and wrood fireplaces, and the rest of the comforts and con¬ 

veniences of a city home, and can be comfortably occupied 

all the year round. We cannot have this house next season, 

but I have secured Mrs. Upton's house, which is over in 

the law and science quarter, two or three miles from here; 

and about the same distance from the art, literary and 

scholastic groups. The science and law* quarter has needed 

improving this good while. The nearest railway station is 

distant something like an hour's drive. It is three hours from 

there to Boston, over a branch line. You can go to New 

York in six hours per branch lines if vou change cars every7 
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time you think of it, but it is better to go to Boston and 

stop over and take the trunk line next day, then you do not 

get lost. 

It is claimed that the atmosphere of the New Hampshire 

highlands is exceptionally bracing and stimulating, and a 

fine aid to hard and continuous work. It is a just claim, I 

think. I came in May, and wrote 35 successive days with¬ 

out a break. It is possible that I could not have done it 

elsewhere. I do not know; I have not had any disposition 

to try it before. I think I got the disposition out of the 

atmosphere this time. I feel quite sure, in fact, that that is 

where it came from. I am ashamed to confess what an 

intolerable pile of manuscript I ground out in the 35 days. 

Therefore I will keep the number of words to myself. 

This year our summer is six months long and ends with 

November and the flight home to New York, but next year 

we hope and expect to stretch it another month and end it 

the first of December. 

I think Mr. Clemens’ first year in Dublin was the happier 

one. During the season he wrote A Horses Tale, and Eve's 
Diary, but he felt that his time was being taken up with too 

many social functions and he must accomplish more work by 

taking a house further away from friends the next year. 

I was asked to find him such a place, if possible, and finally 

suggested Mrs. Upton’s ‘'Mountain View Farm,” off the Jaffrey 

road, nearly two miles from the village. 

The house and location pleased him, but it was necessary 

to have the telephone and electric light line extended to it. This 

was finally arranged and the house was rented for the summer 

of 1906. 

Mr. Clemens wanted to come early, he said, "to see the 

bursting of spring,” and he particularly requested that his bed¬ 

room be profusely lighted, for he did a great deal of writing 

in bed and liked to have a perfect flood of light in the room 

in which he worked. 

Albert Bigelow Paine would come to Dublin during the 
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summer to work on his biography which was already begun, and 

Miss Josephine Hobby, an expert stenographer who had suc¬ 

cessfully held secretarial positions with Charles Dudley Warner 

and Mrs. Mary Mapes, Dodge, would assist. 

Mr. Paine had rooms in the village and sometimes rode back 

and forth to his work but generally walked each way. 

Another request made, to be completed before the family’s 

coming, was for the building of a small workshop for Jean, who 

did wood-carving and various types of sloyd work. I chose the 

crest of a nearby knoll for its location, a few rods west of the 

house, on a higher level. Jean enjoyed the thrill of horseback 

riding but “she was inclined to be silent at times, was tall, 

dressed always in white, was pale and classically beautiful.” 

The older daughter, Clara, a concert singer, married Ossip 

Gabrilowitsch, Russian pianist, and did not come to Dublin. 

Mr. Paine has written: 

It was mid-May, and lilacs were prodigally in bloom. 

The Upton house stands on the edge of a beautiful beech 

forest some two or three miles from Dublin, just under 

Monadnock, a good way up the slope. It is a handsome, 

roomy farmhouse and has a long colonnaded veranda over¬ 

looking one of the most beautiful landscape visions on the 

planet; lake, forest, hill, and a far range of blue mountains, 

a church spire glinted here and there, and all the handiwork 

of God is there. 

I have seen these things in paintings, but I had not 

dreamed that such a view really existed. The immediate 

foreground was a grassy slope, with ancient blooming apple- 

trees; and just at the right hand, Monadnock rose, superb 

and lofty, sloping down to the panorama below that 

stretched away, taking on an even deeper blue, until it 

reached that remote range on which the sky rested and 

• the world seemed to end. 

A magnificent description! 

Mark Twain said, “I think I shall like it when I get ac- 
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quainted with it, and get it classified and labeled and I think 

I will do our dictating out here on the porch; it ought to be an 

inspiring place.” 

Mr. Paine continued: “When it stormed we moved into the 

great living room where, at one end, there was a fireplace with 

blazing logs, and at the other, the orchestrelle.” 

Mr. Clemens loved kittens. He rented three from his nearest 

neighbor, the Sam Pellerin family. He didn’t want to own them 

for he would have to leave them behind uncared for. 

He called the three kittens Sackcloth and Ashes. Two of the 

kittens looked exactly alike, so one name answered for both. 

Mr. Paine said, 

Their gambols always amused him. He would stop at 

any time in the midst of dictation to enjoy them. 

Once he was about to enter the screen door that led into 

the hall, two of the kittens ran up in front of him and stood 

waiting. With grave politeness he opened the door, made a 

low bow and said, “Walk in, gentlemen. I always give pref¬ 

erence to royalty.” And the kittens marched in, tails in air. 

All summer long they played up and down the veranda, or 

chased grasshoppers and butterflies down the clover slope. 

It was a never ending amusement to him to see them jump 

into the air after some insect, miss it, and tumble back, and 

afterward jump up, with a surprised expression and look 

of disappointment. 

Once when he was walking up and down discussing 

some very serious subject—and one of the kittens was lying 

on the veranda asleep, a butterfly came drifting along three 

feet, or more, above the floor. The kitten must have got 

a glimpse of the insect out of the corner of its eye and per¬ 

haps did not altogether realize its action. At all events, it 

suddenly shot straight up into the air, exactly like a bound¬ 

ing ball, missed the butterfly, fell back on the porch floor 

with considerable force and with much surprise. Then it 

sprang to its feet, and after spitting furiously once or twice, 

bounded away. 

Clemens had seen the performance and it took his 

■ 
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subject out of his mind. He laughed extravagantly, and evi¬ 

dently cared more for the moment’s entertainment than for 

many philosophies. 

On one occasion he wrote, 

The skies are enchantingly blue. The world is a dazzle 

of sunshine. Monadnock is closer to us than usual by several 

hundred yards. 

The vast extent of spreading valley is intensely green— 

the lakes as intensely blue. And there is a new horizon, a 

remoter one than we have known before, far beyond the 

mighty half circle of hazy mountains that form the usual 

frame of the picture, rise certain shadowy dances that are 

unfamiliar to our eyes. 

Mr. Paine was the author of several delightful animal story 

books for boys and gave my children copies of two—In the Deep 
Woods and In the Hollow Tree. He often dropped into the store 

and on one occasion showed us a group of pictures of Mr. 

Clemens, taken on the porch of the Upton house. We saw the 

pictures with Mark Twain’s comments written on each, which 

have since been published in different periodicals. Mr. Paine’s 

description follows: 

It was just before one of his departures that I made 

another set of pictures of him, this time on the colonnaded 

veranda where his figure had become so familiar. He had 

determined to have his hair cut when he reached New York, 

and I was anxious to get the pictures before this happened. 

When the proofs came—seven of them—he arranged 

them as a series to illustrate what he called “The Progress 

of a Moral Purpose.” He ordered a number of sets of the 

series, and he wrote a legend on each photograph, number¬ 

ing them from one to seven, laying each set in a sheet of 

paper which formed a sort of wrapper, on which was 

written: 

The series of 7 photographs registers with scientific 
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precision, stage by stage, the progress of a moral purpose 

through the mind of the human race’s Oldest Friend—S.L.C. 

Toward the close of summer Mr. Paine said, 

The days drifted along, one a good deal like another, 

except as the summer deepened, the weather became 

warmer, the foliage changed, a drowsy haze gathered along 

the valleys and on the mountainside. He sat more often now 

in a large rocking-chair, and seemed to be looking through 

half closed lids toward the Monadnock heights, that was al¬ 

ways changing in aspect—in color and in form—as cloud 

shapes drifted by or gathered in those lofty hollows. 

Mark Twain’s household was one united, loyal family. Katie 

Leary lived with them till the end—over a period of more than 

thirty years, and Patrick McAleer died in his employ. 

At the Majestic Theatre in New York, he spoke to the Young 

Men’s Christian Association on the subject of “Reminiscences.” 

During his speech he opened a telegram in which the sender 

inquired “in which of your works can you find the definition of 

a gentleman.” 

He had recently returned from Hartford, where he had paid 

his last tribute to a faithful servant. He went on to say: 

No, he was never old—Patrick. He came to us thirty-six 

year ago. He was our coachman from the day that I drove 

my young bride to our new home. He was a young Irish¬ 

man, slender, tall, lithe, honest, truthful, and never changed 

in all his life. He really was with us but twenty-five years, 

for he did not go to Europe; but he never regarded that as 

a separation. 

As the children grew up he was their guide. He was all 

honor, honesty, and affection. He was with us in New 

Hampshire last summer, and his hair was just as black, 

his eyes were just as blue, his form just as straight, and his 

heart just as good as on the day we first met. In all the long 
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years Patrick never made a mistake. He never needed an 

order; he never received a command. He knew. 

I have been asked for my idea of an ideal gentleman, 

and I give it to you—Patrick McAleer. 

Just before Mr. Clemens’ family had closed the Upton house 

for the season, to depart for New York, I was asked by telephone 

to come to the house in person. 

Mr. Clemens had ordered a complete set of his works sent 

to him, had written his own name in all, added a special in¬ 

scription in two, and presented me with the entire set—“In ap¬ 

preciation for what you have tried to do in making my Dublin 

stay comfortable,” he said. 

In one volume he had written my name and this thought: 

“Let us save the tomorrows for work,” and signed—“Truly yours, 

Mark Twain.” 

The second inscription read: “It is better to deserve credit 

and not receive it, than to receive it and not deserve it.—Mark 

Twain.” 

Mr. Paine said, “You should be especially proud, I doubt if 

half a dozen others have ever received a similar gift from him.” 

Mr. Clemens frequently hired a pair of horses and carriage 

from Hiram Carey’s livery stable for a ride about the country¬ 

side. Accompanying him were his daughter Jean, and his sec¬ 

retaries, Miss Lyon and Miss Hobby. Occasionally, he enter¬ 

tained the party with a humorous story. Hiram recalls this one: 

A trip through the Southwest during early railroad days 

found Mark riding in a boxlike car, heated, to a limited degree, 

by a big-bellied coal-burning iron stove located at one end. 

Seated close to it, in an apparent effort to absorb some of its 

meager heat, was an elderly individual who presently opened 

conversation. 

He confided to Mark that he was making a pleasure trip 

and was going to see the country. “I’ve made money,” he said, 

“and don’t mind telling you that I’ve been smart and cheated 

everyone I could. Did you ever cheat anyone?” he asked. 

“Why no,” Mark replied, “I don’t think so.” Then, with a 
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desire to place himself in a more equitable category with that 

of his self-revealed unscrupulous fellow traveller, he said, “Well, 

yes, I think I do remember that once I cheated an old blind 

colored man out of a dime.” 

They were passing through an agricultural belt where grain 

was the universal crop. “How’s your rye?” the stranger inquired. 

“Fine, coming along just fine,” Mark replied. “I’ve taken off 

two crops already this year which averaged four hundred 

bushels to the acre; the new growth is up thirteen feet high now 

and bids fair to be just about as good as the other two.” 

This preposterous answer was too much for the old fellow: 

he registered disgust and contempt and muttered, “You’d better 

go back to the bug-house and get into the cell where they kept 

you before.” 

Mr. Clemens built a new home in Redding, Connecticut, 

after his Dublin stay, and named it “Stormfield.” Thieves carried 

off from his home some bundles of silver; they were caught and 

the silver returned. He tacked the following notice on his door 

afterward: 

NOTICE 
To the next burglar 

There is nothing but plated ware in the house now and 

henceforth. You will find it in that brass thing in the dining 

room over in the corner by the basket of kittens. 

If you want the basket, put the kittens in the brass 

thing. Do not make a noise—it disturbs the family. 

You will find rubbers in the front hall by that thing 

which has the umbrella in it, chiffonier, I think they call 

it, or pergola, or something like that 

Please close the door when you go away. 

Very truly yours, 

—S. L. Clemens * 

* Quotations in this chapter, except for the metropolitan reporter’s inter¬ 
view, are taken from Albert Bigelow Paine’s Mark Twain; A Biographjj. 
courtesy of Harper & Brothers, 
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The contemplated joy of his new home was of short duration 

Jean was found dead in her bathroom-from heart cessation 

caused by the cold shock of her bath, the doctors said. Of family 

members, his daughter Clara, alone, was left to comfort him 
during his few remaining years. 

His last work for publication. The Death of Jean, was a 

eulogy on his daughter, Jean Lampton Clemens. Afterwards he 

wrote, I have just finished my story of Jean’s death. It is the 

end of my autobiography; I shall never write any more.” 
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THE OLD FARMER’S ALMANAC 

It was an event of importance when Robb Sagendorph 

brought The Old Farmers Almanac to Dublin. He purchased 

the Dexter Mason buildings and land to the north, a seemingly 

fitting environment for the home of his Almanac, to which he 

added the Yankee magazine; and his newest venture, The Dublin 
Opinion, dealing with local news. 

A fresh coat of white paint adorns the Dexter Mason house, 

and red shutters and doors—the first of that color to appear on 

the street—embellish it. 

Traditions of the past are represented there—great hewn 

beams and rafters frame the buildings; most of them as sound 

now as when first installed, the huge scaffold beams in the bam 

placed so low that the unwary may bump into them and re¬ 

ceive such a terrific blow on the head as to bring forth spon¬ 

taneous exclamations unsuitable for recording. 

Ebenezer Greenwood lived there a hundred years ago. He 

was town clerk, town treasurer, postmaster, and, for a time, 

managed the little store next to it. 

Ebenezer wrote a nice hand and must have kept his records 
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neatly. He was bom in a log cabin in the south part of the 

town, near Robbin’s mill. His grandfather, Moses, came to Dub¬ 

lin from Newton, Massachusetts, in 1750. There was a large num¬ 

ber of Greenwoods here during the town’s early settlement— 

an excellent family name. 

Dexter Mason bought the property in 1852. He, too, was 

town clerk, purchased the store nearby, then sold it to his son 

Milton, who raised it to a two-story structure, enlarged and 

modernized it. 

Dexter’s brother, Charles, delivered the town’s Centennial 

address in 1852. Born in Dublin, he was a Harvard graduate, 

attorney in Fitchburg, Massachusetts, married to Caroline Ather¬ 

ton Briggs, whose poems and hymns have been highly regarded. 

The Masons were admirers of Charles Sumner and sometimes 

entertained the distinguished statesman in their Rollstone Hill 

home. 

In an old autograph album which had belonged to my wife, 

then nearing teen age, Caroline Atherton Mason penned this 

original verse: 

We cannot all be heroes, 

And thrill a hemisphere 

With some great daring venture, 

Some deed that mocks at fear; 

But we can fill a lifetime 

With kindly acts and true; 

There’s always noble service 

For noble souls to do. 

—Aunt Carrie 

July 17, 1884 

As a little girl Florence Mason gave her grandfather Go wing 

an Old Farmers Almanac for Christmas. It was an annual custom 

thereafter, continued for scores of years until his death. At home, 

old numbers were never destroyed but tied up and carefully 

laid away in the attic. 

The Almanac has been published now for one hundred fifty- 

nine consecutive years. My father said it gained great favor in 
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its early days when the founder, Robert B. Thomas, was pre¬ 

paring material for his next year’s edition. His small boy came 

into the room, picked up a pencil, and wrote Snow upon one 

of the slips which lay all over the paper-strewn table. The slip 

pertained to the weather forecast for the month of July—“Snow” 

went into the almanac! 
This prediction created a great deal of comment. Snow in 

July was unthinkable. Yet this seeming error proved a reality. 

The weather changed suddenly during the day; it grew cold, 

and, from an overcast sky, flakes of snow drifted down in some 

sections of New England. The Old Farmers Almanac seemed 

infallible! 
In his newspaper column “Our Berkshire,” Walter Pritchard 

Eaton acknowledged receipt of his sister’s gift of an Old 
Farmer s Almanac and said that when he was a boy the back 

page, containing puzzles and conundrums, fascinated him “but 

it was necessary to wait twelve long tantalizing months for the 

correct answer.” The Old Farmer delayed printing solutions for 

a year. 

“Noah’s Ark was made of gopher wood and Joan of Arc was 

Maid of Orleans.” “Why is a hot pancake like a cocoon? Be¬ 

cause it makes the butter fly.” Mr. Eaton said, “The same people 

who read the Old Farmers Almanac also read the Bible.” 

Assisting Mr. Sagendorph in the compilation of the last issue 

were David Morton, B. M. Rice, Professor Loring B. Andrews, 

while the venerable Abraham Weather wise arranged weather 

predictions and prognostications. 

YANKEE MAGAZINE 

The Yankee Magazine originated in Dublin. With the passing 

of time it has increased in size and grown in favor. Attractively 

illustrated, it is manned with a capable staff: Robb Sagendorph, 

President; Phyllis Worcester, Secretary and Treasurer; B. M. 

Rice and Robert Foote, Vice Presidents; Richard Merrifield, 

Editor; Edward B. Van Zile, Director of Advertising; Nancy 

Dixon, Food; Natalie Miller Morrison, Fashions; Richard D. 
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Estes, Assistant Editor; Beatrix Sagendorph, Art; and Laurie 
Hillyer. 

This popular monthly carries columns of unusual advertising 

and offers a feature original and unique in its Swoppers De¬ 
partment. 

A Good Trade on Every Page” 

The town recognizes it as an important factor, and hails its 

going forth to points both near and far away, as a valuable 
ambassador of good will. 

THE DUBLIN OPINION 

A new venture, published four times monthly, May to Oc¬ 

tober, and twice a month, November through April, by Yankee, 
Inc. 

It is a desirable sheet and records Dublin history in the 

making. The Opinion provides an editorial column, deals with 

town affairs, features general news of interest taking place 

throughout the surrounding area, has a column of subscribers’ 

correspondence, and offers cards of most of the towns business 

concerns, the last item of considerable value to new arrivals. 

The Opinion s bulletin board outside the office building is 

kept up-to-the-minute with news items posted immediately upon 
receipt. 

Fifty years ago Gerard Henderson published, throughout the 
summer season, The Dublin News 

Gerard died at the beginning of a career which promised to 
be brilliantly successful. 

The present second generation of the Henderson family have 

been almost lifelong summer residents of Dublin. The brothers 

Ernest and George are respectively President and Field Repre¬ 

sentative of the great Sheraton Hotel chain, now owners of 

thirty-four American and Canadian hotels, largest hotel-owning 
company in America. 



Photo by Herbert W. Gleason, 
courtesy of Roland \V. Robbins 

Thoreau’s 1860 Camp on Monadnock From Above, Looking 

Through the “Two Spruces” 



The Mountain House, Jaffrey Side 

Dublin’s Lovely Lake, With Monadnock Mountain Beyond 
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SUMMER ACTIVITIES 

Summer life in Dublin is carefree and cheerful. The Lake 

Club entertains members with concerts, lectures, and dances. 

Their tennis courts are well kept and much used; a professional 

instructs. There is boating on the lake under auspices of a 

sailing organization; golf is played upon an excellent nine-hole 

course; horseback-riding is over shady paths laid out and main¬ 

tained by the Walking and Riding Club; the Garden Club is 

active and holds an annual Flower Show; and Joe Smith presents 

an occasional original play to entertain both adults and children. 

Many weddings have taken place during various summer 

seasons; summer months are not without romance. Some years 

ago a youthful swain believed he had seriously impressed an 

attractive young lady. After the season was over and she had 

returned to her winter home, she sent her admirer an announce¬ 

ment of her engagement to another man. Keenly disappointed, 

he returned congratulations upon heavily black bordered mourn¬ 

ing stationery. 

In years past, the Horse Show was one of the season’s out¬ 

standing events. It was originated by Dr. Burton Russell, lover 

of horses, a skillful and daring rider in the saddle. 

The Show was held on the MacVeagh field and afforded a 

grand display of carriage horses, differently classed: ladies’ and 

gentlemen’s saddle horses, for pleasure, hunting, and steeple¬ 

chasing. 

The Jenckses exhibited, and the Footes, Dr. Russell, Robert 

Woodward, the Pumpellys, Miss Amy Peabody, the Catlins, 

Leightons, Durfees, McKittricks, Maurans, MacVeaghs; there 

were entries from surrounding towns, Peterborough, Jaffrey, and 

from Miriam Winslow, of Francestown. Four-horse coaches were 

shown by Mr. Jencks, Mr. Catlin, Colonel T. Nelson Hastings, of 

Walpole, and Winston Churchill, of Cornish. Colonel Hastings 

and Mr. Churchill cleverly handled their own reins. 

A coachmen’s ball followed the horse show, held in the town 

hall, at which big, gleaming silver cups were awarded members 

of the coachmen’s fraternity for “meritorious service performed, 

far beyond the line of duty”; an important banquet was then 
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in order, with guest speakers in attendance; and, eventually, a 

series of house-to-house parties ended the season’s festivities. 

George Witherton, Mr. Jencks’ coachman, brought the silver 

cups to town from New York, or Baltimore, and upon his arrival 

each season, announced that “this year the cups are bigger and 

better than ever.” 

After a week of celebration, entailing late hours, loss of sleep, 

and undue gastronomical indulgence, combined with an excess 

of liquid refreshment, big, burly Jim Monohan, who worked 

for Mr. Charles MacVeagh, said he should be glad to get back 

to New York “where things were quieter and he could get 

rested up.” 

THE GAY NINETIES 

Never has there been a period in town so gay and glamorous 

as that of the good old horse and buggy days during the 

’eighties and ’nineties. The Leffingwell hotel was at the peak of 

its popularity, filled with a happy throng, most of whom re¬ 

mained throughout the season. The two Boulderstone cottages, 

under the management of Miss Bertha Estey, were highly re¬ 

garded; applicants were fortunate to find a room available. 

Three livery stables were active, Gowing’s, Gleason’s, and 

Carey’s. Twelve and fourteen in help assisted the household 

work in the large establishments. A gardener, with his family, 

resided all year ’round, in the farmhouse on the more pretentious 

estates. 

The coachman, erect and immaculately attired in spotless 

livery, wore a fawn-colored suit, tall hat to match, gloves, white 

linen collar, and polished boots. His groom sitting beside him, 

high up on the driver’s seat, was similarly costumed. 

The smart pair of high-stepping, bob-tailed thoroughbreds, 

wearing handmade black harnesses, trimmed with gleaming 

silver, made a pretty picture as they sped over narrow, dirt¬ 

surfaced roads, tree-shaded and winding, hitched to a luxuriously 

cushioned open carriage. 

All types of vehicles were in use, two-wheeled carts, buck- 
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boards, democrat wagons, with two removable seats, phaetons 
driven by ’teen-aged young ladies wearing wide-brimmed sailor 
hats trimmed with wide white ribbons. Accompanying, perhaps, 
may have been a young man in casual dress, knee-length knicker¬ 
bockers, long stockings, and belted Norfolk jacket. There were 
Concord buggies, with box-type bodies, covered carriages having 
a top which could be tilted back or let down, and open three- 
seated Watertowns for a pair. 

In Louis Cabot’s stable were kept eighteen horses; he devoted 
a great deal of time to hunting and fishing and bought up a 
considerable number of farms which he developed into breeding 
places for woodcock and patridges, to improve his chances of 
better shooting. 

Following the feeding of the horses, early morning cleaning 
was in order. The animal stood in the open floor, hitched two 
ways, from side to side, and received a good half hour’s groom¬ 
ing from the hands of an expert stableman. Then a thin, netlike 
blanket was thrown over him, kept in place by a tightly buckled 
surcingle, to keep off troublesome flies, and he was led back to 
a freshly cleaned stall or turned loose into a larger box-stall, its 
floor thickly covered with crisp new straw. 

Of the men who conducted a livery business during the 
“horse and buggy days,” Hiram Carey alone survives. He is now 
90 years old, the oldest man in town and holder of the Boston 
Post cane. He married Warren Fiske’s daughter, Idella. On May 
9th, 1951, they celebrated their sixty-third wedding anniversary. 

Hiram recalls his customers of the past, regular and periodic, 
both desirable and difficult. He classed a foreign-born Count 
with the undesirables and conferred upon him the dubious title 
of “Count de No Account.” He remembers, too, the two ladies 
who engaged a horse and carriage for a pleasure ride. They 
drove up to a watering tub, common in those days, and one of 
them got out, unbuckled the crupper instead of unhooking the 
checkrein, in order to let the thirsty animal drink. 

If you’re a neighbor, as likely as not you may have received 
a visit from Hiram when he called to leave you something out 
of his garden—cucumbers, lettuce, or a few ears of sweet corn- 
just a friendly gesture on his part, such as was customary in days 
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gone by, when people seemed to have had more time to be 

good neighbors than now. 

He may have stayed to tell you a funny story, or to have 

recited an amusing incident, like that of the small boy, for 

instance, who couldn’t remember whether his father was five 

feet ten inches tall, or ten feet five. 

IN RETROSPECT 

The well-sweep, wood stove, kerosene lamp, have gone from 

scores of houses, and modern homes in the country are now 

equipped with city conveniences; oxen no longer draw sleds 

with plows attached to keep open winter roads; horse-drawn 

vehicles have been replaced with luxurious automobiles; time 

will continue indefinitely to bring changes. 

We should like to be able to say that people of today, who 

have more of the comforts of life than formerly, better educa¬ 

tional advantages, and more diversified sources of amusement, 

are happier now than they were a century ago; that they are 

better neighbors; increasingly interested in the welfare of the 

community; that they respond to an invitation from the church 

bell on the Sabbath day, and send their children to Sunday 

school as in times of yore; that people drink less liquor now, and 

have improved their moral standards, and have made the town 

a better place in which to live. Unfortunately, we cannot answer 

in the affirmative. 
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MONADNOCK 

Mountain of the Great Spirit 

“The sun shines longest on the mountain peaks.” 

My first trip to the top of Monadnock was made when I was 

a barefooted youngster of seven, going along with my grand¬ 

father, William Darracott, who carried a fourteen-quart tin 

milk pail. 

After hours of busy work he filled the pail with firm, light- 

blue-colored berries which grew close to the ground upon dwarf, 

short-stemmed blueberry bushes a quarter or half mile below 

the summit. They were sweet, of solid texture, and longer lasting 

than the dark-blue sort which grew on the bushes at home. 

We saw patches of mountain cranberries growing among 

ledges, but the fruit, partly ripe, of white color, deepening into 

red as it ripened, was small and hardly worth picking. 

On the highest peak, 3,165 feet above sea level, was anchored 

an upright staff, some ten inches in diameter; on top of the staff 

was attached a round, cylinder-shaped affair, resembling a nail 

keg in appearance and size, covered with drab-colored cloth. 

We could see this signal from home on a very clear day 
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without the aid of field glasses, and sometimes could make out 

people moving about, a distance of nearly three miles. 

The New Hampshire Sentinel told of the ascent to Monad- 

nock of the Swanzey Unionville Brass Band in 1866, carrying 

with them their musical instruments with which they gave an 

excellent concert from the mountain top. 

That same year, according to the Sentinel, a wedding took 

place on the summit when the Rev. J. Peabody, of Sullivan, 

performed the marriage ceremony which made Mrs. Rachel 

Tarbox, of Sullivan, the wife of Luther Richardson, of Stoddard. 

Allen Chamberlain made reference to the “Monadnock Roar,” 

in his splendid volume, Annals of the Grand Monadnock. He 

quotes a letter received from a Half Way House guest who 

pictured it as a “roar not describable, like the roar of a hundred 

bulls, and it was all over in fifteen seconds, or less.” 

This description does not apply at all to the real “mountain 

roar,” as I know it. I recall it as a sound difficult to describe but 

resembling, somewhat, the onrushing air which precedes, or 

accompanies, an approaching thunderstorm. It was a low, con¬ 

tinuous roar coming from the direction of the great hollow 

mountain valley, like that of the rumble of a distant freight 

train, or the rush of air through pine trees, and was, invariably, 

the forerunner of milder weather which developed into an ef¬ 

ficient thaw. 

My father was born and had lived within the shadow of 

Monadnock for more than half a century. He described the 

phenomenon as the probable result of certain air currents which 

varied in intensity, in direction, and rapidity of movement, 

mingling together. 

I cannot reconcile any other description as accurately de¬ 

scribing the “roar,” which came at rather rare intervals in winter¬ 

time and doubt if the gentleman at the Half Way House could 

ever have heard the true “mountain roar.” 

Thoreau, the naturalist, who had camped on Monadnock 

and charmingly described his experience, reported that a Con¬ 

cord, Massachusetts, farmer had told him of a dance which was 

said to have taken place on the mountain sometime previous 

to 1860. 
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The report was that a party of young men and women ascended 

Monadnock and carried with them a quantity of boards which 

they laid down and all hands danced to the music of a fiddler. 

Albert Annett also made reference to this unusual incident in 

his admirable History of Jaffrey. 

The legend is described in Appalachia, the Appalachian 

Mountain Club’s publication, by my older son: 

THE PHANTOM FIDDLER 

A Legend of the Grand Monadnock Mountain 

On a summer eve, beneath the full moon’s sheen, 

A fiddler apeared upon the old village green. 

And he called out shrill, “All ye young bucks, come, 

Grab some plank an’ your partners an’ a gallon o’ rum! 

“We’ll climb up the mountain for a dancin’ spree— 

Come along, shake a leg, keep a-followin’ me.” 

And he fiddled ’em up to the top of the schist 

With a twitchy, tickling rhythm that they couldn’t resist. 

On the mountain’s summit like a dancin’ floor 

They spread down their lumber and had pleasure galore. 

The men and the women faced in opposite ranks 

And they stepped out lively on their supple young shanks. 

Oh, the boys stomped loud and the girls would squeal 

As they danced with verve and gusto Lady Walpole’s Reel. 

And that fiddlin’ fool kept a-callin’ the turns 

’Til their toes had blisters and their feet had burns. 
0 

So they danced all night, but at break of day 

That Son-of-a-Satan simply vanished away. 

Took a pull at the jug, gave a snort and a choke, 

Disappeared in a flame and a puff o’ blue smoke! 

Now such is the legend of the long ago; 

It’s as true as the Gospel, insofar as I know. 
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It was told by a deacon, and he never lied 

From the day he was born until the minute he died. 

— Hildreth M. Allison 

The summit of Monadnock is not now privately owned. A tract 

of thirteen hundred acres of land was conveyed to the Society 

for the Protection of New Hampshire Forests, in 1914. 

By the terms of the deed the Society agrees to cut no timber 

upon the Masonian Reservation, and to make no new trails, 

except direct trails to the summit when these are deemed neces¬ 

sary by the officers of the Society. 

It has power to protect the timber from fire, insects, and 

fungus disease, but any structures for these purposes are not 

to be placed on the sky line where they will break the natural 

contour of the mountain. 

The Society must protect and maintain its wild and primeval 

condition; forest and rock to be undisturbed in their wild state 

where birds and game shall find natural refuge; the forests to 

be unmolested, free to grow and decay as of untold ages past. 

No cottages, hotels or recreation buildings can be erected 

on the tract and no highway shall be erected on it. 

A half dozen years ago there was formed an Association to 

Protect Mount Monadnock, its purpose to guard the mountain 

from construction of a proposed radio station near the summit, 

and to protect it from future commercial encroachment. 

The efficient leader and successful organizer of the move¬ 

ment was Francis E. Frothingham, of Boston and Dublin, who, 

since childhood, has summered here, and, in mature life, be¬ 

came one of our important property owners. Enlargement of the 

local cemetery, in which his parents rest, was made possible 

through his gift of land to the town—“The Frothingham Ad¬ 

dition.” 

Distinguished names are included among the Association's 

membership list, and men and women contributed willingly to 

raise fully $27,000 with which to protect the mountain they 

love. Funds came from friends on the Pacific Coast, and from 

faraway Alaska. Mr. and Mrs. Grenville Clark and Mrs. J. L. 

Mauran were especially helpful to the cause. 

The organization is officered by Francis E. Frothingham, 
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President; Frederick C. Stearns, Treasurer; Ernest L. Bell, Jr., 

Secretary and Clerk. There are Vice Presidents, Directors, and 

an Advisory Board. 

A series of conferences was held and open meetings for 

discussion were arranged in this and adjoining towns. 

The Association accomplished its purpose by buying the Half 

Way House on the Jaffrey side, its 250 acres of land, and mile 

and a half of toll road, for $22,000. Deed of the property was 

received by the Association on October 29, 1947. 

Control of this property was a key factor in opposing the 

building plans of the radio company, and they abandoned their 

projects in 1945. 

Organization expenses, and plans for two memorials, in¬ 

volved total expenditures of some $5,000 over and above the 

sum paid for the Half Way House property. 

The Association expressed its intention of installing a “modest, 

but suitable memorial” to the late Allen Chamberlain, author 

of Annals of the Grand Monadnock, and the late Philip W. 

Ayers, for thirty-four years forester of the Society for the Pro¬ 

tection of New Hampshire Forests, whom the Association rec¬ 

ognizes as having “contributed more than any one man, perhaps, 

toward the preservation of Monadnock for public use.” 

It would be difficult to name two finer or more deserving 

gentlemen than Mr. Chamberlain and Mr. Ayers. 

Under date of August 12th, 1946, there was reported a total 

of 3,811 acres of the mountain now held for Public Benefit, of 

which the State of New Hampshire owns 828 acres, the Society 

for the Protection of New Hampshire Forests, 2,983 acres, and 

the Town of Jaffrey has record title of 356 acres. 

The mountain and lake made their appeal to early settlers 

just as they do now to those who dwell within these confines. 

One must travel far to find another peak so individual in 

appearance, distinctive in character, inspiring and restful to 

those who view it. 

The first verse of the hymn composed by Deacon Jonathan 

K. Smith, President of the Day, at the Centennial celebration in 

1852, was sung to the tune of “Auld Lang Syne,” and contained 

these lines: 
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Stem old Monadnock, mid a flock 

Of hillocks, great and small, 

Reared then, as now, his crown of rock, 

The monarch of them all. 

During the proceedings a letter was read from a former 

resident, Dr. Ebenezer Morse, of Walpole, who said, “But one 

object, and a very prominent one in the features of Dublin 

scenery, remains very little changed during the last fifty years, 

or even the last six thousand years—that is Old Monadnock.” 

The “17th Sentiment,” “Old Monadnock,” proposed by the 

committee, was assigned to Dr. Daniel Elliot, who went from 

Dublin to locate in Marlborough, New York. 

In his response he made reference to the mountain as “my 

venerable and long cherished friend.” This allusion to the moun¬ 

tain as a personal being suggests Mrs. Rebecca Malicheff’s letter 

from Switzerland to a friend in Dublin, in which she said, “Give 

my love to Monadnock.” 

Dr. Elliot continued, 

I remember him when clothed with verdant foliage to 

the very summit. I saw, year after year, the devouring 

flames climbing his lofty sides, exhibiting him as a dread 

volcano, or giant beacon, till half his leafy mantle disap¬ 

peared. But I liked him best in naked majesty—bald, hoary, 

stern, asserting his fixed character 

I have visited mountains more known to fame—have 

stood on higher elevations; but from no point have I found 

the view so satisfactory—uniting so much grandeur, beauty, 

variety and extent—as from the brow of old Monadnock. 

I hail him King of Mountains! 

The fire which Dr. Elliot has mentioned probably occurred 

in or about the years 1820-1822. I recall hearing my Uncle John 

speak of it; he said it lighted up the surrounding countryside so 

that he could see to pick up his jacknife at night in the dooryard 

of our home. 

In his Centennial address, Charles Mason, Esq., spoke of 
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two fires, the last one as having occurred some thirty years pre¬ 

vious, which would conform to the date mentioned above. He 

said: 

Here, too, we have Monadnock, rising in cold, proud, 

isolated grandeur, an emblem at once of the essential 

stability and the superficial changes of nature. 

Its rugged sides, now compact of bald, cragged rock, 

were formerly covered with trees almost to its summit. But, 

years ago, the ravening fire, kindled, whether by accident 

or design, spread over a great part of the superior portion of 

the mountain, killing every tree and shrub wherever it went. 

The dead trees, decaying and falling, furnished materials 

for another conflagration which occurred within the memory 

of many of us. Some thirty years ago, in the latter part of 

a dry summer, the fire from a clearing on the side of the 

mountain made its way up to the higher regions, where, 

feeding upon the decayed wood, and nourished by the wind 

and drought, it extended itself over almost the entire 

northern side. 

As the daylight paled, giving place to the darkness of 

night, there might be seen from out the dense sea of livid, 

flame-tinged smoke, in which the mountain was enveloped 

by day, countless fires lighting up all along the extended 

range, glowing with a more vivid brightness as the darkness 

thickened, until the whole mountainside blazed with its 

myriad tongues of waving flame. 

It was a spectacle beautiful and grand in itself, but 

rendered sublime and awful by the thought of the dread 

power of the devouring element, and of the terrible destruc¬ 

tion that must ensue if, the wind and the drouth continuing, 

it should burst its mountain barrier and invade the domain 
of man. 

But, fortunately, before such a catastrophe was reached, 

a drenching rain extinguished the fire and thus put an end 

at once to the grandeur and terror of the scene. 

It will be fortunate indeed, if no similar conflagration de- 
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velops in the region of fallen trees on Monadnock, laid waste 

by the 1938 hurricane. Hundreds of acres of woodland, high up 

on the northern and eastern slopes of the mountain, have created 

a fire hazard of serious, long-lasting proportion. 

The summit of the mountain is in Jaffrey; the dividing line 

between the two towns passes some rods north of the peak; 

but the larger half lies in Dublin. Monadnock has given our 

town character, climate, beauty, and distinction, and has served 

to mould the lives of its people. 

When Rudyard Kipling lived in his Brattleboro, Vermont, 

home, “Naulahka,” two miles north of the village, he was able 

to get a glimpse of Monadnock over the highlands of Chester¬ 

field, and said the impression received from Emerson’s poem 

describing “Cheshire’s haughty hill” affected his entire life. 

Dr. Park, Boston’s much beloved minister-emeritus of the 

First Unitarian Church, called Monadnock, “A symbol of security 

which has meant more to me in a spiritual way than any other 

experience during my thirty-six summers in Peterborough; most 

influential on human character, and the most beautiful and best 

loved mountain in New Hampshire.” 

Climb the mountains and get their good tidings, 

Nature’s peace will flow into you as sunshine flows into trees, 

The winds will blow their freshness into you, and the storms 

their energy. 

While cares will drop off like autumn leaves. 

— John Muir 

Monadnock presents a variety of outlines, depending upon 

the viewpoint. Its contour, as observed from the highway near 

the cemetery, is quite different from that which may be seen 

from a point opposite the Catlin residence, a half mile farther 

west. The view from Thorndike, on the Jaffrey road, is so wholly 

unlike that from Stone Pond, as to suggest the inquiry, “Is it 

the same mountain?” 

To climb Monadnock, the Pumpelly trail offers more in 

panorama than any other. It is a longer path, leading past the 

Pumpelly residence, over lower spurs of the mountain, through 
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fields, up steep rocky slopes, and finally reaches the top, to earn 

for the climber the reward of glorious views. 

The farthest reach of vision is to the north, where, on a clear 

day, the whole White Mountain group, fully a hundred miles 

distant, is visible. In a southeasterly direction, is Wachusett, 

and, to the southwest, Greylock and the Berkshires. Westward, 

beyond the Connecticut, the Vermont hills rise, tier upon tier, 

to the limit of vision. Monadnock is the only point from which 

all six New England states can be seen. 

Northerly, and nearer, are Stratton, Ascutney, Cardigan, and 

Kearsarge. Villages, farmhouses, more than forty lakes and 

ponds can be sighted; and a creeping railway train winds 

through villages and open spaces, sending forth from its big, 

toilsome engine puffs of black smoke which rise, float away, 

and disappear. 

Monadnock Lake, a mile and a third in length, and some¬ 

thing less in width, one hundred eighteen and a half feet deep, 

and nearly fifteen hundred feet above sea level, is fed by under¬ 

ground springs. 

Its shores are clean and sandy, and gently shelve into deep 

water to provide safe bathing; many attractive summer homes 

dot beautiful nearby hills which look down upon its tranquil 

surface. Some of America’s famous fine paintings have been 

created near its shores. An excellent road, three and a third 

miles in length, encircles it. 

The late Dr. Henry H. Piper loved his native town and wrote 

charmingly of it. In his description of the lake he said: “To know 

it one must look upon it as we look upon the face of a friend; 

see it as the writer has often seen it in the early morning from 

the top of Snow Hill, when the sunlight was beginning to stream 

over the Contoocook valley, while all the west lay in shadow, the 

surface of the water like a mirror reflecting the verdant shores, 

a light mist floating over it, and all its message peace.” 

When the talented Miss McKellips taught in our village 

school she remarked, “It seems to me the sun shines a little 

brighter, the sky seems a little bluer, and the moon more golden 

in Dublin, than anywhere else!” Colonel Higginson made refer¬ 

ence to an ideal morning as a “delightful Dublin day.” 
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Over all of Dublin’s life should be the joy of living among 

mountains, amid sunshine and shadow, and the changing seasons; 

the “rocks and rills,” the “woods and templed hills”; clear blue 

sky and fleecy clouds reflected in the pure water of the lovely 

lake; the singing brooks and sunny slopes; the succession of 

flowers and the variety of trees and shrubs; bird life and song; 

the sunlight of morning, and the afterglow of even-tide, to 

stream in and make glad the heart. 
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